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PREFACE. 

The varied and vigorous literature of ancient Scandinavia 

will amply repay the student for the labour which he can 

bestow upon it, and to facilitate his acquisition of the language 
in which it is embodied is the object of this little work. 

With this view, I have aimed at the utmost brevity con- 

sistent with completeness and precision, avoiding all those 

elaborate details which can only interest the advanced scholar. 

Stating merely those rules which must necessarily be mastered, 

I have endeavoured through simplicity of arrangement and a 

practical system to present the general structure of the Ice- 

landic tongue before the learner's eye, so that with ordinary 

‘application it will be easily comprehended ; particularly by 
him who possesses the advantage of an acquaintance with 

some of its cognate branches. Wherever rules are laid down, 

they are so enforced by analogous examples selected from 

standard authorities, with a correct translation of the pas- 

sages , a8 to show both the proper application of them, and 

the right meaning of the sentences. 

The earliest poetry and historical sagas of the North 

furnish exhaustless sources of intellectual pleasure to the 

antiquarian and philologist. The traditions of Iceland, car- 
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ried into that island by emigrants from the Scandinavian 

peninsula soon after its discovery, and imperishably pre- 

served by them in written documents, are so closely con- 

nected with the history of Northern Europe as to render a 

knowledge of it incomplete without them. Many of the skalds 

travelled in foreign lands before the twelfth century, and as 

they were nobles and warriors, they. were received by the 

kings, to whom they were often related, as friends and coun- 

cillors; thus on their return to their native land they brought 

with them much historical matter which, since the Roman 

characters had been introduced with the Christian religion, 

was committed to writing. The value of some of these docu- 

ments to English history is considerable, and besides con- 

firming or adding to our stock of facts during its darkest 

period, they afford us very interesting views of the state of 

society, and of the manners and mode of pe of the age in 

which they were composed. 

After the departure of the Roman legions from this 

country, the Jutes, Saxons, and Angles, who occupied re- 

spectively Jutland in Denmark, the district between the Elbe 

and the Eyder, and Anglen in the south-east part of the 

Duchy of Slesvik, successively obtained settlements in Bri- 

tain. The language which resulted from this blended colo- 

nization, marked however by strong dialectic variations, is 

generally styled Anglo-Saxon, which term was first intro- 

duced by Asser, in his Life of Alfred. The resemblance 

between it and the Old Norse, as is to be expected, is strik- 

ing, since both are the offspring of that primitive tongue, 
_ the Gothic, spoken by the ancestors of all the Teutonic tribes. 

For instance, the Anglo-Saxon letter ἐδ is common to both 

Icelandic and English, though unknown to most of the allied 

dialects. The article, noun, adjective and pronoun are alike 

declinable in Anglo-Saxon and Old Norse, having different 
forms for the three genders, for the four cases, and for the 
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singular and plural numbers; besides which, the pronoun 

of the first and second persons has a dual, or form exclu- 

sively appropriated to the number two. The adjective has 

two forms of inflection ; the one employed when the adjective 

is used without a determinative , the other when it is pre- 

ceded by an article or a pronoun agreeing also with the noun. 

These forms are called, respectively, the indefinite and defi- 

nite. The verbs have four moods; the indicative, sub- 

junctive, imperative and infinitive, and but two tenses , the 

present and the past. In both languages the definite article 

partakes very strongly of its original character of a demon- 

strative pronoun. The nouns have three genders, and the 

masculine and feminine are often applied to objects incapable 

of sex. — 
᾿ Furthermore, Icelandic, from its close relationship to 

Anglo-Saxon, furnishes more abundant analogies for the 

illustration of obscure English etymological and syntactical 

forms than any other of the kindred tongues. “It is but 

recently”, says Marsh in his Lectures on the English Lan- 

guage, “that the great value of Icelandic philology has 
become known to the other branches of the Gothic stock, and 

one familiar with the treasures of that remarkable literature, 

and the wealth, power, and flexibility of the language which 

contains it, sees occasion to regret the want of a thorough 

knowledge of it in English and American grammatical 

writers, more frequently than of any other attainment 

whatever”. | 

The incursions which the piratical Danes and Nor- 

wegians, by whom Iceland was colonized, made upon the 

shores of Britain, supply our history with many important 

incidents during the two centuries immediately preceding the 

Norman Conquest. Along with their peculiar customs and 

' superstitions, these sea-kings introduced several words and 

phrases into our language, which have left their impress up 
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to the present time chiefly on the northern dialects of the 

English peasantry. Many provincialisms are thus retained 

by them the etymology of which can be traced to a Scan- 

dinavian origin. The following, selected from a large num- 

ber, will sufficiently illustrate this statement. 

Provincialisms. English. Icelandic. 

bain | near beinn 

bawk a cross beam balkr 
beck brook bekkr 

bigg barley bygg 

duck cloth dukr 

eldin kindling elding 

fell mountain fjall 

to flit to remove flytja 

force waterfall fors 

frosk frog froskr 

garth enclosure(yard) garér 
gaumless half silly gaumr (heed) 
gill cleft gil 

to girn to yearn girna 

gowk cuckoo gaukr 

to grave to dig grafa 

to harry to plunder herja 

hegg bird-cherry heggr 
host cough hosti 

ing meadow eng - 

kitling kitten kettlingr 
to lake to play leika 

- lathe barn ° hlada 
lift air lopt 
ling heather lyng 

muck dung myki 

neive fist hnefi 

puck goblin puki 
rang wrong rangr 
rig back hryggr 

to rive to tear in pieces rifa 
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Provincialisms. English. Icelandic. 

royd cleared space = rjddr 
sackless simple saklauss 
scatte tax skattr 
skuggy gloomy skuggi (shade) 

to speer to ask spyrja 

to steven to bespeak stefna 
tale number tala 
to thole to endure - pola 

to wale to choose velja 

wark pain verkr. 

In the midland northern districts of England where the 

Danes and Norwegians mostly settled, a considerable number 

of. places with names of Scandinavian descent, are to be found, 

such as: | 
Old Norse. 

Whitby, meaning, white village . byr, first, a farm, then, 
a town. 

ἜΣ Sern land . . pveit, ras piece of 

Northorpe, — north village . borp, cluster of houses. 

Anglesey, -- Angles’ island ey, tsland. 

Caithness, - naze of Catuibh nes, promontory. 
* (its ancient Gaelic name) 

Storwith, - large wood .. vidr, wood. 

Langtoft, -- long field ...toft, jfield near a farm. 

Fieldgarth, — mountain farmgarbr, enclosure, yard. 

Greenwich, — pine bay ... vikr, bay. 

Southwark, — southern fort . virki, fortress. 

A thorough study of Scandinavian literature would eluci- 

date many points in our early history which are now obscure, 

particularly that portion of it comprised in the Anglo-Saxon 

period; and since the Icelandic language is so closely akin 

to Anglo-Saxon, the parent of our own, it seems evident that 
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some proficiency in it should be sought by every educated 

Englishman who wishes to possess a complete knowledge of 

his mother-tongue. Should the present work in any way 

prove an auxiliary in so useful a pursuit, or induce the 

student to enter a comparatively unexplored region of inter- 

esting lore, the author will have gained his principal aim. 
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Line 
. 11, for Is read Ice. 

29, — there r. these. 
. 12, — Svérd sword r. Svordr sward. 
. 22, — flar r. fleer. 
. 10, — hjértna r. hjartna. 
. 17, — eignar-nar r. eignir-nar. 
. 19, — form 7. forms. 

7, — litinn +. litinn. 
okkaru 7. okkarn. 
varu r. varn. 

22, — ndkkur-u 7. ndkkur-n. 
11 9. 13. 

24, — fortymen r. forty men. 
. 16, — tuttugast r. tuttugasti. 
. 30, — embtinn r. em biunn. 

5, — bra ~. bra. 
. 11, — lang ».. long. 
. 15, — frysum *. frysim. 
. 16, — frysud r. frysid. 
. 17, — frysu r. frysi. 
. 35, — héggvin r. hégegvinn. 
. 16, — pradr συ. pradr. 

. . 32, — nrikr ». rikr. 
. 24, — allter ». allt er. 

, — 89 r. 84. . 8 

. 12, — iss r. 38. 
31 , — in r. no. 





PART I. 

ORTHOGRAPHY. 

CHAPTER I. 

LETTERS AND PRONUNCIATION. 

The Icelandic Alphabet consists of the following letters : 

a, b, c, ἃ, 5, 6, f, g, ἃ, i, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, @, p, 4, 

r, 8, t, u, Vv, X, y, Z, p, 5, @. 

The vowels are: 

a, 6, ὃ, 6, 1, 0, , ἃ, y. 

Of these, a, e, i, 0, u, y can be lengthened by accents, 
and thus the following are short: 

. a, 6, 1, 0, u, y, ὅ; 

and the following long : 

, 4, ὃ, 1, 6, ὦ, y, ὃ. 

a is pronounced like a@ in fat, father. 
a» » » οὐ in broad; or a in warm. 
5 » » » «@oruin girdle, first, murder, sun. 
88.» » » the English long :. 
e » » » e in met. 
ἃ » » » ein there. 
i» » » ein bell. 
{ » » » ee in bee. 
O » » » o in not. 
ὁ» » » oin fore, or rather broader. 
ce » » » @ in paper. 
u » ὃ » tew in view. 
English-Icelandic Gramm. 1 
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ὦ is pronounced like oo in rood. 
y » » » ¢in pil. 
y» » » 66 in peel. 

a, 4, 0, 6, ἃ, ὦ, are called hard vowels, and 3, #, e, ὃ, 

i, {, @, y> y> soft. 

Sound and Power of Vowels. 

A — This letter, as noticed above, is pronounced like a in 
fat, when short. Example, askr ash-tree: when long 
and unaccented, like a in father. Ezx., saga a tale. On 
the Faroe it has frequently a sound approaching to ὅ 
(English a). 

A — Like oa in broad, or a in warm. Ez., hile neck. It 
answers to the Danish aa and the Swedish a. In 
words where ὦ follows wv (for instance, vapn weapon, 
var spring, van hope) the Icelanders often use o. 

ὃ — Like ¢ or ὦ in girdle, first, murder, sun. Ex., drn eagle. 
This letter is mostly only a vowel change of a which 
belongs to that class of vowels capable of being softened 
or modified by a change of their original sounds. It 
is the Danish short 9, and Swedish 6, and sounds much 
as the French ew in peu. It was introduced at a com- 
paratively late period into the Old Norse alphabet, the . 
diphthong au being written for it in ancient manu- 
scripts. 

ΔῈ — Like the English long ἢ. z., efi kfetime. Its sound 
might be represented by the letters ay, which the Ice- 
landers would pronounce like the German δ. In Nor- 
way, on the other hand, as in modern Danish, it 
sounds like our @ in paper. In the ancient writings 
both modes alternate; the former, however, has most 
in its favour, and it is perhaps the oldest. In most 
cases @ is only a modified vowel. 

K — Like e in met. Ex., elska éo love. 

E — Like e in there. Ex., mer tome. This letter is often 
written with a grave accent. Besides determining the 
pronunciation of the vowel, this accent serves to pre- 
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vent confusion in the meaning of many words. For 
instance : 

vel well, and vel gus/e. let dissuades, and let let. 
her army, and hér here. setti placed, and setti seventh 
el feeds, and ὁ] haslstorm. (modern ; sjdtti). 
fell fell (s.), and ΤῸ be (v.). | lek leaks (v.), and lek played. 
fletta to cleave, and flétta to plait. | 
The ancient Faroese manuscripts, instead of ὁ, sometimes - 
used ea; e.g. nea =e. 

I — Likes in δὶ. Ez., viss certain. With this letter e is 
often interchanged in old writings, especially in the 
endings of words, as, lande for landi dandsman, misser 
for missir loss. The vowel y is frequently used instead 
of ἡ, e. g.. mykill for mikill much or great; but this 
variation occurs chiefly in the definite form (hinn 
mykli the great). 

I — Like ee in bee. Hz., visa song. In the noun-termina- 

tion ¢ which has the genitive inja, and therefore stands 
instead of yz, this vowel is prenounced by the modern 
Icelanders like yee; 6. g. vilf, pronounced vilji (vilyee). 
Sometimes the termination of a proper noun in -im, 
when it takes the place of -yn, is pronounced like yim, 
e. g., Sk6din like Skédyin, Tddin like Tédyin. 

O — Like o in not, when short. Ez., hopp hop, ap. When 
long and unaccented, somewhat like 00 in pool. Ez., 
hola cave. 

O — This vowel takes a deep sound, rather broader than o 
in fore. Hz., τό rest. 

(Gs — Like a in paper. Ex., cxl increase. It frequently be- 
comes a vowel-change of ¢.] 

U — Like tew in view. Ez., kul atring. Its pronunciation 
resembles that of the French ὦ in du, and the German 

ti in Hate. O is often used for u, but mostly in the 
endings of words, 6. g., héerdd for hérud disérict. 

U — Like oo in rood. Ex., his house. Formerly ὦ and v 
were interchangeable letters as in English; but they 
are now used separately. 

Y — Likesin pill. Ez., lyng ng, heath. In consequence 
of its sound it alternates with ὦ in many instances. It 
is related in pronunciation to y, as 7 is to #. The most 
valuable ancient Mss. constantly make a distinction 

1 * 
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between y andy. Y is in most cases only a modified 
wu, or more rarely 0. In certain words, principally par- 
ticles, y and s are interchanged; for instance, fyrir and 

; firir for, yfir and ifir over. 
Y — Like ee in peel. Ezx., myri moor. 

The lengthened vowels 4, ἃ, {, 6, 4, y, and the vowel- 
-changes @ and ce may be regarded as a species of diphthong, 
at least as respects the pronunciation. Agreeably to ortho- 
graphy, au, ey and δὲ are proper diphthongs. 

au is pronounced like oy in doy. Ez., auga eye. 

ey, a modified au approaches the German ew, having a broader 
sound than our word eye. It is pronounced much in the 
same way as the pronoun / in several of our provincial 
dialects — in the North Staffordshire, for instance. It is 
often interchanged with οἱ. The older sound, which still 
obtains in Norway, is 93. 

ei is pronounced very close, rather like δὲ in weight; but 
never as the Germdn οἱ in Stem, Ben. In Old Swedish 
et is sounded like ὁ. 

CHAPTER IU. 
CONSONANTS. 

The consonants are: 

b, Cc, d, 6, f, g> h, J; k, l, m, n, Ρ, ᾳ, r, 8, t, p, Vv, x, Z. 

They are divided, according to the organs by which they 
are pronounced, — the throat, tongue, and lips, into guttur- 
als, linguals, and labials. 

Some are distinguished by the name bf liquids, because 
they readily unite with the mute consonants, and flow into 
their sounds. 

The following is their classification : 
Gutturals: g, k, j. 

Linguals: d, t, p, 6, 8. 
Labials: b, p, f, v. 
Liquids: 1, m, n, r. 

The letters c, g, x, z must be classed as hard mutes. 
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The spirant 4, being formed by the breath merely, does 
not belong to any of the articulating organs in particular. 

The consonants δ, 8, z are also called sibilants, from 
the hissing nature of their sounds. 

B is pronounced as in English. 
C*is often found in the oldest manuscripts, as in Anglo- 

Saxon, instead of &, and is therefore sounded like that 
letter. There is no instance in which & may not be used 
in its place. 

D is pronounced as in English. 

Ἔ,, (called in Islandic ed3) has a strongly rolling sound, and 
never occurs at the beginning of words. It is an aspirated 
or weak d or dh, and always sounds soft, as ¢h in ἐδῶ, 
bathe. Ex., αἸδτδὶ did. It is never doubled, but is changed 
into dd, as: gled, gladdi, ryd, ruddi. 

F is sounded at the beginning of a syllable and before s as 
in English; 6. g., fétr foot, ofsi arrogance: at the end of 
a word it is pronounced like hard v, δ. g., haf sea, when 
it is often written v, which is likewise the case in the Far- 
oese language: stevni, stevndi, stevnt. It has also the hard 
sound before 7 (ur), as hafr he-goat, and between all vowels 
in the middle of a word, ὁ. g. hafa w have. Before J, ἢ, 
5, ¢, at the end of a syllable, this sound of v passes over 
to ὃ or bb; e.g., afl (pron. abl.) strength, nafn (nabbn) 
name. If another consonant, especially d or ¢, follow after 
Jn, the sound becomes mn; 6. g., nefna fo name, is pro- 
nounced nibbna, but nefndi named, like némndi, and nefnt 
named (past part.), as némnt. This pronunciation is 
general when αἱ follows; but if the succeeding consonant 
be ¢ or 8, it is often sounded as fft, ffs, ὁ. g., jafnt, til 
jains (jafft, jaffs). Where f is to be pronounced hard in 
the middle of a word, it is doubled, ὁ. g., offra ἐο offer, 

in distinction from ofra fo swing, which is read ovra. 

G is sounded as in English before a, 0, ὦ and au. G and gy 
before 6, t, y, @, ὦ, ὅδ, ey, et, are sounded soft like the 
Danish g, or English gu in guard, with a slight after- 
sound of 7; as, gefa to gwe, gefi might gwe, geir spear. If 

. a vowel go before, and a soft one οὐδ 7 come after, it 
sounds like y consonant, e.g., bogi @ bow, agi chashsement, 
feegja to smooth, bagindi troubles (pronounced boyi, ayi, 
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faiya, boayindi). At the end of syllables after a long 
vowel it was aspirated in former times, and therefore writ- 
ten gh, as: légh law, vegh weigh. Its sound must thus have 
been very feeble, as in this case it is almost entirely omit- 
ted in the present Norwegian pronunciation, e. g., drag, 
pronounced dra, dag, da.. If another consonant follow gn, 
especially ὦ or ¢, the sound becomes ngn; for instance, 
lygna to grow calm, is heard nearly like liggna, but the 
imperfect lygndi is pronounced lingndi or lingdi, and lygnt 
like lingnt or lingt; but should s follow, the sound re- 
sembles ggs; 6. g., til gagns (gaggs) for gain. 

H is always aspirated, and has a hard and strong sound be- 
fore 7, v, J, n, τὶ 6. g., hjarta heart, hverfa to turn, hlada 
to load, hndttr bowl, hringr ring. It is occasionally inter- 
changed with k before n; 6. g., knffr and hnifr knife, and 
some more words. 

J is sounded like the German y or our y consonant. It is only 
a short or consonantal ¢, and should therefore be entirely 
rejected in most cases, and supplanted by it. In old ma- 
nuscripts, moreover, we find e where y is now used; 6. g., 
earl == jarl earl, sedlfr = sjalf self. 

K is pronounced at the end ofa syllable, before a consonant 
and the vowels ὦ, o and uw, as in English. It is also ge- 
nerally written for ch, 6. g., kristr, kér, and is often used 
instead of g; 6. g., kvikr ποίησ. It is likewise doubled in 
place of ck; 6. g., plokka or plocka f pluck. K andhy 
before e, t, y, ὦ, ὦ, 0, ey, δὲ are sounded soft like the 
Danish 4y with a slight after-sound of y, resembling c in 
the English words care, cure. It is never pronounced like 
ch in church, which is the case with the Swedish soft &. In 
the plural of substantives in and: derived from verbs in ga 
or ka (without 2), g or k preceding 6 has its hard sound; 6. 
g-, from eiga fo own comes eigandi owner, plural eigendr 
(pronounced eigindr), elskandi dover, plur. elskendr (pro- 
nounced elskindr). Sk has the sound of se in our word 
scare before a, ο, u, and of sh before e, ὁ in root-syllables. 

L,as a single letter, is sounded as in English. When double, 
it is pronouncell by the Icelanders and West Norwegians, 
as well as by the Faroese, like d/; 6. σ., kalla {pronounced 
kadla) ¢o call; consequently it is sometimes interchanged 
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with dl; 6. σ., ἅ milli or 4 midli between, from mid tn the 
midst. But in cases where d, ¢, or s follows, 6. g., felldi 
felled, allt all, alls of αὖ, and also in compound words and 
derivatives where each / belongs to a separate syllable, e. 
g-, til-lag contribution, Hal-land Holand, mikil-létr high- 
minded, Wis sounded as in English. FZ has a rolling sound 
much like that of the hard @ heard almost as rdl, ὁ. g., 
jarl earl. In certain districts of South Norway, especially 
West Tellemarken and Setersdal, Z is pronounced like dd; 
6. g., gull (properly gudl) gold, in Setersdal gudd. In 
many parts of Norway / is not heard before a mute con- 
sonant with a long vowel before it: 6. g., kalf (pronounced 
kaav) calf, ulf (iv) wolf, folk (f6k) folk. This pronun- 
ciation prevails in Tellemarken and Setersdal. 

M sounds as in English. 

N, single, sounds as in English: double, it is pronounced 
after d, ¢, t, et, ὁ, ώ, ὦ and ὦ as dn; e.g., steinn (steidn) 
stone. But if nn belong to the following syllable. or if a 
simple vowel precede it, the sound is the same as in Eng- 
lish; 6. g., &-nni fo the river, ey-nni to the wsland, kanna 
to examine, brenna fo burn. Rn has a rolling sound, some- 
what like rdn, making the antecedent vowel very hard 
and sharp; 6. g., horn (hordn) horn. 

P asin English. Before ¢ like f; 6. g., eptir (pronounced 
eftir) after: consequently f¢ has been latterly much used 
in place of pt. In many districts of Norway and in the 
Faroe, p is entirely assimilated with the succeeding f, 
where evar is pronounced eftr. No word beginning with 
p is of genuine Norse origin. 

Q is to be met with in its ordinary place before v, and used 
to alternate with k, but in the Old Norse alphabet it is a 
superfluous letter. 

R is mostly sounded as in English. For its pronunciation 
before 7 and n see remarks under those letters. # answers 
to three forms in the ancient language; namely, tor pure, 
tos, which is also found written in the oldest manuscripts, 
and occurs in the Gothic: 6. g., vesa or vera to be (Anglo- 
Saxon wesan), heysa or heyra é hear, meisi or meiri 
more, and lastly, in the beginning of words, to vr, 6. g., 
rita to write, originally vrita, reidi wrath, formerly vreidi, 
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rangr wrong, anciently vrangr. These forms occur in Old 
Swedish , but have disappeared in Norsk, where, on the 
other hand, we sometimes find in r a fixed sound of v sig- 
nified by ὦ added, rueidi for reidi, ruangr for rangr. This 
form of » has again appeared in the written tongue, and 
partly in the modern pronunciation. When the r alone 
forms a kind of syllable by itself, e. g., in most nomina- 
tive endings in the masculine, in genitives singular and 
nominatives and accusatives plural in the feminine, and in 
the second and third persons singular in the present indi- 
cative of the irregular conjugations, it is pronounced by 
the Icelanders and Faroese as ur, 6. g., madur for madr, 
stendur for stendr, merkur for merkr. In former times 

it seems to have been sounded arbitrarily; in Norway, 
mostly e: hence we often find written mader, goder; 
and also as ar (madar, konungar). 

S has always the hard sound of ss in mss. It interchanges 
with ds in some words, as: gisl gils, beisl beils. 

T asin English. Zns is pronounced at the end of words likes. 
p (called in Icelandic Thorn) is an aspirated ¢ (th), as 5 is an 

aspirated d (dh). It is pronounced like the Greek ὃ, and 
the English ¢4 in think, e. g., peinkja to think, except in 
pronouns, or particles which are attracted like enclitics to 
the foregoing word; 6. g., ἅ δῇ pinni in thy days, erp'at 
(for pu at), where it has the sound of 6, dependent, how- 
ever, on the preceding letter. ‘This consonant is only 
found at the beginning of a word, and is consequently 
never doubled. 

V sounds as in English. It is partly a consonantal w, and 
bears the same relation to this vowel as 7 to1; partly an 
independent consonant, which is to be regarded as a soft- 
ening of f occurring in cognate words, either in the lan- 
guage itself, or in the other dialects. This difference, 
which is etymologically important, does not concern the 
pronunciation. 

X asin English. - 
Z is to be mostly regarded as an etymological sign which 

sometimes represents δέ, ds or és; thus we find both deraz 
and berast, wdstr and e@ztr, bestr and beztr, kvadst, kvazt 
and kvaz. Properly, it is only used instead of ds and &, 
and is then always sounded like s. 
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CHAPTER III. 
ACCENTUATION. 

In a word of more than one syllable, a greater stress is 
naturally placed on one syllable than on another, and in 
a combination of words, one word is pronounced with greater 
force than another. For instance, in the words hestar, ζσα, 
éndvegi, the syllables hest, jig and ond are uttered with greater 
force than those which follow them. In the sentences hann 
stékk γῆν gardinn he sprang over the fence; eg taladi leingi 
vid hann J talked a long &me with um, a greater stress is laid 
on the words gardinn, dang, than on those with which they 
are connected. This is called the grammatical accent; but 
emphasis is essentially different from accent. In the latter 
case the speaker lays stress on some particular word or syl- 
lable which in itself may be of less importance, but which, 
for certain reasons, he wishes to render emphatic. Take the 
examples cited above: hann stékk &c., he sprang, &c.; eg 
taladi, &c., J spoke, &c. 

The first syllable always takes the chief tone, whether 
the words be long or short, compound or simple. In dissyllabic 
words the final ‘syllable is consequently short, e. g., brénna 
to burn. In trisyllabics the penultimate has a stronger tone 
than the last; ὁ. g., kalladi called, félagi fellow. But when 

' the last member of a compound or derivative is monosyl- 
labic, the final syllable has a stronger tone than the middle ; 
e. g., hd{ud hof chef temple, tippriindligt orignal. Polysyl- 
labic words have the lesser tone on the penultimate, e. 7., 
kingurvdfa sprder. 

Some prepositions, 6. g., Amoti agamst, dmilli between, 
igegnum through, seem to form an exception to the rule that 
the chief tone always rests on the first syllable; but there are 
properly only compounds of two words which are better 

_ written separately, 4 moti, 4 milli, { gegnum; consequently, 
the first part, or real preposition, is omitted in all compounds 
formed with these words, e. g., mdtganga enmity, medalauki 
compensathon. 

R or ur final is regarded as a short syllable which is 
- very rarely reckoned in metrical composition. It has a faint 
sound of ur or er; 6. g., madr man, gddr good. 
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Words of foreign origin, of which few however have 
been adopted into the Old Norse, as a rule are pronounced 
and accented according to the sound and tone peculiar to them 
in their native tongues; 6. g., pistill from epistola, postuli 
apostulus. 

Foreign words are often contracted, e. g., tempra tem- 
pero; lina knea; regla regula. 

The first unaccented syllable is often rejected; spitali, 
postuli, biskup epsscopus. 

‘ A vowel before a simple consonant becomes somewhat 
lengthened, whether the consonant be hard or soft, as: ék or 
ὃς, set, las. When the short sound is expressed, the con- 
sonant is doubled, as: egg, sett, hlass. 

Vowels are sounded short when a consonant is added, as: 

log has a long 6 — légdum a short one. | 
kef » » » 8 — kefjfa » » » 
vil » » » i — vildi » » » 

All consonants which follow a vowel belong to the syllable 
containing it, as: ask-a, mold-igr, skip-in-u. Hence the 
words are rendered short at the end of a line in poetry. 

J and v, which belong to the vowel following them , form 
exceptions, as: spyr-jum, dégg-va. The letter r is mostly read 
with the next vowel, as: ham-rar hammers. 

| Proper names, as Sigurdr, Noregr, were always written 
with capital letters ; but gud God, .djéfull devil, konungr king, 
jarl earl, and such like, with small initials. 

CHAPTER IV. 
VOWEL-CHANGE. 

Besides the proper endings, a change of vowel within 
the word itself frequently takes place, corresponding with the 
German umiaut, and this modification of vowels constitutes 
an important element in the declension and derivation of. 
words. Compare: 

Anglo-Saxon. English. German. Icelandic. 
sing. f6t foot fuss fotr 
plur. fet feet fiisse foetr. 

The vowels are divided into two classes, namely, the 
A-~-class which contains a, d, 6, 1, d, @, et (and ya, 74, ya, 75, 
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é, ἢ, and the O-class which comprises 0, u, y, 6, ὦ, y, au, 
ey (and 7d, 7). 

A is changed: 

1. into δ in the chief syllable before endings in u, as: saga, 

em OS bO 

. into e 

. into d 

. into u 

sdgu ; 

in the chief syllable of polysyllables, the others 
taking ὦ, as: bakari, békurum ; 

in neutr. plur. of nouns with consonantal endings, 
as: haf, héf; land, lind; 

in neutr. plur. of adjectives with consonantal endings, 
as: glad, glsd; 

in fem. sing. of adjectives with consonantal endings, 
as: hagr, hog. 

in derivatives, as: lenda from land, nefna from nafn; 
before the endings: andr, as: dagr, degi, fadir, fedr; 
in the monosyllabic pres. ist pers. sing. of verbs in 

the 3rd conj., as: taka, tek. 
in the imp. 1st pers. plur. of verbs in the 2nd conj., 

as: drap, drdpum. 
in the imp. ist pers. plur. of verbs in the 1st conj., 
as: braun, brunnum. 

E is changed: 

. into a 

. into 4, 
. into ἡ, 

. into 4 

. into ὁ 

in the monosyllabic imp. 180 pers. sing. of verbs in 
the 1st and 2nd conj., as: bell, ball. 

as: regna, rignir. 
in derivatives, as: virda from vers. 
in the monosyl. imp. 1st pers. sing. of verbs in ist 

and 2nd conj., as: bregd, bra; fregn, fra. 
in the monosyl. imp. 180 pers. sing. of verbs in 3rd 

conj., as: dreg, drd. 

I is changed : 

into ὦ in the monosyl. imp. {st pers. sing. of verbs in the 
{st conj., as: finn, fann. 

A is changed : 
1. into 6 in the past part. of verbs in the 2nd conj., as: dra- 

pum, drepinn; 
2. into o in the past part. of verbs in the ist conj., as: sta- 

lum, stolinn; 
3. into ὃ before the endings ὁ and r, as: δυάδι, predi, predir. 
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O is changed: 
1. into a before endings which contain a, as: sakar, saka 

from sdk; 
. into 6 before the endings s and r: as: berki, merkr; 
. into y, in derivatives, as: smyrja from smjor. 

Ei is changed : 
1. into? in the monosyl. imp. ist pers. plur. of verbs in the 

4th conj., as: beid, bidum; 
2. into + in derivatives, as: hiti from heitr. 

Ja is changed into :, as: bjarnar, birni; and into jo, 
djarf, djérf. 
J5 is changed into:, as: djdrf, dirfast. 

Of the O-class of vowels are changed, O: 
1. into y, as: son, synir; of, yfir; 
2. into e, as: hnot, hnetr. This change is of rare occurrence. 

U is changed: 
1. into o in the past part. of verbs in the Ist and 5th conj., 

burgum, borginn, hrutum, hrotinn; 
2. into y, as: gud, gydja. 

ὁ is changed : 
1. into @ (@), as: kl6, kler; 
2. into y in derivatives, as: fylki from félk. 

U is changed : 
into y, a8: mus, mys, and in derivatives. as: hyda from hud. 

Au is changed: 
1. into ey, as: laus, leysa; 
2. into w, as: lauk, lukum; 
3. into o, in derivatives, as: dropi from draup. 

J6 is changed into y, as: brjdta, bryt. 
Ju is changed into y, as: ljuga, lygi. 
Ndt is assimilated in short words to ἐξ, as: batt, bandt. 
Ngk is assimilated in short words to kk, as: sprakk, 

sprang. 
Nr is assimilated in short words to nn, as: synn, synr. 
Lr is assimilated in short words to WJ, as: heill, het. 

V is rejected before o, u, y, andr at the beginning of words, 
as, from verpa is formed varp, which:in the different parts 
of the verb is changed into orpinn, urpum and yrpt. Be- 
fore the word retds, which used to be written vred:, the 
consonant v is likewise dropt. 

Co bo 

as: @ 
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PART ΤΙ. 
ETYMOLOGY. 

CHAPTER I. 
INFLECTED WORDS. 

_ The parts of speech which are subject to inflection or 
terminational change are, articles, nouns, adjectives, pro- 
nouns, by declension, and verbs by conjugation. 

THE ARTICLE. 

The indefinite article @ or an, or the numeral one, has 
three genders, and four cases, and is thus declined : 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 
Mase. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

Nom. einn ein eitt einir einar ein 
Gen. eins einnar eins - einna einna einna 
Dat. einum _ einni elnu elnum einum einum 
Mec. einn eina eitt eina einar ein 

Used in the plural number, this word has mostly the sense 
of some. 

The definite article ¢he is thus declined: 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

Nom. hinn hin hitt hinir hinar -_ hin 
Gen. hins hinnar hins hinna hinna hinna 
Dat. hinum _sihinni hinu hinum = hinum is hinum 
Ace. hinn hina hitt hina hinar hin. 

This word is also used as a demonstrative pronoun in the 
signification of ¢hat. When appended to a substantive it con- 
stitutes its definite inflected form, as: madr-inn the man, 
eik-in the oak, dyr-it the animal; but A is then always left 
out, and one ¢ in the neuter. 

The vowel 7 itself is dropt when the word ends in a 
simple vowel, as: indefinite tunga, definite cungan (not tunga- 
wn or tungin) ; but if the noun terminate in a consonant, then 
ὦ is retained, except in the nominative plural masculine, and 
nominative and accusative plural feminine. 
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Appended to nouns it takes the following endings: 
SING. PLUR. : 

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 
Nom. -inn~ -in -itorié -nir -nar -in 
Gen. -ins -innar(-nnar) -ins -nna -nna -nna 
Dat. -num_ -inni (-nni) -nu -num -num -num 
Ace. -inn~ -ina(-na) -itorii | -na  --nar -in. 

In the dative plural the m at the end of the noun is omitted 
when the article is added , for the sake of euphony as, flotu- 
num for flotum-num. The definite article is placed before 
adjectives in the definite inflected form, as: hinn ρόδι the good. 

CHAPTER IL. 
THE NOUN. 

Nouns, or Substantives, have three genders, Masculine, 
Feminine, and Neuter, and two numbers, Singular and Plu- 
ral, with four cases in each, Nominative, Genitive, Dative, 
and Accusative. 

It is impossible to give infallible rules for gender, but 
the following remarks may be of use. 

Masculines commonly end in i, r, ὦ, », ors, though all 
nouns with these terminations are not necessarily of that gender. 

The names of the duties and employments of men are 
masculine, e.g., konungr king, hd{dingi chteftatn, prestr prtest, 
preell thrall. 

Words ending in démr, ungr, tngr, wngi, lekr, skapr, 
nadr, art and and: are masculine. 

Compound words retain the gender of their last part, 
which is also the case with the names of countries and towns; 

6. g., Noregr (Norvegr) Norway, and Mikligardr Constan- 
ΟΡ δ are masculine, their last members vegr and gardr being 
so; Danmirk Denmark, Svipjéd Sweden, and Slésvik are’ 
feminine, as mork, pydd, and vik are of this gender; and pyz- 

᾿ kaland Germany, as well as Sviarfki Sweden, are neuter since 
they terminate in neuter nouns. 

The gender of Icelandic substantives may likewise be as- 
certained to some extent by that of nouns in the cognate lan- 
guages. 
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The names of the duties and employments of women are 
feminine as, drottning queen, ljésa midwife, ambatt she-slave. 

All substantives in a are feminine, e.g., gata path, haka 
chin; except herra master (German Herr), and sira sre, and 
some proper names, which are masculine, as Sturla, as well 
as the neuter nouns comprised in the seventh declension. 

Most monosyllabic substantives whose root-vowel is 6. 
are feminine; e.g., grof a ditch, vik an tce-hole, skér a stasr- 
step ; though some neuters must be excepted; ὁ. g., fjér fe—* 

strength, Ὀδ] bale, troll ogre, kjér choice, kvdld evening. 
Words ending in ung, ing, un, a, 8, ska, sla, dita, and 

most in an, ns, are feminine. 

All monosyllabic nouns having the vowel a, but not 
ending in r, /, n, or 8, are neuter, 6. g., malt malt, land 
country, haf sea, lag a layer. 

DECLENSION OF NOUNS. 

The number of declensions is eight. 

First DECLENSION. 

This contains all masculine nouns in -/, -n, -r, τὸ, in 
the nominative, and -s in the genitive singular. 

SING. nom. -r,-l,-n,-s PLUR. nom. -ar, -ir 
gen. -B gen. -8 
dat. -i, or the root. . dat. -um 
acc. the root. ace. -Aa, -l. 

Paradigms: hestr, hamarr, pyrnir, hvalr, engill, sveinn, 
bass. 

SING. nom. hestr a horse PLUR. nom. hestar horses 
gen. hests of a horse gen. hesta of horses 
dat. hesti to a horse dat. hestum ἐο horses 
ace. hest a horse. | acc. hesta horses. 

SINGULAR. 

A hammer. A thorn. <Awhale. Anangel. A swain. A stall. 
N. hamarr pre hvalr engill sveinn | bass 
G..-hamars | pyrnis | hvals engils sveins | bass 
D. hamri | pyrni | hval engli sveini basi 
A. hamar pyrni hval engil svein bas 

A) 
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PLURAL. 
hammers. whales. angels.  swains.  astalis. 

N. hamrar | ae hvalir | ee ar |sveinar | basar 
- hamra pyrna hvala engla | sveina basa 

. homrum | pyrnum | hvélum | englum | sveinum | baésum 
4. hamra pyrna hvali engla sveina | basa. 

Like hestr are declined 

Alfr elf. ' Haukr hawk. | Ostr cheese. 
Almr elm. | Heggr bird-cherry. | Pantr pledge. 
Arfr inheritance. ' Heimr home. Penningr 
Armr arm. Herr host. Plogr plough. 
Askr ash. Hleifr loaf. Pottr pot. 
Aurr sandy bottom. | Hnukr mountain-top. | Prestr preest. 
Batr boat. Hofr hoof. se purse. 
Baugr ring. Holmr zsland. Rel rafter. 
Bjérr beaver. Hreppr parish. r fox. 
Brandr sword. Hringr ring. reed. 
Bioddr goad. Hrutr ram. Re skr spinning- 
Brunnr well. Hundr dog. wheel. 
Bukkr buck. Hungr hunger. Rugr rye. 
Démr doom. Hvelpr whelp. Salr hall. 
Draugr spectre. Hverr warm spring. | Sandr sand. 
Draumr dream. Kalfr calf. Saumr seam. 
Dukr cloth. Kettlingr Attten. Saurr muck. 
Dvergr dwarf. Klettr cli Selr seal. 
Eidr oath. Knappr tton. Skattr treasure. 
Eldr fire. Knitr knife. Spikr spike. 
Faidmr fathom. Kniutr knot. Stakkr stack. 
Faldr head-dress. Kélfr arrow. Stallr stall. 
Fiskr ish. Konungr hing. Stigr path. 
Flokkr flock. Koppr cup. Stokkr stzck. 
Fnj6skr thrush. Krakr raven. Stormr storm. 

᾿ ΤΌΣΕΣ. Sork. ie! hook. ἘΕἾΓΑΠΣΙΣ stream. 
ros To ryplingr cripple. ugr sough (of wind; . 

Gaddr pss Laukr ee 4 Tanne oa ̓  
Gammr vulture. Leikr game. Tindr peak 
Gardr farm-house. | Lidr joint. Toppr top 
Gaukr cuckoo. Ljostr eel-spear. Ufr spike. 
Gaumr heed. Lokkr lock of harr. Ulfr wolf. 
Geirr spear. Lubr trumpe V bay 
Gluggr window. Magr brot. Pies Vargr wolf. 
Hallr stone. Malmr metal. Vikingr pirate 

_ Halmr straw. Munnr mouth. Vindr wend. 
Hampr hemp. Naddr spike. Pollr thole (of oars). 
Haugr heap. Ormr snake, worm. | 

Some of the above nouns terminate in the plur. nom. in -ar 
or -¢ indifferently. 
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Like hamarr are declined 

Akr field. | Hafr buck. | Otr otter. Sigr victory. 
Aldr age. 

Like pyrnir 
Kinir juniper-tree. Lettir Aghtness. Reynir rowan-tree. 
Elrir elder-tree. Leknir physician. Skelmir rogue. 
Hellir mountain-cave. | Missir loss. Vidir osier-twigs. 
Hersir baron. 

Like hvalr 

Dalr dale. | Hagr condition. | Stafr staff. 

Like engill are inflected 
All eel. Jarl earl. Stadull milking-place. 
Bidill wooer. . Jékull ice-berg. Sddull saddle. 
Djofull devil. Karl fellow. Virgill or -all -halter. 
Dregill strap. Kyrtill huirtle. - Vondull bundle. 
Fifill dandeon. Skutill spear. Pistill thistle. 
Fugl bird. Spegill mzrror. Preell thrall. 
eel hazel. at : ee Pumall thumb. 
Hell heel. - tudill prop. Ongull .angle. 
Igull hedgehog. eee 
Some of the above nouns , Which are monosyllabic, take no ἢ 
in the dative, particularly those in WZ, except when they stand 
alone, or occupy an important place in the sentence. 

Like sven are declined 

Botn ground. | Hrafn raven. Stafn prow. Svefn sleep. 
Daun stench. | Hreinn reindeer. | Steinn stone. | Vagn wain. 
Dinn down. Ofn oven. 

Like bdss 

Ass ridge, ace. Hals neck. Iss ice. 
Fors or foss waterfall, | Hnauss clod. Oss river's mouth. 

Griss pig takes -r in the plur. nom. 

Nouns whose sing. nom. ends in -r and plur. nom. in -#r; ° 
Alr avol. Hvinr shrill sound. | Seidr sorcery. 
Dynr din. Kveikr candle-wick. | Skellr clatter. 
Gestr guest. Limr kmb. Skitr dung. 
Gripr jewel. Lyér people. Smidr smith. 
Hamr shape. Rafr halibut. Stafr staff. 
Hugr mind. Sagr pasl. Svanr swan. 

Some substantives which do not take r in the nominative 
singular, as pjénn servant, are alike in the nominative and 
accusative singular, as well as those in v, 8 after a diphthong, 
as leir clay, hnauss clod of earth. Dissyllabic nouns, which 

English-Icelandic Gramm. 2 
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have a simple vowel in their final syllable , are contracted in 
cases whose inflection begins with a vowel; as, 
lykill Key. | jétunn giané.|drottinn lord.|morgun morn. | aptann eve. 

. @at.lykli | jétni drottni or morni. | aptni 
plur. lyklar | jétnar drottnar aptnar. 

Some nouns which form the plural in -7r, insert y before 
the inflections which begin with a vowel; but this 7 before z 
is expressed by a long t, as hylr abyss, plur. hylir, gen. hylja, 
dat. hyljum, acc. hyli. After g and & the accent is omitted, 
as drengr boy, plur. drengir, drengja, drengjum, drengi; 
sekkr sack, plur. sekkir, sekkja, sekkjum, sekki. 

SECOND DECLENSION. 

All masculine nouns which end in -r or -7 in the no- 
minative, and in -ar in the genitive singular, are of this 
declension. 

SING. nom. root Piur. nom. -ir 
gen. -ar gen. -& 
dat. -i dat. -um 
ace. root ace. -. 

Paradigms: sidr, hryggr, hattr, véllr, kjdir. 

SINGULAR. 
A custom. A back. A mode. A valley. A. keel. 

N. sidr hryggr hattr véllr kjolr 
G. sidar hryggjar | héattar | vallar kjalar 
D. sidi hryggi hatti velli kili 
A. Bi rygg hatt | voll kjél 

PLURAL. 
ΟΝ. sidir ggir hettir vellir kilir 
G. sida bree hatta valla kjala 
D. sidum hryggjum | hattum véllum kjdlum 
A. sidu hryggju hattu vollu kjdlu. 

Like stér are inflected 
Burdr burden. | Kvistr branch. | Matr meat. Vidr wood. 
Feldr cloak. *Lidr joint. Saudr sheep. | Vinr friend. 
*Hugr mind. | Litr colour. Stadr stead. 

Like hryggr are declined 
*Bedr bed. | Byrr fair wind. Drykkr drink. 
*Bekkr brook. Ber farm. *Elgr elk. 
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Fridr peace. *Stekkr sheep-pen. | Veggr wail. 
Reykr smoke. | Sylgr σε. Verkr pain. 
Sekkr sack. | efr wed. *Veengr ting. 

Those nouns which are marked with an asterisk take also -s 

in the gen. sing. 

Like Aédttr 
Drattr drawing. | Slattr mowing. | prdédr thread. 
Mattr might. | pattr epesode. 

Like vddir are declined 
Bollr bail. | Κατα cat. Voéndr wand. ἢ 
Bérkr Lark. | Mélr moth. Vordr ward. 
Géltr hog. Svérd sword. Préstr thrush. 
Knorr trading-vessel. 

Like kydlr 

Fjordr frith. | Hjort hart. | Mjo6r mead. | Skjdldr shzeld. 

Nouns which are without the masculine sign of - in the | 
nominative singular, remain the same in the nominative and 
accusative of that number, as: 

SINGULAR. 

A. bear. An eagle. 
N. bjorn orn 
σ. bjarnar arnar 
D. birni erni 
A. bjérn érn 

PLURAL. 

N. birnir ernir 
G. bjarna arna 
D. birnum ernum 
A. birnu ernu 

The nominative plural is formed from the dative sin- 
gular, as: 

Sing. nom. sonr a son 
gen. sonar of a son 
dat. syni to a son dat. sonum to sons 
acc. 80N ὦ son acc. sonu. sons. 

The accusative plural always ends in -: when this vowel 
does not terminate the dative singular, as: 

Plur. nom, synir sons 
gen. sona of sons 

SINGULAR. 
A poem. A bellows 

N. bragr belgr 
G. bragar belgjar 
D. brag | belg 
A. brag belg 
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PLURAL. 

N. bragir | belgir 
G. braga belgja 
D brégum belgjum 
A. bragi belgi 

All derivatives in -skapr and -nadr follow the endings of 
siéry in the singular, and of bragr in the plural; e. g., bu- 
skapr household, skilnadr separation; but the former are rarely 
to be met with in the plural: the latter termination -nadr 
often undergoes a vowel-change of τὸ; for instance, fégnudr 
(fagnadr) yoy, as if a τὸ were omitted before r, the sign of the 
masculine. 

Tump DEcLENSION. 

Masculine substantives which have the nominative ter- 

mination in -in, and that of the genitive in -a, are of this 
declension. 

Sing, nom. -i Plur. nom. -ar 
gen. -a gen. -ἃ 
dat. -a dat. -um 
acc. -8 acc. -ἃ. 

Paradigm : floti. 
SINGULAR. 

A fleet. 
N. floti 
G. flota 
D. flota 
A. flota 

PLURAL. 

N. flotar 
G. flota 
D. flotum 
A. flota. 

Like "οί are declined 
Auki addition. Dreki man-of-war. | Hluti lot. 
Bani (no plur.) bane. | Dropi drop. Hosti cough. 
Bauti fallen warrior. | Ends end. Hraki smi. 
Bogi curve. Fjéldi crowd. korni squirrel. 
Bridgumi bridegroom.| Galgi gallows. Knefi jist. 
Bui dweller. Geisli ray. Ljori window. 
Daudi death. Godi priest. Logi flame. 
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Mani moon. Skuggi shade. Sveiti sweat. 
Orri heath-cock. Sledi sledge. Timi time. 
Poki bag. Speni suck. Uxi oz. 
Paki goblin. Stedi stithy. . Yrki workman. 
Risi giant. Stélpi pillar. Okli ankle. 
Skaéli farm-dwelling. 

Uri takes yxna in the gen. plur. 

Dissyllabic nouns, whose chief vowel is a, change a into 
6 before the termination in n in the dat. plur., as: 

Sing. nom. andi ὦ spirié Plur. nom. andar spirits 
gen. anda of a spirit gen. anda of spirits 
dat. anda to a smrit. dat. Sndum to smrits 
Gec. anda a spire @cc. anda smrits. 

Like andi are declined 
Arfi heir. Hjarni skull. Nafli navel. 
Bakki Avil. Jaki ice-floe. Nagli nail. 
Drafli mslk-cheese. Kappi champion. Skadi seath. 
Hali ἑαεϊ. Kjarni kernel. Skratti wizard. 
Hani cock, | agi mavo, | Stapi chf. 

Masculine nouns ending in -tng:, and some others, 

which are chiefly derivative words, take 7 in their oblique 
cases, as: 
Sing. nom. heidingi a heathen Plur. nom. heidingjar heathen 

gen. heidingja of a heathen gen. heidingja of heathen 
dat. heidingja to a heathen dat. heidingyum to heathen 
ace. heidingja a heathen acc. heidingja heathen. 

In the same way are declined 

Frelsingi freedman. | Reningi robéer. Illvirki evel-doer. 
Hofdingi chieftain. | Eyskeggi islander. | Vilji will. 
Leysingi freedman. | 

Participial substantives in -and: deviate only in the 
plural, and are inflected with r, a, um, r, where r properly 
stands for zr, and produces a vowel-change, as: 

Sing. nom. elskandi a lover Plur. nom. elskendr lovers 
gen. elskanda of a lover gen. elskenda(-anda) o lovers 

u dat. elskanda to a lover dat. elskendum (-éndum) to 
: ers 

ace. elskanda a lover | acc. elskendr lovers. 

Thus are inflected 
Démandi judge. Lesandi reader. | Sekjandi suer. 
eee owner. Sjaandi eye-witness. | Verjandi warder. 
Hallandi slope. | | 
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Trisyllabic nouns , which have a in the antepenultimate 
and the penultimate, change the first into 6, and the second 
into τὸ before wm of the dative plural as, bakari baker, dat. 
plur. bdkurum. When a occurs in the penultimate only, it 
is changed into ὅ as, ftlagi fellow, dat. plur. fel6gum, or into 
u as, leikari juggler, dat. plur. leikurum. All present parti- 
ciples active are declined like elskandi when they are used 
substantively: they are mostly found in the plural. Even 
those which have a neuter signification are masculine, if they 
possess this form, and take the inflections proper to that gen- 
der under this declension; they are seldom used otherwise 
than in the singular as, talandi gsft¢ of speech. 

FourtH DECLENSION. 

This declension includes all feminine nouns with nomi- 
native and genitive terminations in -a and τε respectively. 

Sing. nom. -a | Plur. nom. -ur 
gen. τῷ gen. -Da 
dat. -u | dat. -um 
ace. -u @cc. -ur. 

Paredigms: tunga, gata, l{na, bylgja. 

SINGULAR. 
A tongue.| A path. Aline. | A billow. 

NV. tunga gata lina bylgja 
G. tungu gotu linu byigju 
D. tungu gotu linu bylgju 
A. tungu gotu linu bylgju 

PLURAL. 
N. tungur | gdtur linur | bylgjur 
G. tungna | gatna lina bylgna 
D. tungum | gétum linum | bylgjum 
A. tungur {| gotur linur bylgyur 

Like tunga are declined 
Bytta small tub. Edda grandmother. | Gryta pot. 
Dimma darkness. Fifa cotton-grass. Heilsa health. 
Drapa dirge. Fura fir-tree. Heimska ΡΟΝ, 
πῶ 8 ἕως ee : ee 

rifa drift e prke. ella pres 
Difa dove. Genta ass. | Pepe hasp. 
Dyna feather-bed. ‘| Grima mask. i Hola cave. 
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Hulda τοι, Kongurvafa spider. | Sysla distrsct. 
Kapa cloak. Misa δῶν. Tita kind of sparrow. 
Kelda fountain. Mugga mist. Vika week. 
Kisa puss. | Neepa turnip. Visa verse. 
Kista chest. Pika geri. Veta wet. 
Kraka crow. Skreppa wallet. Poka Phch 
Kringla cirele. Skrida ship(asofsnow).| Pifa knoll. 
Krukka jar. 

Like gata 
Aska ashes. | Hlada barn. | Sala sale. 
base bell. Kaka thin cake. Stjarna star. 
Blanda mixture. Kanna can. Tala speech. 
Haka hook. Nadra viper. Vagga cradle. 
Harpa harp. Saga story. 

Like dna are inflected skepna creature, and tinna jin. 

These below are like dy/qa in their inflections. 
Bryggja pier. Fylgja tutelary smrit.| Skeggja aze. 
Ekkja 58 ἐπθβι Kirkja church. Skyggja mirror. 
Eskja ash. Rekkja bed. kkja thought. 

Nouns ending in -ja where g or & does not precede, do 
not take in the gen. plur., as: brynja curass, ferja ferry, 
lilja ly, smidja smithy, which are the same in the gen. ρέων. 
as the nom. sing. 

Some nouns of this declension are used chiefly in the 
plural as, dtélur upbrardings, getur care, attenhon, likur dke- 
ness, fortdlur persuasion. Brenna burning, vera being, and other 
infinitives in a, used substantively, are of this declension. 

FirtuH DEcLENSION. 

Feminine nouns which have various terminations in 
the nominative singular, and which end in -ar or -ir in the 
nominative plural, are of this declension. 

Sing. nom. root Plur. nom. -ar, -ir 
en. -ar gen. -ἃ 

dat. root, -u, or -i dat. -um 
acc. root, -i acc. -ar, -ir. 

Paradigms: eign, bridr, vor, drottning, egg, or, heidi, 
4, andvarpan, fjédur, alin. 
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SINGULAR 
A property A bride Ak 

N. eign bradr vor 
G. eignar brdédar varar 
D. eign bradi vor 
A. eign bradi vor 

PLURAL 
N. eignir ! bridir | varir 
G. eigna | brada vara 
D. eignum bradum vorum 
A. eignir | bradir varir. 

Like eign are declined 
Alpt swan. Grein branch. Skirn baptism. 
Ambatt female slave. | Grund ground. Skuld dedt. 
Ast love. Hjalm helm. Sékn parish. 
Auon desert. Hjalp help. Sorg sorrow. 
Baun bean. Hud hide. Sétt sickness. 
Borg fortress. Lausn redemption. Stund hour. 
Breidd breadth. Leid way. Tid time. 
Bad booth. Lind linden-tree. tiene tithe. 
Byggi settlement. Lind fountain. TryBe gd surety. 
Byrdr burden. Pins! torture. Vad cloth. 
D&d deed. Seil r Vig weight. 
Dis goddess. Sjon sg ht. Van hope. 
Ferd journey. Skél boaol. Vist food. 
Gaupn _fist. Skeid spoon. Pjd5 people. 
Gipt. gift. 

From the above examples it will be seen that when neither a 
nor ὅ constitutes the root-vowel, no modification takes place. 

Like vér are declined 

Bjork birch. | Hall hall. | Sok cause. | Sen ὥρῃ chaff. 
Giortr girth. | Jord earth. Vémb womb. | Ord ploughing. 

br6 herd. Skémm shame. | Vérn defence. X axe. 
Sfn haven. Ségn saying. | Pokk thanks. | Oxl shoulder. 

No substantive under this declension has uniformly pre- 
served the « of the dative singular, except a few which insert 
Jj or v, and all in wg and wng, and even in these it is some- 
times dropt. The nom. and ace. plur. termination -ar is used 
in all derivatives in ig and ung as, drottning queen, hérmung 
woe, and in all those primitives which insert 7 or » as, mey 
maid, Sr arrow, as well as in monosyllables ending in a vowel : 
however, practice only can determine which substantives of 
this declension take ar or tr in those cases. 
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SINGULAR. 
A queen. A ridge. An arrow.| <Aheath. | Α river 

N. drottning egg ᾿ ér heidi & 
G. drottningar | eggjar érvar heidar dr 
D. drottningu | egg éru heidi & 
A. drottning egg or heidi é 

| PLURAL 
N. drottningar | eggjar orvar | heidar | ér 
G. drottninga | eggya érva heida fa 
D. ee | eggjum érum | heidum | am 
A. drottningar | eggjar orvar heidar dr. 

Like drotining are declined 
Τ πάλε boldness. | Hyrning corner. Messing (πο pi.) brass. 

ding kindling. Hérming misery. Sigling sasling. 

Like egg are declined 
Ben wound. Hel (dat.-ju) abode of | Mey maid. 
Eng meadow. death. Nyt gatn. 
Ey tsland. Nl sole of the foot. Py she-thrall. 

Klyf bundle. 

Like or 
Digg dew. | Sted place. | Prong crowd. 

Like hed: 

Ermi sleeve. Herdr shoulder. | Myri moor. 
Eyri low sandy shore.| Hid side. Nal needle. 
Festi rope. Laug bath. | Sin sinew. 

Like d are declined 
Bra brow. Spa prophecy. 
Gja chasm. | Vi damage: 
Ra roe. Ῥά thaw. 
Skra parchment. 

Nouns of more than one syllable having the nominative 
ending of -w/ or ur, are contracted before the inflections which 
begin with a vowel as, géndul amazon, fjdur feather. Deri- 
vatives in an have also another form in wun, both of which 
are regular. 

SINGULAR. 
A sigh. A feather. An ell. 

N. andvarpan or -vérpun jedus alin 
G. andvarpanar or -vérpunar Πεῦτδε dlnar 
D. andvarpan or -vérpun 4° ur alin 
A, andvarpan or -vérpun jodur alin 
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PLURAL. 
Δ. andvarpanir | etre | alnir 
G. andvarpana ' fjadra | alna 
D. andvérpunum_—s: godrum i aélnum 
A. andvarpanir ' fjadrir | Alnir. 

Andvarpan is derived from andi breath, and verpa to cast 
or send forth. 

Like this noun are declined dyrkan culfvaton, and 
skemtan or skemtun amusement. 

A few of those substantives which insert 7 are used only 
in the plural as, menjar tokens, signs. 

Some nouns in ὦ form their nominative and accusative 
plural in ἐγ as, gledi cheerfulness, elli age, and do not take 
ar in the genitive singular, but are indeclinable throughout 
that number. 

SrxtH DEcLENSION. 

Feminine nouns, whose nominative plural ends in r, 
follow this declension. 

Sing. nom. root Plur. nom. -r 
gen. -ar, -Ἱ gent. -ἃ 
dat. root dat. -um 
ace. root acc. -Y. 

Paradigms: grind, t6énn, bét, mdrk, sping. 

SINGULAR. 
A grate. | A tooth. | A fine. A wood. A clasp. 

N. grind ténn bot mérk spong 
G. grindar | tannar | botar merkr, markar | spengr, spangar 
D. grind ténn bét mork spong 
4. grind ténn bét mérk spéng 

PLURAL. 
N. grindr | tennr betr merkr, markir | spengr, spangir 
G. grinda | tanna béta marka spanga 
D. grindum| ténnum |; botum | mérkum spongum 
A. grindr | tennr betr | merkr, markir | spengr, spangir. 

Like grind are declined 
Ert pea. | Geit she-goat. | Hind hind. | Kinn cheek.’ 

Like fénn 

Strind strand. | Ond duck. | Ort teal. 
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Like δόέ 

G165 embers. | Hnot nut. | Rédt root. 

Like mérk 

Eik oak. | Mjo6lk milk. | Steik steak. | Vik small bay. 

Like spéng 
Rong timbers of a ship. | Sting pole. | Seng bed. | Tong sea-weed. 

As will be seen in the last two paradigms (mork and 
spdng), nouns of this declension which terminate in g or k, 
commonly form the genitive singular in r, like the nominative 
plural: bdk book, on the other hand, always has the genitive 
békar, plur. bekr. 

Those substantives whose nominative singular is d or ¢, 
mostly have the genitive in -ar, as strénd, gen. strandar, rot, 

gen. rotar, whilst those in g or & usually form the genitive in 
the same way as the nominative plural, as sténg, gen. sing. 
and nom. plur. stengr, modrk, gen. sing. and nom. plur. merkr. 
Most nouns in this declension which have 6 in the root-syl- 
lable, can also follow the fifth declension. 

Nouns which terminate in a vowel are declined like bét, 
for instance, 16 plover, gen. léar, plur. loer, 16m, 16a; such are 

Bra (gen. briar. plur. bryr or brir) bridge. 
F116» » » flar » » a. 
Fri (gen. sing. and nom. plur. friar) woman. 
Ha » » » » » » hsde. 

ΚΙ 2» » »o0 » =» » σἴαιο. 
Kré » » =» » » » — corner. 
lja » » » » » » ~~ nevoly mown grass. 
R6 (no pier.) tron-plate. 
Ta (gen. sing. tar) toe. 
Tra (no plur.) Satth. 
Ῥιό ν᾿ » : a kind of boz. 

SEVENTH DECLENSION. 

All neuter nouns which have the nominative-ending -a 
are of this declension. 

Sing. nom. -a Plur. nom. -u 
gen. -& - gen. τὴ 
dat. -8 dat. -um 
ace. ~a a@ec. -u. 
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Paradigms: eyra, hijarta. . 

SINGULAR. 
An ear A. heart 

eyra hjarta 
G. eyra hjarta 
D. eyra hjarta 
A, eyra hjarta 

PLURAL. 
N. eyru hjértu 
G. ὅπως, hjortna 
D. idea Fs hy értum 
A. hjértu. 

The radical a of ihe noun is changed into ὅ before in- 
flections in «, as in the above example. 

Like eyra are declined 
Auga eye. Hnoida key. | Nyra Atdney. 
Β) ἄρα sausage. ‘Lunga lung. 

E1igutu D£rcLENSION. 

Monosyllabic neuter nouns, and those of this gender 
that end in consonants, or in -7, have the following inflections : 

Sing. nom. root Plur. nom. root 
gen. -B gen. -ἃ 
dat. -ἰ dat. -um 
acc. root acc. root. 

Paradigms: ord, barn, sumar, hdfud, kv#di, kné, kyn, 
riki, sdl. 

SINGULAR. 

A word. A. child. A summer. A head. 
-N. ord barn sumar hofud 
G. ords barns sumars héfuds 
D. ordi barni sumri hofodi 
A. ord barn sumar hofud 

PLURAL. 

N. ord bérn sumur hofud 
G. orda barna sumra héfda 
D. ordum bérnum sumrum hofdum 
A. or bérn sumur héfud. 

Only in those nouns whose terminating syllable begins 
with a vowel does contraction take place, as in the last two 
examples: this likewise applies to the other declensions. 
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Like ord are declined 

Ar year. 
Bal funeral pile. 
Bein leg. 
Bik pitch. 
Blek ink. 
Blik splendour. 
Be blood. 
16m er. 

Blot Je 
Bly lead. 
Blys torch. 
Bod offer. 
Bol farm. 
Bord board, table. 
Braud bread. 
Bréf letter. 
Brjost breast. 
Bridkaup wedding. 
Bu farm. 
Bygg barley. 
Deig dough. 
Dikt poem. 
Djup depth. 
Drap murder. 
Drep battle. 
Drif drift. 
Dupt dust. 
Dust do. 
Dyr animal. 
ἘΠῚ copper. 
Eik venom. 
ἘΠ shower. 
Fen marsh. 
Fj6s stall for cattle. 
66r fodder. 

Folk folk. 
Fostr matntenance. 
Frost frost. 
Garn yarn. 
Gélfr jloor. 
Grjot stone. 

| Hesl hazel-tree. 

Gull gold. 
Har hair. 
Haust autumn. 

Hj6l wheel. 
Hlaup leap. 
H1j60 sound. 
Hof heathen temple. 
Holt wooded height. 
Hopp leap. 
Horn 
Hraun lava. 
Hrim hoar-frost. 
Hrogn spawn. 
Hross steed. 
Hus house. 
Husl housel (sacra- 

ment). 
Hvisl whistling. 
Jarn tron. 
J6l Christmas. 
Kal cabbage. 
Kaup purchase. 
Kid hed. 
Kitl teckling. 
Kjét flesh. 
Kit cliff. 
Korn corn. 
Kot cottage. 
Kvéld evening. 
Lan loan. 
Lauf leaf. 
Ledr leather. 
Leir clay. 
Lif life. 
Lik corpse. 
Lim kme. 
Lin flaz. 
Lj6s hight. 
Log flame. 
Lopt azr. 

Like darn are declined 

Afl strength. 
Agn bait. 
Ax ear of corn. 
Bak back. 
Band bandage. 
Bann ban. 

Bjarg mountain. 
Bled leaf. 
Fang grasp. 
Far journey. 
Fax mane. 
Fjall mountain. 

te ttt rT A ee he SE thr SP SSS 

Ler thigh. 

Mord murder. 
My gna. 
Net net. 
Ok yoke. 
Rad advice. 
Regn rain. 
Reip rope. 
Rim room. 
Ryk dust. 
Sad. seed. 
Salt salt. . 
Sar wound. 
Segl sazi. 
Silfr selver. 
Sinn tme. 
Skald poet. 
Skaut shit. 
Skin sheen. 
Skip ship. 
Skrin shrine. 

ἘΣ ΤΕΣ 
16 spear. 

Stal ek 
Sti path. 
Stig steep. 
Strid strife. 
Sund sound. 
Sverd sword 
Svin swine. 
Tar tear. 
Tin ten. 
Trog trough. 
Troll ogre. 
Tin enclosure. 
Vapn weapon. 
Var spring. 
Ping council. 

Gafl gable. 
Gagn profit. 
Gap opening. 
Gjald payment. 
Gras grass. 
Haf sea. 

Skim darkness. 

29 

Μά] measure, speech. 
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Happ buck. | Sax short sword. Tal speech. 
Lamb lamb. | Skap shape. jald tent. 
Land land. Skapt shaft. al choice. 
Nafn name. | Skard sherd. | Vatn water. 
Nagl nail. 

Neuter nouns of more than one syllable terminating in 
ad, al or an are not contracted, with the exception of gaman 
joke, as, herad district, 6dal property, manniikan tmage of 
human shape. 

Substantives in ¢ do not admit another ὦ in the dative as, 

Sing. nom. kvebdi a song. Plur. nom. kvedi songs 
gen. kveedis of a song gen. kveda of songs 
dat. kveedi to a song dat. kvedum to songs 
ace. kvedi a song | acc. kvedi songs. 

Thus are declined 

Belti belz. Fylki district. Hveiti wheat. 
Enni forehead. Gerdi hedge. Keili wedge. 
Eski ash-tree. Gildi banquet. Kledi clothes. 
Eydi desert. Herfi harrow. Skeri shears. 
Fidrildi butterfly. | Hlegi laughter. 

In some nouns of this declension 7 or v is inserted before 
the oblique cases which begin with a vowel, but never 7 before 
#, and seldom wv before vu. Thus - 

SINGULAR. 

A knee A kneage 
N. kné kyn 
G. knés kyns 
D. kne kyni 
A, kne kyn 

PLURAL. 

N. kné kyn 
G. knja kynja 
D. knjém kynjum 
A. Ἀπὸ | kyn. 

Like kné are declined 
Hie lee. | Klée loom-weight. | Spe joke. | Tre tree. 

Like kyn 
Gey barking. | Grey hound. | Hey hay. | Nes cape. 

Substantives, whose root-letter is g or k, admit of 7 be- 
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fore the inflections a and wm, as well as nouns with conso- 

nantal endings which have simple vowels as, 
Sing. nom. riki a kingdom Plur. nom. riki kingdoms 

gen. rikis of a kingdom gen. rikja of kingdoms 
dat. riki to a kingdom dat. rik} um to kingdoms 
acc. riki a kingdom. ace. riki kingdoms. 

Thus are declined 
Ber berry. Ker lie Rif γιό. 
Egg egg. | Klif οἰ Skegg beard. 
ΟἿ cleft. | Nef nose. Stef burden (of a.song). 

Some nouns with the diphthongal vowel 4, insert v before 
the inflections which begin with a vowel, as: 

Sing. nom. 861 a seawced Plur. nom. 861 seaweeds 
gen. sols of a seaweed gen. sdlva of seatceeds 
dat. sdlvi to a seaweed dat. sdlum to seaweeds 
acc. 586] a seawecd. ace. 580] seaweeds. 

Thus are declined 

Fjor Ufe-strength. | Mjél meal. | Smjér better. | Ol ale. 

Frj6 or fre seed, hre corpse, and lw deceit, are similarly 
inflected. 

The noun fredi knowledge is feminine in the singular 
number, and is indeclinable like efi &fe; but in the plural it 
is neuter, and is declined like kvaedi. 

Some nouns of this declension occur both with and 
without the nominative-ending -+ as; 

eng or engi meadow , fullting or fulltingi help, rensl or 
rensli drain, sinn or sinni eme. 

ANOMALOUS NOUNS. 

First DECLENSION. 

SINGULAR. 

God, | A blast. Aday.| <A chip. Anounce.| A kettle. 
N.Gué | blagt-r dag-r |spannorspénn| eyrir ketil-1 
G.—-s ——-ar,-rar,-rs] ——s spanns —-18 8 
D.—i | blesti degi | spzni = katli 
A.Gud | blast dag |spann —i ketil 
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PLURAL. 
N. Gudir, -ar | blastar, -rar| dagar | spenir | aur-ar | katlar 
G. —-a —a, —-a spana ——a | —-la 
D. —-um —umn dégum | ——um | ——um| kétlum 
A, —-ir, -ar | ——a —a ——a | katla 

SINGULAR. 
A shoe Aman. | _ A finger. 

N. sk6-r maor | fing-r 
σ. ------- manns ——Ys, -rar 
D. — i —ri 
4. —— ----- —T 

PLURAL 
N. ské-r, ski-ar | menn fing-rar 
σ. ——a, ——a manna —ra 
D. ——m ménnum ——rum 
A.—, —-a menn ——rar 

SEconp DECLENSION. 

SINGULAR. 
A wind. A way. Snow. | A. foot. 

N.vind-r veg-r sneer, snjar, snjor fot-r 
G. ——-s, -ar | ——ar, -s | snevar, snjaévar, snjdar, snjds —~ar 
D.—i ——i snevi, sn@, snja, snjd, snjovi feeti 
4. —— — sn, snja, snjd | fot 

PLURAL. 

N. ——ar —-ar, -ir | snevar, snjavar, snjdar, snjdvar | fetr 
G. a ---ἃ sneva, snjava, snjoa fota 
D.——um | —-um | snevum, snjdvum, snjém, snjaum, | —um 

snjoum 
A. ——a —-a sneva, snjava, snjda foetr. 

SINGULAR. 
A father. A. brother. Wonter. 

N. fadir ro0-ir vetr 
G. fedr, fodur, fodrs ur, bredr, brédurs! —-ar 
D. fodur ---.-- --τὶ 

PLURAL. 

N. feér bredr vetr, -ar 
G.—a a —a 
D. —-um um —um 
A. ΞΞ-- = “οὖ “ΒΓ. 
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Like vindr are declined skégr a wood, grautr groais, and 
some other words which follow the inflections of str (2nd de- 
clension) in the singular, and of hestr (1st declension) in the 
plural. 

Ser sea is declined like sner, and mddir mother, doéttir 
daughter, are inflected like drdéer. Systir sister is declined as 
follows: 

Sing. nom. systir Plur. nom. systr 
gen. systur gen. a 
dat. dat. systr-um 
acc. ——- ace. —— 

THirp DEcLENSION. 

SINGULAR. 
A yeoman. A fiend, foe. 

N. béndi contracted for béandi, buandi fjandi contr. for fjdandi 
G. bénda ἢ anda 
D.bénda ἢ anda 
A. bonda flanda 

PLURAL. 
N. bondr, beendr penct, fjendr 
α΄. bénda, beenda, béanda, bianda, bienda| fjanda 
D.bvéndum fandum 
A, bendr jandr, fjendr 

FourTH DECLENSION. 
SINGULAR. 

A woman. A prophetess. 
N. kon-a, kun-a val-a, vél-va 
G. —u vél-u, ——vu 
D. — , 
A, — —-, —- 

PLURAL. 
N. —-ur —rT, —--T 
G. kvenna, kvinna —na 
D. kon-um —um 
A, —.ur —-r. 

Firtn DxcLENSION. 

Sal sow? is thus declined : 

Sing. nom. sal, sél-a Plur. nom, sal-ir, saél-ur 
gen. —aer, —-u gen. —-na, —-na 
dat, —u, — dat. —-um, —-um 
ace e — ) —_. (460. --.Ἰ} e —-ur. 

English-Icelandic Gramm. . 3 
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SixtH DEcLENSION. 
SINGULAR. 

A hand. Night. | A cow. i Anewe.| An eyebrow. 
N. hénd natt, nott kyr | er bran 
G.handar | natt-ar,netr | kyr | er bran-ar 
D. hendi ki | ά | = 
A. hond ------ - - — 

PLURAL 
N.hendr | netr kyr er brynn, bryn, bryr 
G. handa_ | nétt-a, nétta | kua & | brun-a 
D. héndum | ——um, —m —m ——-um 
A.hendr | netr kyr er brynn, bryn, bryr. 

SINGULAR. 
A goose. | A mouse. 

N. gas, ges mis 
σ. —-ar —--ar 
D. — ---- 

᾿ Δ. — --- 

A. door. 
PLURAL. fem. {5 

N. gess myss dyrr dyr 
G. gas-a mus-a dur-a ---ἃ 
D. —um —um —--um —-um 
A. ess myss dyrr “--- 

Like mes is declined his a louse. 

_— 

EIGHTH DECLENSION. 

SINGULAR. 
Cattle. | A temple. | 

N. fe ve : 
α΄. fjar —8 
D. -- 
A. —s" — = 

PLURAL. 
Sound. The gods. 

N. — - leti regin, rogn 
G. {ja —a lat-a ragna 
D. —m —um —-um | régnum 
A. fe -- leti regin, régn. 

A few neuter nouns change their gender to the feminine 
in the plural number, as: 

SINGULAR. PLURAL. 
lim twig limar boughs. 
mund time mundir éemes. 
tal fraud talar frauds. 
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Some names of relatives, 
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with different terminations, 
which include two or more persons in one name, are conse- 
quently used only in the plural: if the two persons are of 
different genders they take the neuter: 

hjén man and woman, married people ; 
systkin brother and sister ; 
fedgin father and daughter ; 
mcoedgin mother and son; 
fedgar father and son ; 
moedgur mother and daughter. 

DECLENSION OF NOUNS WITH THE 
ARTICLE. 

An example in each declension of a noun with the article 
‘appended, appears as follows: 

FIRST DECLENSION. The horse. | FIFTH DECLENS. ere property. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. hestr-inn N. hestar-nir 
G. hests-ins G. hesta-nna 
D. hesti-num D.hestu-num 
A. hest-inn A, hesta-na 

SECOND DECLENS. The custom. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. siér-inn N. sidir-nir 
G. sidar-ins G. sida-nna 
10. sidi-num D. sidu-num 
A, sid-inn A, sidu-na 

THIRD DECLENSION. The fleet. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. floti-nn N. flotar-nir 
G. flota-ns σα. flota-nna 
D. flota-num D. flotu-num 
A. flota-nn A. flota-na 

FOURTH DECLENS. The tongue. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. tunga-n N. tungur-nar 
G.tungu-nnar = G’. tungna-nna 
D.tungu-nni JD. tungu-num 
A. tungu-na A. tungur-nar 

SING. 
N. eign-in - N. eignar-nar 
G. eignar-innar G’. eigna-nna 
D. eign-inni D. eignu-num 
A. eign-ina A. eignir-nar 

SIXTH DECLENSION. The grate. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. grind-in N. grindr-nar 
G.grindar-innar G’. grinda-nna 
D.grind-inni =D. grindu-num 
A. grind-ina A, grindr-nar 

SEVENTH DECLENSION. Zhe ear. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. eyra-t N. eyru-n 
G. eyra-ns G. eyrna-nna 
D. eyra-nu D. eyru-num 
A. eyra-t A. eyru-n 

EIGHTH DECLENSION. The word. 
SING. PLUR. 

N. ord-it N. oré-in 
G. ords-ins G. orda-nna 
D. ordi-nu D. ordu-num 
|.A. ord-it A. ord-in. 

The neuter ἐξ occurs in some books in the form ἐδ, espe~ 
cially after a radical ¢; and in all cases of Modern Icelandic. 

3* 
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The aspirate 4 appears to be of later origin; the oldest 
manuscripts have enn, m, 12, or even enn, en, et. 

When three n-endings come together one is rejected as, 
brin eyebrow, plur. brynn; with the article, drynnar for 
brynn-nar. 

Madr man adds to the nom. plur. -tr and to the acc. -1, 
thus, menn -ir -nir, menn -i-na. Fadir and brodir insert 5 
in the gen. sing., as, fédurs-ins, brédurs-ins. After liquids 
ὁ is dropped, as salr, hvalr, dat. sing. salnum, hvalnum. 

Nouns which end in a diphthongic vowel reject the ¢ of 
the article when in other cases it would make two syllables 
as, ey-nni, 4-nni, ki-nni: in the accusative ey-na, 4-na, 
ku-na. 

The genitive singular of monosyllabic feminine sub- 
stantives is generally contracted when they are declined in- 
definitely ; but it is always lengthened when the article is 
appended, as: fru woman, gen. friar, friar-innar; yet 4 rwer, 
er ewe and kyr cow are exceptions, and form 4r-innar, #r- 
-innar, and kyr-innar. 

INFLECTION OF PROPER NOUNS. 

1. Names of persons. 

Masculines in -7 are generally declined like hestr, for 
instance, pdérr, gen. pdérs, porgeirr, porgeirs. To this class 
belong also those in -arr, as, Gunnarr, Fjdlarr, which in the 
dative take -arz as, Gunnari, Fjdlari, not being contracted 
like hamarr. | 

In --ἰρ as byrmr, e. g., Henir, Hamdir. 
In -all, -cll, -ull like common nouns of the same ter- 

mination as, Hagalls, gen. Hagals, dat. Hagli, Reginn, Regni, 
Egill, Egli. Ketill in compounds mostly becomes -4edl, and 
in the dative both porkatli and porkeli, Hallkatli and Hall- 
keli occur. 

Masculines ending in -emndr, -udr, -urdr, -vidr, -rddr, 
-adr, -llr, -an, -on, -en are inflected like sdr, namely, with 
the genitive in -ar, -dative -¢ as, Sigurér, gen. Sigurdar, 
dat. Sigurdi, Onundr, Onundar, Onundi, Arnvidar, Arnvidi, 
Gudrédar, Gudrddi, Nidadr, Nidadar, Nidadi, Ullr, Ullar, 
Ulli, Heimdallr, Heimdallar, Heimdalli, Hélfdan, Halfdanar, 

ϑ 
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Halfdani, Hdékon, Hakonar, Hakoni, Audun, Audunar, 
Auduni; of these as well as of appellatives in -natdr a form 
of vowel-change is sometimes found in the nominative as, 
Nidudr, Heimdodllr. 

Where instead of -urdr the original -vardr occurs, the 
gen. - is chiefly used as, Hallvarér, Hallvards. 

All masculines in -ἰ follow the third declension as, 
Snorri, Helgi, Atli. 

Feminines in -r, -nn and -dis are inflected mostly like 
brudr (in the 5th declension) as, Hildr, Gerdr and all deri- 
vatives therefrom ; 

N. Αυῦὔρν Unnror ὅς Sigridr Jérun Hjérdic 
G. Audar Unnar Sigridar Jérunar = Hjordisar . 
D. Audi ὕπηϊ Sigridi Jéruni Hj érdisi 
A, Audi Unni Sigridi  Jdruni Hjérdisi. 

All those ending in -dis are declined in the same manner, 
although the word dis itself has its cases like etgn. 

Many polysyllabic feminines have the genitive in -ar, 
but the dative and accusative in -w as, 

N. Guirin Signy Oluf Rannveig 
G. ———ar ——jar ——ar —ar 
1. ———u SS SS τοβερο εξ 
A, ———Uu ——ju ——u -------τὖ. 

Monosyllabic feminines form the dative and accusative 
like the nominative as, Hlif, gen. Hlifar, dat. and acc. Hiif; 
most of these insert 7 in the genitive; Frigg, Sif, Hel, 
gen. -jar. 

All feminines in -a follow the 4th declension as, Bera, 
Embla, Katla, pdérhalla. 

Some few names of men have a feminine form as, Sturla, 
Sturlu, Urakja, Urekju. Skadi on the other hand, which is 
a female name, is inflected like fot (3rd declension). 

From the names of men those of women are chiefly 
formed by adding a to the root-form as: 

mase. Hallr Ketill Porkell Pérdrn Hrafn 
fem. Halla Katla Porkatla Porarna Hrefna. 

When an appellative is used as a masculine proper noun, 
a feminine word answering to it being found, the latter is 
also used as a corresponding feminine name, both singly and 
in compounds, as: 

masc. Bjérn Hallbjérn 
Fem. Bera  Hallbera. 
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Foreign names take either a form which can be inflected 
according to the examples above adduced, e. g. Mikjall, Mik- 
jals, Lafranz, gen. Lafranz, dat. Lafranzi, or retain their 
native form; in this case they are inflected either as Icelandic 
names, 6. 5. Magnis, Magnuss, or Magnusar, Gregorius, 
Gregoritsar, Elias, Eliasar, Aron, Arons. or declined like 

Latin names as, Christophorus, Christophori, Julianus, 
Juliani. 

2. Names of places. 

Many nouns of this class are appellatives, and can there- 
fore be inflected like common nouns as, berg, hof, stadr, 
véllr, heimr, fit, and compounded as Forberg, porshof, Sdl- 
heimr. Several are used in the plural, as -stadir (Faxstadir), 
-vellir (Médruvellir), -heimar (Sélheimar), Fitjar, 4 Fitjum. 

Some words appear no longer as appellatives, 6. g. 1d, 
gen. lar beach; vin gen. vinjar, plur. vinjar pasture; pveit 
gen. pveitar fragment; but as names, for instance, Loar, dat. 
Lém, Vinjar, dat. Vinjum. In composition, deviations from 
the rules of inflection sometimes take place; thus many form 
in Lo are indeclinable; vin sometimes takes vinar for vinjar 
as, Bjérgvinar for Bjérgvinjar. When wn in composition 
immediately follows a consonant, it becomes yn, ynar or 
ynjar: thus Bjérgyn, Bjorgynjar, Skédyn, Skédynar, and in 
such cases the absorbed »w effects a vowel-change, thus, Tad- - 
vin, Tédyn, Sandvin, Séndyn. 

When 77d5r (a cleared space) is used as the name ofa 
place, it often becomes rud as, pjdstdélfsrud, Ausurud; yet 
the original form may be preserved as, Bernrjédr, Hristar- 
rjoor. 

The forms Gula, Aga, Odda, Frosta, and others are 
indeclinable. 

Few names of places appear without the definite article 
as, Mer-in, Vangr-inn, Skidan, dat. Skidunni, Vellir-nir. 
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CHAPTER III. 
OF THE ADJECTIVE. 

The adjective has two forms, the indefinite as, svarir 
hestr a black horse or hestrinn er svartr the horse is black, and 
the definite as, hinn svart# hestr the black horse, with the 
usual cases in each. 

1. The Positive. 

The inflections are these: 

INDEFINITE FoRM. 
Mase. Fem. 

Sing. nom. -r (l,n,8) Root (with vowel- 
change of «) 

gen. -8 -rar 
dat. -um -ri 
aCCe -an. -a 

Plur. nom. -ir -ar 

gen. -Ta -ra 
dat. -um | -um 
acc. -ἃ -ar 

DEFINITE ForM. 
Masc. Fem. 

Sing. nom. -i -a 
gen. -a -u 
dat. -a -u 
acc. -a -u 

The inflections in the plural are --. 

| Neut. 
-t 

-8 
τι 
-t 

Root (with vowel- 
change of ω) 

-ra 
-um 

Root (with vowel- 
change of w). 

Neut. 
-ἃ 
-a 
-a 
a. 

The definite form in the singular is thus inflected like 
nouns of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th declension. 

Paradigm : hvatr quick. 

INDEFINITE. DEFINITE. 

SING. SING. 
Mase. ; Newt. Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. hvat-r hvdt hvat-t hvat-i hvat-a hvat-a 
G. hvat-s hvat-rar hvat-s hvat-a hvét-u _ihvat-a 
D.hvét-um _hvat-ri hvét-u hvat-a hvét-u__——ihvat-a 
A. hvat-an _hvat-a hvat-t hvat-a hvét-u _hvat-a 

PLUR. PLUR. 
N.hvat-ir hvat-ar  hvdét hvét-u throughout. 
G.hvat-ra  hvat-ra _—sihvat-ra 
D.hvdt-um_ hvdt-um = hvdt-um 
A, hvat-a hvat-ar hvdt 
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Thus are declined ; . 
gjarn greedy. | hardr hard.» | krankr di. ὀ  [ snar sewsft. 
hagr active. hvass sharp. rangr wrong. spakr wise. 

Adjectives take the definite endings when the article is 
appended to the nqun as, svart hestrinn, svarta hestiinn. 

The masculine sign -7 is lost when the root is rr, ss, 
Jn, gn, kn, rn, as, purr dry, hvass sharp, jafn even, skyggn 
clear-sighted, froekn bold, gjarn willing, greedy. 

The feminine form has in the nominative singular the 
root with u-vowel-change on account of the omission of « in 
the masculine termination, as, svdrt (from svartr swar?), gl5d 
(from gladr glad). 

. The neuter form has in the nominative singular ¢, with 
which 6 and n are assimilated to ἐξ, for instance, godr, gott 
good, sannr satt true. 

Polysyllabic words in enn, and the adjectives mikill 
much, litill hétle, form their neuters in ἐς; if the root end with 
a double consonant the latter is made single before ¢ as, 
lauss laust, sell selt. 

Paradigms: buiun ready, litill εἶθ, lauss loose, sell happy. 

INDEFINITE. 

SING. SING 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. biin-n_ biin bui-t litil-1 κα] liti-t (litt) 
._G.biin-s biin-nar  biin-s litil-s litil-lar litil-s 
D.bin-um biin-ni bun-u litl-um litil-li litl-u 
A. biin-n bin-a bii-t litin-n litl-a liti-t (litt) 

PLUR. PLUR. 
N. bin-ir bin-a ᾿ biin litl-ir litl-ar litil 
G.biin-na biin-na si bdtin-na litil-la litil-la litil-la 
D.bin-um bin-um _— biin-um litlum _litl-um litl-um 
A.bin-a_bun-ar buin. litl-a litl-ar litil. 

DEFINITE. 
SING... SING. 

N.bin-i  bin-a bun-a litl-i litl-a litl-a 
G.bin-a = bin-u bin-a litl-a litlu litl-a 
D.bin-a = ban-u biun-a litl-a litl-u litl-a 
A. bin-a  bun-u Ὀύη-8 litl-a litl-u litl-a 

PLUR. ΡΙΧΙΆ. 
buin-u litl-u 
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INDEFINITE. 
SING. : SING. 

Mase. Fem. Neut. Mase. Fem. Neut 

N. laus-s laus laus-t seel-l see] sel-t 
G. laus-s laus-ar  laus-s seel-s sel-lar sel-s 
D. laus-um _laus-i laus-u seel-um sel-li sel-u 
A. laus-an _ ilaus-a laus-t seel-an seel-a seel-t. 

PLUR. PLuR. 
N. laus-ir _laus-a laus seel-~ir seel-ar sel 
G. laus-a laus-a laus-a sel-la seel-la seel-la 
D. laus-um laus-um _laus-um sel-um sel-um sel-um 
A. laus-a__—ilaus-ar__siiaus seel-a sel-um 88]. 

DEFINITE, 
SING. SING. 

N. laus-i laus-a laus-a sel-i sel-a seel-a 
G. laus-a laus-u_—— laus-a sel-a seel-u seel-a 
D. laus-a laus-u_—— laus-a sel-a sel-u sel-a 
A. jaus-a laus-u [|[δ805-.-8 sel-a sel-u seel-a 

PLUR. PLUR. : 
laus-u. seel-u. 

Like binn are declined : 
haldinn holden | heidinn heathen | heppinn lucky | tekinn taken, 
which are contracted, since the termination begins with a 
vowel as, helénum. Those which have a in the first syllable 
admit a vowel-change when the: of the second syllable is 
rejected by contraction, and the ending begins with uw, as 
hdldnum. 

Like se are declined : 

brann brown. | fall foul. heill whole. 
brynn plain. | hall smooth. hreinn pure. 

and all others whose characteristic letter is 7 or n, with a 
diphthongic vowel. | 

When the root ends with an accented vowel, ¢is doubled 
in the neuter, as well as r in the genitive and dative femi- 
nine, and in the genitive plural. 

Paradigms: blér blve, trur true, faithful. 

veenn far ; 

INDEFINITE. 
SING. SNe. 

Masc. Fem. Neut Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. blé-r_ ὈϊΠά bla-tt tri-r tri tri-tt 
G.bla-s bla-rrar _bila-s tri-s tri-rrar _ tri-s 
D. blé-um_bilé-rri blé-u tri-um_—_strié-rri tri-a 
A. blé-an bila-a bla-tt tri-an trai-a tri-tt 
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PLUR PLUR. 
N. blé-ir _ bla-ar bla tri-ir tri-ar tra 
α΄. bla-rra_ bl4-rra blé-rra tri-rra tri-rra tri-rra 
D.bilé-um_ bl4-um bl4-um tri-um ee tru-um tra-um 
A.bla-a __—ibila-ar bla tri-a . tra . tru. 

DEFINITE. 
SING. SING. 

N. blé-i blé-a bla-a tri-i tri-a tri-a 
G.blé-a _—bila-u blé-a tri-a tri-u tri-a 
D.bla-a_ ὀὈ1ά-α blé-a tri-a tri-u tri-a 
A. ὉὈ[Ϊ-, Ὀ]ά-α blé-a tri-a tri-u trii-a 

PLUR PLUR. 
blé-u. πύου. 

Thus are declined 
frar swift-footed.| grér grey. hlyr lukewarm. | nyr new. 
frjér fruitful. har high. mjér smail. prar enduring. 

Some adjectives which have a distinguishing radical 
consonant insert 7 or v, 88 in the inflection of nouns simil- 
arly characterized. 

Paradigms: midr middle, pykkr thick. 

INDEFINITE. 
SING. SING. 

Mase. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut 
N. mid-r —s mid mit-t pykk-r  pykk pyk-t 
G.mib-s mid-rar mid-s pykk-s pykk-var pykk-s 
D.mib-jum mid-ri — mid-ju pykk-um pykk-ri pykk-u 
A.mid-jan mid-ja = mit-t pykk-van pykk-va pyk-t 

PLUR. PLUR. 
N. mid-ir mid-jar mid pykk-vir pykk-var pykk 
G.mid-ra mié-ra  mié-ra pykk-ra pykk-ra pykk-ra 
D.mid-jum mié-jum mid-jum | pykk-um pykk-um pykk-um 
A.mid-ja mid-jar mi pykk-va pykk-var pykk 

DEFINITE. 
SING. SING. 

N.mib-i mid-ja mid-ja ykk-vi pykk-va pykk-va 
G.mid-ja mid-ju mid-ja pykk-va pykk-u pykk-va 
D.mié-ja mid-ju  mid-ja pykk-va pykk-u  pykk-va 
A.mid-ja mid-ju mid-ja pykk-va pykk-u pykk-va 

PLUR. PLUR. 
mi§-ju. pykku. 

Like pbykkr are declined all adjectives with the root- 
vowel ὅ as, ddkkr gloomy, gliggr evident, folr wan, rdskr brisk ; 
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v before the dative termination um, « is frequently dropt as, 
pykkum, gléggum, yet we also find gléggvum, &c. 

Some monosyllabic nouns, whose characteristic letter is 
6, often insert f before the final letter as, mjér, mjéfr, frjér, 
frjdfr, sljér, sljéfrdudd. Har can both admit and dispense with, 
the inserted v, and even reject the vowels of the inflections 
in a and w as, hévum, ham, hava, ha. 

In forms in ὦ, n, r, where the masculine sign r is dropt, 
the vowel-rejection takes place in the same cases as in sub- 
stantives of this form; thus, gamall, dat. gsmlum, acc. gam- 
lan, in the feminine gender gamla, nom. plur. masc. gamlir, 
and so on: likewise galinn, gdlnum, galnir. A similar con- 
traction often takes place in words in -agr, -1gr, -ugr, for 
instance, heilagr helgr; heilagrar helgrar; heilégum, helgum 

holy. Likewise dfugr ofgr, Sfugrar dfgrar backward; the ab- 
breviated form, however, is generally used only where the 
inflection-ending begins with a vowel. 

Paradigms: gamall old; galinn δἰ. 

INDEFINITE. 

SING. SING. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. gamal-l gémul gamal-t | galin-n galin galit 
G.gamal-s gamal-lar gamal-s | galin-s' galin-nar galin-s 
D. gsm-lum gamal-li géml-u | géld-um_ galin-ni gédld-u 
A.gaml-an gam-la gamal-t | galin-n galin galit 

Pur. | PLUR 
N. gaml-ir gaml-ar gémul gald-ir gald-ar  galin 
G.gamal-la gamal-la gamal-la| galin-na  galin-na_ galin-na 
D.gémli-um géml-um géml-um| géld-um_~— géld-um_ géld-um 
A.gami-a gami-ar gémul gald-a gald-ar galin 

° DEFINITE. 
SING. | SING. 

N. gaml-i gaml-a  gami-a | gald-i gald-a gald-a 
G.gaml-a gdéml-u-§ gaml-a gald-a géld-u—s_ gald-a 
D.gami-a gédml-u- gami-a | gald-a géld-u—s_ gald-a 
A.gaml-a gémi-u = gamli-a gald-a géld-u_—s_ gaild-a 

PLUR. PLUR. 
goml-u. | géld-u. | 

Like gamali are declined svipall fleetny, pagall silent. 
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Like gaknn are inflected 
dulinn hidden. | skilinn parted. | vakinn wakened. | vaninn wont. 
nakinn naked. | taminn tamed. | valinn chosen. 

Those words which form the neuter in 7, also dissyllabic 
adjectives in inn, as well as τε ζεϊ and litill, have the accu- 
sative singular masculine in mn, as, for example, galinn, 
acc. galinn, not galnan, mikinn, litinn, not miklan, litlan 
(see above). 

In all its abbreviated forms, &#d/ changes ἢ to+, for in- 
stance, litlum, mikill, under the same circumstances, often 
changes + to y as, myklan, myklum. 

The endings -rar, -rt, and -ra drop their r after r with 
a preceding consonant, since double r after a consonant could 
not be pronounced: thus, fagr fair: 

INDEFINITE. 

SING | PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. fagr fogr fagr-t |N.fagr-ir fagr-ar fdgr 
G.fagr-a = fagr-a fagr-a 
D.fogr-um fégr-um fégr-um 
A.fagr-a fagr-ar fdgr. 

G. fagr-s fagr-ar fagr-s 
D. fogr-um fagr-i fogr-u 
A.fagr-an fagr-a fagr-t 

DEFINITE. 
SING. . 

Masc. Fem. Neut. 
N. fagr-i = fagr-a fagr-a 
G.fagr-a fégr-u fagr-a 
D.fagr-a  fdgr-u fagr-a 
A. fagr-a = fogr-u fagr-a 

PLUR. 
fogr-u. 

Thus are inflected : 
bitr ditter. digr fat. magr meagre. | vitr wise. 
dapr sad. lipr supple. | vakr hvely. 

Some compound adjectives which end in ὦ or? are in- 
declinable as, gagn-drepa soaked, sammedra born of the same | 
mother , jafnaldra of equal age, draumstoli one who does not 
dream, heilvita-i sharp-witted, einmana-i without retinue. 
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2. Comparison of Adjectives. 

The terminations of the comparative degree -r7, and of 
the superlative -sfr are combined with the root by the vowel 
tora; the former effects a vowel-change, and is dropt; the 
latter is retained; thus -r1, -str occur with a vowel-change, 
and -er:, -astr without it. 

Paradigms : 

with -7%, -str, and vowel-| with -ari, -astr without 
change. _| vowel-change. 

fagr fegri fegrstr spakr spakari spakastr - 
Sar fairer fatrest wise wiser wisest 
stor sterri steerstr gjofull gjéflari gjoflastr 
reat reater reatest liberal more liberalmost lberal 
agr egri wegstr heppinn heppnari heppnastr 
low lower lowest lucky more lucky most lucky 
ungr yngri yngstr konung- konung-  konungli- 
oung younger youngest ligr ligari gastr 
cong: renee prengstr | royal more royal most royal 
narrow narrower narrowest | kringléttr kringlét-  kringldét- 
djupr dypri dypstr tari tastr 
eep deeper deepest round rounder — roundest. 

The word mjor small, does not undergo a vowel~change 
in the comparative and superlative which are mydrrt, mydsér. 

Some adjectives are compared with either form, as: 
deep djapr, djupari and dypri, djipastr and dypstr 
dear dre ; ΘΗ and αὐττὶ, digensts and ae 
new nyr, nyari and nyrri, nyastr and nystr 
black dékkr, dékkvari and dekkri, dékkvastr and dekkstr 
Jatr fagr, fagrari and fegri, fagrastr and fegrstr 
liberal gjéfull, gjéflari and gjéfulli, gjdflastr and gjéfulstr. 

The latter form is the oldest and the best. 

Some adjectives take + in the comparative and a in the 
superlative as, sll happy, selli, selastr; hreinn pure, 
hreinni, hreinastr. 

Diphthongal vowel roota double the r of the compara- 
tive, as: hdr Avgh, herri, hestr; nyr new, nyrri, nystr; far 
few, ferri, festr. ° 

The inflection of comparatives, however formed, is in- 
variable, whether they are used definitely or indefinitely, 88: 
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SING. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Fs 

N. hvatari hvatari hvatara 
G. hvatara hvatari hvatara 
D. » » » ¥ 

A. » - » » 

PLURB. 
hvatari. 

Sometimes the dat. plur. ends in -um as, fleirum, sterrum.. 
All participles present active in -and:, when-used as 

adjectives, are declined like the comparatives ; occasionally 
the dat. plur. ends in -wm with or without the vowel-change, 
as: lifandum ménnum fo hving men. 

The superlative however formed, is déclined in the same 
manner as the positive; thus, 

INDEFINITE. DEFINITE. | 

SING. SING. | 
Maso. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Nent. | 

N. hvatastr hvédtust  hvatast hvatasti hvatasta hvatasta 
G.hvatasts hvatastrar hvatasts hvatasta hvdtustu hvatasta 
D.hvétustum hvatastri hvdtustu » » » 
A.hvatastan hvatasta hvatast » » » 

PLUR. PLUR. 
N.hvatastir hvatastar hvdédtust hvétustu. 
G.hvatastra hvyatastra hvatastra 
D. hvétustum hvétustum hvydtustum 
A.hvatasta hvatastar hvdtust. 

Of those words which express a relative position or si- 
tuation there can be no adjectival positives, but only com- 
paratives and superlatives, the root being a substantive, pre- 
position, or adverb, as: 

᾿ Comp. Sup. 

nyrOri nyristr 
northwards norér norori néréstr 

norori nordastr 
eastwards austr eystn ey 

syOr syOstr southwards sudr sudri synstr 

westwards vestr vestri vestastr 
Sorwards fram fremri fremstr 

. : eptri epstr behind aptr Ἀ μη eran 

‘ niori nidstr 
nether nior nebri nebstr 

out ut ytri ystr 
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Comp. Sup. 

in inn innri innstr, instr 
: tr 

Oo efri μὰ 
over : dfstr 

; yfir éfri ofarstr 
goon ddr εοὔχὶ sedstr 
ee εἰ ater ee 
efore or yrri yretr 
rather heldr heldri helzt 
near =a  nerri nestr 
up yPparst 

arr ‘ rstr 
Jor ere firri fjrerstr 
seldom saldan sjaldnari = sjaldnastr 
behind hindri hindstr. 

Adjectives, which have no comparative on account of 
their ending, but the meaning of which admits of degrees of 
comparison, express them augmentatively or diminutively by 
means of the adverbs, 

meir more, mest most, or heldr, helzt; 
minnr /ess, minnst least, or sidr, εἰζέ. 

The preterite participle in -zmn, used as an adjective, 18 
inflected like buinn; those terminating in -dr, -dr, -ir, like 
hvatr, as follows: 

SINGULAR. 

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. vakin-n  vakin vaki-t vakid-r vakid vaki-t 
G.vakin-s vakin-nar vakin-s vakié-s vakid-rar vakid-s 
D. vokn-um vakin-ni vdkn-u vékt-um vakid-ri vodkt-u 
4.vakin-n vakn-a  vaki-t | .vakt-an vakt-a τγακὶ-ἰ 

SINGULAR. 
(Continuation.) 

Masc. Fem. Nenut. | 

WN. vakt-r vokt vakt 
G. vakt-s vakt-ar vakt-s 
D. vokt-um vakt-ri vékt-u 
A. vakt-an vakt-a vakt 

PLURAL. 

Mase. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. vakn-ir vakn-ar  vakin vakt-ir vakt-ar vakid 
G. vakin-na vakin-na vakin-na | vakid-ra vakii-ra vakid-ra 
D. v6kn-um vékn-um vékn-um | vékt-um vékt-um vdkt-um 
A.vakn-a  vakn-ar  vakin vakt-a vakt-ar vakid 
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PLUBAL. 
(Continustion.) 

Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. vakt-ir vakt-ar vdkt 
G. vakt-ra vakt-ra ss vakt-ra 
D. vikt-um vdkt-um vdkt-um 
A. vakt-a vakt-ar vokt. 

Participial adjectives in -adr are declined regularly , but 
do not drop the a. 

ANOMALOUS ADJECTIVES. 

Some adjectives form their comparative and superlative 
irregularly, or from an obsolete positive, as: 

gédr good 

tran bad 

mikill much (great) 
litill Little 
margr much 
gamall old 

* diminutive forms. 

betri better 
skérri* 

verri worse 

meiri more 
minni less 
fleiri more 
ἘΠῚ older 
ellri elder 

beztr dest 
skastr * 

verstr worst 

mestr most 
minnstr leasé. 
flestr most 
elstr oldest, eldest. 

CHAPTER IV. 
OF PRONOUNS. 

These are divided into six classes, viz; personal, pos~ 
sessive. demonstrative, interrogative, relative, and indefinite 
pronouns, 

Without distinction of gender: 

ἐξ 

SINGULAR. 
2nd pers. 

Bie ar of thee 
per to thee 
pik thee 

DUAL. 
pid or pit ye two 
ykkar of you two 
ykkr to you two . 
ykkr you two 

1. Personal Pronouns. 

3rd pers. 

sin of one’ 8 set 
ser to one’ 8 86 if 
sik, sig one’s self. 

PEE 
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τὰ 

PLURAL. 

N. ver we per, er ye-or you -- 
G. var of us yOar, ydvar of you ὀ sin of themselves 
D. oss to us yor to you ser to themselves 
A. O88 us yor you sik themselves. 

With distinction of gender: 
Mase. Fem. 

N. hann he hin, hon she 
G. hans of hem hennar of her 
D.hanum, honum to him henni to her 
A. hann ham hana her. 

The plural, as well as the neuter, is supplied by the 
demonstrative pronoun sa, su, pat. 

Ek is frequently combined in one form with the word 
immediately preceding as, fak, emk, wtlak, which are the 
ist pers. sing. pres. ind. of the verbs f& ἐο get, vera to be, 
and etla to think. 

pd in composition becomes & or dé according to the 
character of the foregoing letter as, skaltii shalt thou, mundu 
must thou. Should ἐξ occur after a consonant only one ¢ is 
written as, veitstu for veitst pu knowest thou. hen it is 
compounded with imperatives the accent is dropt as, sjadu 
see thou, gakktu do thou go. 

2. Possessive Pronouns. 

These are formed from the genitive of the personal pro- 
noun; they are as follows: 

minn min mitt mine ykkarr ykkur ykkart your (of two). 
pinn pin pitt thine varr var  vart our (of many). 
sinn sin sitt his, hers, 8 |ySarr ydur ydart your (do.) or, 
okkarrokkur okkart our (of two) | ydvarr yOur ydvart. 

They are inflected thus : 
SINGULAR. 

Mase... Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N.minn min mitt okkarr okkur okkart 
G. mins minnar mins okkars okkarrar okkars 
D.minum minni-  minu okkrum okkarri okkru 
A.minn mina mitt okkaruokkra okkart 

PLURAL. 
okkrir okkrar okkur 
okkarra okkarra  okkarra 

D. minum minum minum | okkrum = okkrum  okkrum 
A.mina minar min | okkra okkrar  okkur. 

English-Icelandic Gramm. 4 

N.minir minar min 
G.minna minna muinna 
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As minn are inflected binn and sinn, and as okkarr are 
declined ykkarr and ydéarr. 

Varr is thus inflected : 

SINGULAR. 
Mase. Fem Neut 

N. varr rt 

N. varir varar var 
Ο. varra varra varrTa 
D.varum vérum  varum 
A. vara varar var. 

No possessive is formed from hann, hein; but the geni- 
tives hans, hennar, and in the plural perra (from paz) only 
are used. 

The dative of the personal pronoun is sometimes used 
in ἃ possessive sense as, med hnefa mér with my fist, per til 
bana fo thy death, & hendi sér in his hand. 

3. Demonstrative Pronouns. 

These are three in number, vtz. δά, su, pat he, she, tt, 
that; pessi, pessi, petta, és; hinn, hin, hitt that; the last 
is also used as the definite article. 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut 

N. 8& sa at peir per pau 
G. pess peirrar pess peirra _peirra peirra 
D. peim peirri pvi peim peim peim 
A.pann pa pat pa peer pau. 

Instead of perm the older form peima is often met with. 

Sd, su, pat is likewise used as a definite article. For δά 
and st the old form gd is often employed. 

SING. PLUR. 
Mase. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. .  Neut. 

N. pessi _spessi petta pessir pessar pessi 
G.pessa pessarrar pessa pessarra pessarra pessatra 
D. pessum pessarri  pessu pessum pessum pessum 
A. penna is pessa petta pessa pessar pessi. 

This pronoun was originally formed from sé, whose 
ancient form perr in the nominative appears here again with 
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δὲ added; thus several obsolete forms are to he found, which 
show that it was at one time customary only to decline pberr 
and add δὲ without inflection, thus; persi for pessi; peimsi 
Jor pessum, pvisa for pessu, pannsi for penna. 

For the inflections of. hinn see the article, p. 11. 

Besides these, hann, hin, is sometimes used as an 
article with proper names as, hann Sigurdr, hun puridr. 

Samr, sdm, samt the same, is declined like a regular ad- 
jective; but Amn is often prefixed as, hin sama fem., hit 
sama neuter. 

The following, slikr, slik, slikt; pvilikr, pvilik, pvi- 
likt; pessligr, pesslig, pessligt, all signifying such, are regul- 
arly inflected. 

4. Interrogative Pronouns. 

These are, hvar, hvdrr who (of &vo)? hverr who (of many)? 
and hvilikr what kind of? 

The pronoun Avar is defective; not only does it want 
the feminine and the plural, but the nominative and accusative 
masculine singular; both forms are supplied by hverr who (of 
many) ? 

SING. 
Mase. Fem Neut 

N. (hvar) -- hvat 
G. hvess -- hvess 
D. hveim -- hvi 
A. (νὰ) — hvat 

In usual discourse, Avat is only used as a pronoun, and 
Avi as an adjective. 

Hvérr who (of two) ? takes Avorn for hvoran in the sing. 
acc. masc. 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. hvar-r _—— hvar hvar-t hvar-ir hvar-ar hyar 
G. hvaér-s hvar-rar hvar-s hvar-ra hvar-ra hvar-ra 
D. hvér-um_ hvar-ri — hvar-u hvar-um hvar-um_ hvar-um 
A. hvyfr-n_ si ihvdr-a_shvar-t hvar-a hvar-ar hvar. 

4* 
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Hverr who (of many)? has Avern for hverjan in the sing. 
acc. masc., in the modern tongue. 

SING. PLUR. 
Mase. Fem. Neut. Mase. Fem. Neut. 

N. hver-r ἮΘΟΣ hver-t hver-ir hverj-ar hver 
G. hver-s _hver-rar hver-s hver-ra hver-ra hver-ra 
D. hverj-um hver-ri_hverj-u_| hverj-um hverj-um_hverj-um 
A. hverj-an hverj-a hver-t hverj-a hverj-ar hver. 

The idea, “what kind of?” is expressed by a compound 
of the neuter hvi what and likr &ke, thus: 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. hvilfk-r — hvilik hvilik-t | hvilik-ir hvilfk-ar hvilik 
G.hvilfk-s hvilik-rar hvflfk-s | hvilfk-ra hvilfk-ra hvili{k-ra 
Ὁ. hvilik-um hvilik-ri hvflfk-u | hvilfk-um hvilik-um hvilfk-um 
A. hvilik-an hvilik-a hvilfk-t*| hvilfk-a hvflfk-ar hvilf{k. 

5. Relative Pronouns. 

Properly speaking, there are no relative pronouns, but 
the interrogatives Averr and Aviiikr are used in their stead, as 
well as the demonstrative sd, st, pat, either alone, or more 
usually in connection with the particle er or sem as, sd er 
he who, pat sem that which. Er and sem likewise answer to 
the German “so” who, which, that. 

6. Indefinite Pronouns. 

Hvartveggi erther of two, both, has a double inflection, 
and is thus declined: . . 

SINGULAR 

N.hvir-tweggi shvd-tvoggi hvér-tveggj . hvar-tveggi var-tveggi r-tveggja 
G. hvars-tveggja rir hy 

ἜΝ ᾿ varri-tveggju tonoe: D. hvarum-tveggja hyéru-tvog By hvaéru-tveggja 

A, hvarn-tveggja hvara-tveggju hvar-tveggja 

PLURAL. 
N. hvarir-tveggja 
G. hvarra-tveggja 

hvarra-tveggju 
D. hvarum-tveggja 

hvarum-tveggjum 
A, hvara-tveggju hvar-tveggju hvar-tveggi. 
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In the same way is inflected annartveggi one of two. 
Annarr-hvérr each other, every other, is doubly declined 

as, fem. Snnur-hvér, neué. annat-hvért. Hvdrr-annan one 
another (of two) and hverr-annan one another (of many) are 

_ likewise inflected independently of each other. 

Einn-hver, einhver, eitthvert every one, each. 

Hverr-einn, hverteitt, hvateitt every, each. 
Sum-hverr somebody, anybody, some one, any one. 
Sinn-hvérr, sinhvdr, sitthvadrt, sitthvat each his own, each 

one’s. More usual is sinnhverr, sinhver, sitthvert as: peir 
lita sinn { hverja att each looks to his own side. 

Sérhverr, serhver, sérhvert, serhvat each. 

Noékkurr some one, any, whose various forms in the 
nominative are nakkvarr, nekkvarr, nekkverr, nekkurr, 
nokkvarr, nokkvorr, nokkverr, nékkverr and nokkurr, is 
thus declined : 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N.nékkur-r nékkur nékkut |ndkkur-ir nékkur-ar nékkur 
G.ndkkur-s ndkkur-rar ndkkur-s | nékkur-ra_ = (throughout) 
D.nékkur-um nékkur-ri nékkur-u} ndkkur-um_ (throughout) 
4.nékkur-u ndékkur nékkut j|nékkur-a nékkur-ar nédkkur. 

Hvérigr, hvarig, hvdrigt, or hvdrugr, hvdrug, hvdrugt, 
means neither (of the two), and is used in connection with 
annarr as, hvdrigr tridi Odrum neither beheved the other. 

From the neuter hvat, dat. hvi, and gen. plur. vitna 
from viti occasion, time (French fois), is formed hvatvitna, 
dai. hvivitna whatsoever. 

‘-Hverrsem or hverrsem helzt whoso or whosoever. 

Annarr other, another, the one, the second, is very irre- 
gular, and is thus declined: 

SING. PLUR. 
Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. annarr énnur annat abrir adrar . dnnur 
G. annars annarrar annars annarra (throughout) 
D. drum annarri ddra édrum (do.) 
A. annan aora annat adra adrar énnur. 

Engi none, no one, is ἃ compound of einn, ein, eitt and 
the negative particle -σί, -ἀί, and is thus declined : 
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SING. PLUR. 
Mase. . Fem. Neut. Masc. Fen. Neut. 

N. engi engi ekki engir engar engi 
G. enski engrar enskis engra (throughout. 
D. engum_—_engri engu engum (do.) 
4. engan  enga ekki enga engar engi. ᾿ 

The indefinite person one (French on, Germ. man) 18 
expressed either by the 3rd pers. sing. of the verb without 
ἃ pronoun as, ok heyréi pat and one heard that, and ἐξ was 
heard, or by the plural menn men as, er menn téku at drekka 
when men took to drinking; or lastly, by the modern form of 
madr man. 

The impersonal there, st, is expressed by pat, even 
though followed by ἃ plural verb as, pat eru margir sem 
there are many who; still there is the regular form peir eru 
margir they are many. 

If many persons are implied, but only one is mentioned, 
the pronoun (mostly sd) usually stands in the plural, whilst 
the name connected with it remains in the singular number 
as, peir Loki, 7. e., Lokt and his mate; peir Gunnarr Gunnarr 
and Sigurér; peir Beli Beli and Frey; vid pi Gunnar towards 
Gunnarr and his folk; vit Sigurdr I and Sigurér. When 
words of different genders come together the pronoun is 
placed in the neut. plur., as, pau ymis now he, then she; attu 
pau owned they (Jonak and Gudrun); bedi pau both they 
(Randver and Svanhild). 

CHAPTER. V. 
THE NUMERALS AND THEIR INFLECTIONS. 
These are divided into cardinal and ordinal. 

1. Cardinal Numbers. 

1 einn, ein, eitt 10 tiu 
2 tveir. tver, tvd 11 ellifu 
3 prir, prjdér, prja 12 tolf 
4 f,drir, fjérar, fjdgur 18 prettan 
5 fimm 14 fjértan 
6 sex 15 fimtén 
7 gjau (sj5) 16 sextan 
8 atta 17 sjautjan 
9 niu 18 attjan 
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19 nitjén 80 attatfu 
20 tuttugu 90 niutiu 
21 tuttugu ok einn 100 hundrad, tiutiu 
30 prjétiu 110 hundrad ok tfu, ellifutfu 
40 fjorutiu 120 hundrad ok tuttugu, stort 
50 fimtfu hundra 
60 sextiu 200 tvd hundrad 
70 sjautiu (sjétiu) 1000 pusund. 

An indeclinable form in -#gi is used adjectively, as: 
dat. prjatigi ménnum éo thirty men. 

In modern Icelandic -A#u takes the place of -agir or -tagt. 

For declension of emn, see p. 11. 

Tveir, prir, and fjorir are thus declined : 
Masc. Fem. Neut.' Masc. Fem. Pat Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N.tveir tver tvd'prir  — prjar ἢ érir fjdérar fjogur 
G. treggja (throughout) priggja ( (Grow | fogurra (throughout) 
D.tveim (do.) | prim Aeon. érum (do.) 
A. tv tver tvé: brid. see “μά | ἢ ότα fjdérar ΠΑ͂ΝΕ 

The remainder, as far as tuttugu included, are indeclin- 
able; but the succeeding, up to hundrad, are formed from 
the numeral substantive agr (from ti ten), which is inflected 
like s3r in the 2nd declension, and governs the noun follow- 
ing it in the genitive, as: 

ΠΟΣῚ tigir manna _fortymen 
μϑξυττα tiga — of — 
Are tt age —- two - 
éra - 

Hundrad is a ΡΝ inflected neuter : 
Sing. nom. hundrad | Plur. nom. hundrud 

gen. ———-8 gen. hundrada 
dat, ———-i | dat. hundrudum 
acc. ———- ᾿ aco ———- 

pusund is feminine, and is thus declined : 

Sing. nom. pisund | Plur. nom. pisundir 
gen pusundar gen. pisunda 
dat, ———(u) | dat. ———um 
ace, ——— ace. ———ir. 

The neuter pushundrad, phir. pushundrud, is also 
used, meaning a thousand, properly, 1200. 

As the ancient Icelanders used the duodecimal as well 
as the decimal mode of numeration, they signified by the 
great hundred (stért hundrad) 120, as opposed to the smail 
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hundred (100) which was sometimes expressed by tiutigir; 
so that kdlft hundrad formerly counted for 60. 

Badir both, which resembles wer, and is a numeral ad- 
jective,. is thus declined : 

Masc. Fem. Neut. 

N. bédir badar bedi 
G. beggja_ ( 
D. bédum (do.) 
A. bida badar bedi. 

The date of the year would be thus expressed: pusund 
atta hundrad sextiu niu 1869. 

2. Ordinal Numbers. 

The first fyreti, fyrsta, fyrsta | Zhe 17th sjautjandi 
— second annarr, ὅπηι, annat 18¢h attjAndi 
— third pridji, pridja, pridja 19h nitjdndi 
— fourth fjdrdi, fjérda, fjérda 20th tuttugast 
— 5th fmti — 30th pritugasti 
— 6th  séetti — 40th fertugasti 
— ith sjaundi — 50th fimtugasti 
— 8th atti (attundi) — 60th sextugasti 
— 9h nfundi — 0th sjautugasti 
— 10th tiundi — 80th Attatugasti . 
— 11th  ellifti — 90th nitugasti 
— 12th télfti — 100th hundraBasti 
— 13th prettandi — 110th — ok tfundi 
— 14th fijdértaéndi — 120th — ok tuttugasti 
— 15th fimtandi — 200th tvd hundradasti 
— 16th sextandi — 1000 pdsundasti. 

J is inserted before a and τὸ of the different inflections 
of pridi. ' 

The collective numbers, or numeral substantives, are: 
fimt Jwe tn number 
sjaund seven — — 
ti tn — — 

. ὍΝ twelve— -- 

Fimt and sjaund are used solely for a space of five or 
seven days: both are feminine words as well as tylft. 

There are several temporals as, from noétt nght, come 
einnett one night old, newtrgamalt night old, and from vetr 
winter, year vetrgamalt winter old, year old, tvevett &tvo 
winters old. 

To signify a period of three or four days the compounds 
prinetingr and fyérnettingr are used. To designate 30, 
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40, &c. days, the neuter of the numerals included in -ugr 
is used substantively, as: pritugt, fertugt, &c. 

The distrjbutive numerals are: 
tvennr two ata time 
prennr three—— — 
fern four—-— —: 

they correspond with the Latin termination -artus, and are 
regular. 

Numeral adjectives, in tens from 20 to 70 inclusive, are 
formed by -éugr; from 80 to 120 inclusive, by -redr; and 
they are used both of age, measure, and the like. Thus, 

tvitugr containing 20 ttredr containing 80 
pritugr -- 90 niredr — 90 
fertugr -- 40 tiredr -- 100 
fimtugr - 50 ellifuredr — 110 
sextugr - 60 télfredr -- 120. 
sjautugr — 70 

By placing Adif before such a numeral a number of 
magnitude can be signified which is five less, e. g. half- 
fertugr, comprising three tens and a half, #. e., 35; yet this 
mode of designation is chiefly applied to ships which reckon 
by their number of oars, and to the age of persons as, half prit- 
ugt skip α 25 oared shwp, half pritugr madr a man 25 years old. 

Multiplicative numerals are formed by adding faldr 
(fem. f5ld, meut. falt) to cardinal numbers. They are used 
and declined like adjectives, as: einfaldr smple, tvifaldr tvo- 
fold. From these are formed verbs in -falda, as: tvaufalda 
to double, prefalda to treble, margfalda to multiply. 

Fractional numbers, with 1 as a numerator, are formed 
by -ungr, which is added to the neuter of the ordinal after a 
is dropt, as: pbridjungr 4, fjdrdungr 4. Numeral Adverbs: 
tvisvar Aotwce, prisvar thrice. The others are expressed by the 
dative of sinn Ame, as: einu sinni once, fjérum sinnum four ames. 
T'veim sinnum, prim sinnum, or tvisvar sinnum, prisvarsinnum 

are also used; but the last are tautological. The article Ast is 
prefixed to fyrsta, annat, pridja sinn (the first, second, third 
time), but not necessarily so. “This time” is expressed by 
petta sinn. Instead of smn, the neuters skeid (lapse of time) 
and skipti (dtvision) are also used, as: hit fyrsta skipti, annat 
skeid, and soon. Sometimes in place of the article the pre- 
position i ἐπ 18 employed, as: i fjérda sinn for the fourth time. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
VERBS. 

Icelandic verbs are active, passive, or neuter. 
A verb active expresses an action, and necessarily im- 

plies an agent, and an object'acted upon as; at elska ¢o lowe; 
ek elska Gub J lowe God. 

A verb passive, which is formed by the addition of s¢ 
or z to the active, expresses the receiving of an action, and 
necessarily implies an object acted upon, and an agent by 
which it is acted upon as; at elskast to be loved; “8. elskast 
af hanum God ts loved by him. 

The passive is likewise expressed by the ἘΠΕῚ ΕΝ verbs 
verda and vera with the past participle of the principal verb as; 

ek verd borinn J am born 
—varS — I was — 
— em --- I have been born 
— var -- Lhad —- — 

still em is also used for the present, var for the preterite tense: 
Ez. var hann hardliga freistad he was sorely tempted; var skipt 
lidinu {νά stabi the army was divided mto two sections. 

A verb neuter expresses neither action nor passion , but 
being, or a state of being, as; ek em Jam, ek sef J sleep, ek 
sit 1] sit. 

When a verb expresses an action in which the agent 
acts, and is acted upon by himself, it is said to be in the 
reflective form as; at skammast sin fo be ashamed of one’s self. 

The termination sk, which is now also written δέ or z, 
was originally simply a contraction of the reflective pronoun 
stk, corresponding to our se/f, or more exactly, to the French 
reflective se, so that at kallast was equivalent to ¢o call one’s 
self, or the French s’appeler. It gradually assumed a passive 
force, and there are a few instances of its employment as such 
by classic writers in the best ages of Old-Norse literature. 

Those verbs which have a passive form with an active 
meaning as, at Sdlast fo obtain, are called deponent verbs ; 
they are only few in number. 

When an action is conceived without a definite subject 
from which it proceeds, the verb is called tmpersonal, and is 
used only in the third personal singular, the place of the 
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subject being supplied by the neuter personal pronoun pat ἐΐ 
as; pat snjdar ἐξ snows. 

All verbs are arranged in two classes answering to the 
strong and weak forms of the German grammarians. The 
former consists in a change of the radical vowel in the pre- 
terite tense and past participle; the latter admits of the ad- 
dition of vocal elements to the root, for example : 

Infinitive. Preterite. Past part. 
Strong. — syngja song sunginn 

to sing sang sung 
stela stal stolinn (English en) 
to steal stole stolen 

Weak. — kalla kallada (Eng. ed; Ger- kalladr 
man ¢e or efe). 

to call called called. 

The principle on which this nomenclature is founded is, 
that the power of varying a word by change of its more un- 
essential constituents, without external aid in the way of 
composition or addition of syllables, implies a certain vitality, 
a certain innate, organic strength not possessed by roots 
capable of variation only by the incorporation or addition of 
foreign elements. The weak inflection is the regular, the 
strong, the wrregular, form of the older grammarians, and the 
latter is the more ancient of the two modes of inflection; 
therefore the more appropriate appellations would be the old 
and new modes. 

A small number of verbs have an anomalous, or, more 
properly speaking, a mixed conjugation. that is, a mode of 
conjugation consisting of a combination of the strong and weak. 

The first class has seven conjugations whose preterite 
indicative is always monosyllabic, having a consonantal end- 
ing with change of vowel; the past participle is inflected in 
ann, in, τέ. 

The second class has two conjugations whose preterite 
indicative is always unchanged; the past participle ends in 
dr, d, ἐ. 

There are therefore nine conjugations in which every 
regular and irregular verb is included. 

There are four moods in each conjugation, the indicative, 
conjunctive, imperative, and infinitive; but only two tenses, 
the present and preterite, can be expressed by inflection. 

The other tenses are formed by means of auxiliary verbs. 
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In the first three of the moods above-named there are the 
two numbers, singular and plural, and the usual persons, the 
personal pronoun being placed before the verb, since the dif- 
ference of persons, especially in the passive voice, is fre- 
quently undefined. The participles are, the present active 
and the past. The infinitive always contains the root-vowel. 
The present and preterite tense, as well as the past parti- 
ciple or supine, are the most important of the tenses. 

The auxiliary verbs of tense are, δία tv have, vera to be, 
verda to become; and they are thus conjugated : 

At hafa to have. 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense. 
SING. PLUR. 

ek hefi, 1 have, | ver héfum, we have, 
pi hefir, thou hast; per hafid, you have, 
hann hefir, he has; peir hafa, they have. 

Preterite. 
ek hafdi, J had, 
pa hafdir, thou hadst, 
ann μαι, he had; 

ver héfdum, we had, 
pér héfdud, you had, 
peir héfdu, they had. 

ConJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present Tense. 
SING. PLUR. 

ek hafi, I may have, ver hafim, we may have, 
, pu hafir, thou mayest have,| per hafid, you may have, 
hann hafi, he may have; peir hafi, they may have. 

Preterite. 
ver hefdim, we might have, 
per hefdid, you might have, 
peir hefdi, they might have. 

ek hefdi, I might have, 
pa hefdir, thou mightest have, 
hann hefbi, he might have ; 

IMPERATIVE Moon. INFINITIVE Moon. 

Stina. hafdu, have thou; at hafa, to have. 
PLuUR. héfum, let us have, Pres. part. hafandi, having, 

hafid, have ye. Past part. haft, had. 

Hafa is often used with a past participle agreeing, like 
an adjective, in gender and case with the object, 6. g., er 
peir hdfdu feldan hdtdingja lidsins when they had struck down 
the chiefs of the people. It is also used with the supine passive 
as; er peir héfdu vidtalast when they had spoken together. 
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At vera ἐο be. 

INDICATIVE Moop. 

Present Tense. 
SING. PLUR. 

ek em, I am, ver erum, we are, 
pu ert, thou art, per erud, you are, 
hann er, he 2; peir eru, they are. 

Preterite. 
ek var, I was, ver varum, we were, 
pu vart, thou wast, pér vérud, you were, 
hann var, he was; peir varu, they were. 

ConsuncTIVE Moon. 

Present Tense. 
SING. PLUR. 

ek sd, JI may be, ver stim, we may be, 
pu ser, thou mayest be, pér seid, you may be, 
hann se, he may be; peir sti, they may be. 

Preterite. 
ek veri, JI might be, ver verim, we might be, 
pe verir, thou mightest be, pér verid, you might be, 
ann veri, he might be; peir veeri, they might be. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. INFINITIVE Moop. 

veri, let me be. verum, let us be, at vera, to be. 
ver-tu, be thou, verit, be ye, Pres. part. verandi, being. 
veri, let him be; veri, let them be. | Past part. verit, been. 

Vera, with a¢ and the infinitive of other verbs, signifies 
a definite time, as: ek em at skrifa I am just going to write. 

A thoroughly past time, which we denote by laying an 
emphasis on the auxiliary verb, is expressed periphrastically 
in Icelandic by the phrase ek emhiinn, followed by the in- 

‘finitive with af, as: ek em buinn at skrifa J have (already) 
written. 

At verda to become. 

InpicatrveE Moop. 

Present. Preterite. 
I become. I became. 

8. ek verd, S. ek vard, 
pu verdr, pu vard, 
hann veror ; hann varo ; 

Ῥ, νὸν verdum, |P. vér urdum, 
pér verdid, pér urdud, 
peir verda. peir urdu. 

ConNJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present. Preterite. 
I may become. | I might become. 

S. ek yrdi, . ek vard, 
pa yrdir, pu vard, 
hann yroi, hann var6 ; 

P. νὸν yrdim, |P. νὸν urdum, 
per yrdid, per urdud, 
peir yrii. peir urdu. 
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Imperative Moon. INFINITIVE Moon. 
verd-6u do thou become at verda to become. 
Pres. part. verdandi becoming. Past part. ordinn become. 

FIRST CLASS. 

Sign - FoRMS. 

1. Infinitive. 2. 1 pers. sing. pres. ind. 3. 1 pers. 
sing. pret. ind. 4. 1 pers. plur. pret. ind. 5. Past part. 

First CoNnJUGATION. 

Vowel of the pret. a, plur. «. 

Characteristics. — Everywhere a short vowel. The τοοῦ- 
endings generally double, or liquids connected with mutes: 
rarely double mutes. Vowel of the infinitive e (seldom ja) ; 
+ before mn (except brenna, renna), nd and ng; y before ngv, 6 
before ggv, kkv, yet the pres. of slsggva is slyng. Past part. 
has o; but ὦ before nn, nd, ng. Strong v-vowel-changed 
words have ὅ for a in the pret. sing. ind. 

In the preterite tense, as well as in the 2 pers. sing. of 
the imperative, where the root-termination likewise ap- 
pears, ὦ after 7 becomes ¢; after » both d and g are changed 
into their corresponding thin letters ¢ and k, with assimi- 
lation of n. 

At brenna Zo burn. 

Active Voice. 

IwpicatTtvE Moon. ConsuNcTIVE Moop. 
Present. Preterite. Present. Preterite. 
1 burn. 1 burned. I may burn. | I might burn. 
SING. SING. SING. SING. 

ek brenn, ek brann, ek brenni, ek brynni, 
pa brennr, pu brannt, pu brennir, pu brynnir, 
hann brennr; hann brann; hann brenni; | hann brynni; 

Pu. PL PL. 
ver brennim, | vér brynnim, 
pér brennid, per brynnid, 
peir brenni. peir brynni. 

vér brennum, ver brunnum, 
per brennid, pér brunnud, 
peir brenna. peir brunnu. 

ImpPERATIVE Moon. | ΓΧΕΙΝΙΤΙΨΕῈ Moop. 
brenn-du, do thou burn, at brenna to burn. 
brennum, let us burn, | Pres. part. brennandi burning, 
brennid, do ye burn. Past part. brunninn burned. 
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To this conjugation belong the following verbs: 
inf, 

to strike bella 
- help berga or 

bjar 
- swing bregda 
- burst bresta 
- fall detta 
- drink drekka 
- sound gella or 

gjalla 
- pay gjalda 
- crackle nesta 
- Re jalpa 
- tingle hvella 
- turn round hverfa 
- run renna 
- shake skjalfa 
- ring skella 
- let slip sleppa 
- single smella 

= snerta 
- sprout spretta 
- swill svelgja 
- swell svella 
- hunger svelta 
- roll velta 
- wipe off  sverfa 
- boil vella 
- become verva 
- lay (eggs) verpa 
— es pverra 
- bind binda 
- find finna 

- throw down hrinda 
- sn spinna 
- spur spirna or 

Ds spurna 
= apr eng springa 
- sting stinga 
- wind vinda 
- win vinna 
- go forward hrékkva 
- sink sdkkva 
- throw alg, va 
- epring stékkva 
- sing syngva 

syngja 
~ press ryngva 

pres. 

bell 
berg 

bregd 
brest 
dett 
drekk 
gell 

geld 
pe 

e 
hvell 
hverf 
renn 
skelf 
pps 

e 
smell 
snert 

sprett 
svelg 
sve 
svelt 
velt 

pret. sing. 

ball 
barg 

pret. plur. 

bullum 
burgum 

brugdum 
brustum 
duttum 
drukkum 
gullum 

guldum 
ustum 

Pa um 
hullum 
hurfum 
runnum 
skulfum 
skullum 
sluppum 
smullum 
snurtum 

spruttum 
sulzum 
sullum 
sultum 
ultum 
surfum 
ullum 
urdum 
urpum 
purrum 
bundum 
funnum or 
fundum 
hrundum 
spunnum 
spurnum 

sprungum 
stungum 
undum 
unnum 

past part. 

bollinn 
borginn 

brugdinn 
brostinn 
dottinn 
drukkinn 
gollinn 

goldinn 
nostinn 
élpinn 

hollinn 
horfinn 
runninn 
skolfinn 
skollinn 
sloppinn 
smollinn 
snortinn 
sprottinn 
solginn 
sollinn 
soltinn 
oltinn 
sorfinn 
ollinn 
ordinn 
orpinn 
porrinn 
bundinn 
funninn or 
fundinn 

hrundinn 
spunninn 
sporninn 

sprunginn 
stunginn 
undinn 
unninn 
hrukkinn 
sokkinn 
slunginn 
stukkinn 
sunginn 

prunginn. 
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Φ 

SEcoND CONJUGATION. 

Vowel of the pret. a, plur. d. 

Characteristics. — Simple root-vowel: vowel of the in- 
finitive e (originally ἢ. In some words a root-consonant 
accompanying jy has preserved the original vowel +, and in 
others the original ve, « has passed over to o. The past part. 
has the vowel e, unless the root-consonant is a liquid, or the 
original vowel has been ve, for in such cases it becomes o. 
The pret. sing. in words with the root-consonant g should 
properly become ag; but here g falls away, and the vowel 
becomes lang d, as in vega, pret. va, &c. 

At gefa to give. 

INDICATIVE Moop. ConJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present. Preterite. Present. Preterite. 
1 give. I gave. I may give. LI might give. 

S. ek gef, S. ek gaf, S. ek gefi, S. ek gefi, 
pu gefr, pu gaft, pu gefir, pu gefir, 
hann gefr; hann gaf; hann gefi; hann gefi; 

P. νὸν gefum, | P. vér gafum, | P. vér gefim, Ρ. νὸν gefim, 
per gefid, per géfud, pér gefid, per gefid, 
peir gefa. peir gafu. peir gefi. peir gefi. 

INFINITIVE Moon. 
at gefa to give. 
Pres. part. gefandi, giving. 
Past part. gefinn, given. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

gef-bu, do thou give, 
gefum, Jet us give, 
-gefid, do ye give. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs: 
inf. pres. pret.sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to slay drepa drep drap drapum drepinn 
- eat eta et at atum etinn 
- mgqure fregna  fregn ‘fra fragum freginn 
- get geta et gat atum getinn 
- say kveba ved kvai vadum kvedinn 
- leak leka lek lak lakum lekinn 
- read lesa les las lasum lesinn 
- measure meta met mat matum metinn 
- drive reka rek rak rakum rekinn 
- see gja se 88 sam δὲ ἢ 
- sleep sofa or _sef svaf svaéfum or so- sofinn 

svefa um 
- tread troda {τοῦ trad tradum trodinn 
- weave vefa vef ταῦ, of vafum, ofum ofinn 
- fight vega veg νά vagum, ogum veginn 
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inf. pres. pret. sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to beg bidja bid bad baSum bedinn 
- he -hggja ligg la lagum leginn 
- stl ee τι Ἢ “ra anne 
- recewe iggia i m eginn 
- bear bee eg bar em borin 
- hide fela fel fal falum -  félginn 
- come koma kem kvam, kvamum, ko- kominn 

kom mum 
- take nema nem nam némum numinn 
- cut skera sker skar skarum skorinn 

-- steal stela stel stal st4élum stolinn 
- swrm svima, svim, svam svamum svominn. 

svema svam 

Those verbs which have v before the vowel of the pre- 
terite sometimes take ὁ in the plural instead of ὦ, generally 
with the dropt v as, svdfum or séfum, kvddum or kddum for 
svdfum and kuddum, végum for vagum, dfum for véfum; some 
have even 6 in the singular, and thus inflect the preterite 
according to the third conjugation, namely, df, υό = vaf, vd. 
The forms kom, plur. kémum from koma, are more common 
than kvam and kvdmum. 

Tumrp CoNJUGATION. 

Vowel of the pret. 6, plur. 6. 

Characteristws. — Simple root-consonant, excepting 
vaza; vowel of the infinitive @; but when 7 is con- 
nected with the root-consonant a is changed into é, and the 
original av (au) into ey. Past part. a; but before g and k 
always 6. Verbs in ey have ὦ in the past part. Those 
whose roots end in g reject that letter in the pret. sing., but 
take it again in the pret. plur. and past participle. 

At fara to yourney. 

InpicaTIvE Moon. ConJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present. Ι esate Present. Bhi 
I journey. ‘Idd journey. | Imay journey. | Imsight journey. 

S. ek fer, 8. ek for, S. ek fari, 8. ok eri, 
pa ferr, | pa ford, ῥά farir, pu ferir, 
hann ferr; ann fér; ann fari; hann feri; 

P. ver forum, | P. vér forum, | P. ver farim, P. ver ferim, 
per farid, per forud, per farid, per ferid, 
peir fara, peir féru. peir fari. peir feeri. 
English-Icelandic Gramm. 5 
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IMPERATIVE Moop. INFINITIVE Moon. 
far-Su, do thou journey ; at fara to journey. 
forum, let us journey, Pres. part. farandi journeying. 
farid, do ye journey. Past part. farinn journeyed. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs: 

inf. pres. pret.sing. pret.plur. past part. 

to drive aka ek 6k ékum ekinn 
- feed ala el ol élum alinn 
- die deyja dey dé déum, dém dain 
- draw draga dreg dré drégum dreginn. 
- flay fla ‘flee Βό fidgum fleginn 
- crow gala gel gol gélum galinn 
- bark geyja gey ξό goum gainn 
- dig grata a4 of gréofum afinn 
- heave hefja . _ hef éf héfum finn 
- laugh _hleja hle 8] 6 - hidg hleginn. 
- lade hla6a hled hidd hiddum hladinn 
- cut hnafa hnef hndf hndfum hnafinn. 
- souse kefja kef kof kofum kafinn 
- freeze kala kel kél kélum kalinn 
- claw kleja Κὶς κ]ό klégum kleginn. | 
- grind =mala mel mol mélum malinn 
- scrape  skafa skef εκόξ skéfum skafinn 
- shake = skaka,skekjaskek sk6k βκρβκόκυπι skekinn. 
- shape _— skapa skep κόρ sképum skapinn. 
- strike = sla slee slé slogum sleginn 
- stand _standa stend stdd stédum stadinn 
- swear _— sverja sver sor sdrum svarinn 
- take taka tek tok t6kum tekinn 
- wade _—vaia ved 66 63um vadinn 
- grow vaxa vex 6x 6xum, uxum vaxinn 
- wash pva pve pv6, po pvdgum pveginn.. 

The imperative of standa is stattu. 

FourtH CoNnJUGATION. 

Vowel of the pret. ev, plur. ¢. 

Characteristics. — Root-vowel +; when the consonant ὦ 
follows, 7 is inserted before the terminating a of the infinitive 
as, vikja, svtlja: bida has the past part. δοδίπη for b:dinn. 
Verbs, whose root is ἐσ, form the pret. sing. in ὁ instead of 
eig; for instance, ste = steig, Ἀπὸ == hneig, st = seig: 
this variation does not extend to the plural. 
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At gripa 

InpitaTIVE Moon. 
Preterite. 
1 seized. 

S. ek greip, 
pa greipt, 
hann greip; 

P. ver gripum, 
per gripud, 
peir gripu. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 
grip-5u, do thou seize ; 
gripum, let us seize, 

Present. 
1 setze. 

S. ek grip, 
pu gripr, 
hann gripr; 

P. ver ‘gripum, 
pér gripid, 
peir gripa. 

‘gripid, do ye seize. 

67 

to setze. 

ConJUNCTIVE Moon. 
Present. Preterite. 

I may seize. I might seize. 
8S. ek gripi, S. ek gripi, 

pa gripir, ge aol 
hann gripi; ann gripi; 

P. vér gripim, |P. vér gripim, 
per gripid, per gripid, 
peir gripi. peir gripi. 

INFINITIVE Moon. 
at gripa, to sesze. 

Pres. part. gripandi, seizing. 
Past part. gripinn, seized. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs : 
pret.plur. past part. 

- pass urine 
- rtde 
- tear in preces 
- rise 

"= carve 
- write 
- sink 
- shine 
- step forth 
- slit 
- cut 
- mount 

- scorch 

inf. 

bida 

prifa 

klif 
ee 

pret. sing. 

beid 
beit 
bleik 
dreif 
ein, ginda 
neig, hné 

hneit 
hreif 
hrein 
hvein 
kleif - 
kveid, kvidda 
leid, lidda 
leit 

stele ste 
svel , svidda 

bidum 
bitum 
blikum 
drifum 
hum 

klifum 
kvidum 
lidum 
litum 
migum 
ridum 
rifum 
risum 
ristum 
ritum 
sigum 
skinum 
skridum 
slitum 
snidum 
stigum 
svld0um 
svifum 
svikum 
svipum 
vikum 
prifum 

5 * 

bedinn 
bitinn 
blikinn 
drifinn 

svipinn 
vikinn 
prifinn. 
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Frrtn CoNnsuGAtTION. 

Vowel of the pret. au (6), plur. wu. 

Characterishes. — Vowel of the infinitive 76 before ¢, 5, 
8, st; but γώ before f, σ, k, p: ὦ in hita, lika, and sometimes 
siga for the more common form sytiga. ‘Verbs, whose root is 
jug, form the pret. sing. in 6 for aug, e.g. smo ==smayg; fis 
== flaug; ἰό = laug; plur. always smugum, flugum, lugum. 

At frjésa to freeze. 
InpicatIvE Moop. ConsunctIvE Moop. 
Deg Preterite. Present. Ῥχοίκειο: 
Sreeze. roze. I may freeze. | Imight freeze. 

8. ek frys, S. ek fraus, S. ek frjési, S. ek frysi, 
pa fryst, pu fraust, pu frjdsir, pa frysir, 
hann fr¥s; hann fraus ; hann frjési; hann frysi; 

P. vér frjésum, | P. ver frusum, | P. ver frjdsum, | P. vér frysum, 
per frjésid, | per frusud, pér frjdsid, per frysud, 
peir frjdsa. peir frusu. peir frjési. peir frysu. 

INFINITIVE Moon. 

at frjdsa, to freeze. 
Pres. part. frjosandi, freezng. 
Past part. frosinn, frozen. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

frjds-tu, do thou freeze; 
frjdsum, let us freeze, 
frjdsid, do ye freeze. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs : 
inf. pres. pret. sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to bid bjéda byS baud budum  hodinn 
- break brjéta bryt ὄὈγδαυΐ brutum _ brotinn 
- drop drjupa dryp  draup drupum dropinn 
- fly fijuga flyg flaug, id fiugum floginn 
- flow fijéta flyt = flaut flutum flotinn 
- drift juka fyk fauk fukum fokinn 
- spurt j6sa gys  gaus- gusum gosinn 
- pour ota Byt ut tum gotinn 
- obtain jota yt laut utum __hlotinn 
- hammer πόδ hnyd hnaud hnufum —_hnodinn 
- sneeze hnjésa hnys hnaus hnusum _hnosinn 
- knot hnjota  hnyt hnaut hnutum  hnotinn 
- make bare hrj60a μεγὄ πῃγαυῦ hrudum _hrodinn 
- snore ὀδοο hryt hraut hrutum _hrotinn 
- choose kjésa kys _kaus, kjéra kusum, ku- kosinn, 

rum korinn 
- cleave kljufa klyf klauf klufum __ klofinn 
- cree krjipa = kryp  kraup krupum _—_kropinn 
- strike ljosta lyst _— laust lustum lostinn 
- lie juga ly laug, 16 lugum loginn 
- shut luka vk lauk lukum lokinn 
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inf. pres. pret. sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to stoop lita lyt laut lutum lotinn 
- enjoy oe nyt naut nutum notinn 
- redden τόδε ryS τγχαυὄ rudum rodinn 
- destroy .rjufa ryf rauf rufum rofinn 
- smoke ryika uy rauk j= rukum rokinn 
- seethe 8]όδα saud ; sudum sodinn 
- suc ayiga,s a saug, 8 sugum soginn 
- shoot skjota i: i skaut skutum _ skotinn 
- sip away emjige se smaug, smé smugum smoginn 
- stroke stryke strau strukum = strokinn 
- sip supa ne saup supum sopinn 
- pull tjuga ty taug, τό tugum toginn 
- fail prjota ryt praut prutum __ protinn 
- roar pjota yt. paut putum potinn. 

SrxtH ConsuGartion. 
Vowel of the pret. ὃ, plur. ἃ. 

Characteristics. — A single root-consonant after a long 
vowel, double after a short one: the vowel of the infinitive es 

or @ before a single, a before a double, consonant; vowel of 
the past part. like that of the inf., except in ganga and fd, 
where it is e. 

At lata to let, 

InpicaTIvVE Moop. CoNJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present. | Preterite. Present. Preterite. 
1 let. I did let. I may let. I might let. 

S. ek let, S. ek let, S. ek lati, δ. ek ἰδῶ, 
pu letr, pa lezt, pa latir, pu létir, 
hann letr; hann let; hann lati; hann leti; 

P. vér latum, | P. ver dtum, P. vér latim, Ῥ͵ νὸν létim, 
pér 1atid, por latud, pér 1étid, per tid, 
peir lata. peir létu. peir lati. peir Jeti. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. INFINITIVE Moop. 

lat-tu, do thou let; at lata, to let. 
latum, let us let, Pres. part. latandi, letting. 
latid, do ye let. Past part. latinn, let. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs: 
inf. pres. pret. sing. pret. plur. past part. 

ἕο becalled heita heit, heiti hét hétum heitinn 
- play leika leik lek lékum leikinn 
- swathe  sveipa = aveip svep svépum = svelpinn 
- blow blaésa bles blés blésum blaésinn 
- get fa fee fokk féngum  fenginn | 
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Z ont pres. pert. sng pret. pix. past part. 

Oo weep grata2siégrvrtt grit gresum = =—s grratinn 
- adrue  raida ra? re ream τάδ τη 
- mir b.anda bend biett diendum blandmn 
- attire faida feld fel: feldum . faldinr 
- 9 fas geng ekk engum  genginn 
- hold faide heid δὶ e.dcm διδ)άιππ 

hanga heng hekk hengum  hanginn 
- - fall falla fell fell felium fallinn 
- sacrifice biota biet blet biletum blotinn. 

Sgventa ConscGation. 

Vowel of the pret. 76. plur. zo. 

Characteristics. — Always a long root-syllable as the pre- 
ceding, partly through a long vowel with a single consonant, 
partly by reason of position after a short vowel. 

At ausa éo sprinkle. 
IspicativeE Moon. CoxscxcrivE Moon. 

Present. "᾿η Preterite. Present. ,  Preterite. 
Leprinkle. _ I sprinkled. I may sprinkle. : Imight sprinkle. 

8. ek eys, !8. ek jés, 8. ek ausi, :S. ek jysi, 

ὦ eyss, i jost, ba ausir, { pa jysir, 
n eyss ; . 68; hann ausi; jysi; 

P. ver ausum,, P. ver Ba. um, ju-; P. vér ausim, lp. ver jysim, 
ausid, | | per ausid, | per jysid, 

_ ipeir ausa. , perjéeud, jusud,,;  peir ausi. peir jysi 
peir josu, jusu. 

IupPERATIVE Moon. ΓΝΡΙΝΙΤΙΤΕ Moop. 

aus, do thou sprinkle; at ausa, to sprinkle. 
ausum, let us sprinkle, ᾿ Pres. part. ausandi, sprinkling. 
ausid, do ye sprinkle. Past part. ausinn, sprinkled. 

To this conjugation belong the following verbs: 
inf. pres. ph sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to increase auka eyk jokum, jukum aukinn 
- dwell dia by ii6 bjo ggum, bjuggum biinn 
- leap _hiaupa hleyp hijép Mig jopum, hlupum _hiaupinn 

higgva hégg hj ee hjuggum héggvin 
- spew spyja = spy 5ρ]ό spuinn. 

The words δώα and hdggva wee shorten the vowel in 
the pret. plur.: hlaupa, auka, and ausa also become hlupum, 
Jjukum, and jusum in the same tense. These last two conjuga- 
tions include those verbs which anciently formed the preterite 
by reduplication. 
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SECOND CLASS. 

Sign - Forms. 

Infinitive-ending -a, pret. sing. -da or -di, pret. plur. 
-dum, part. -dr. The connecting vowel is either s or a: this 
causes the division of verbs of this class (which answers to 
the German designation of weak verbs) into two conjugations. 

First CoNJuGATION. 

With connecting vowel + 

The connecting vowel s always beconice J before ἈΠ ΗΝ 
vowel : if ys come together a simple ἐ takes their place. 

There are two divisions of this conjugation according as 
‘the root-vowel is short or long. The αὶ changed into 2, is pre- 
‘served in those verbs whose root-syllable is short as, temja 
.to tame, vekja to wake, hylja to Aide, and in fact in those which 
have a long syllable, but whose root ends in g and kas: vigja 
to consecrate, steikja to roast, byggja to dwell. . 

In the pret. and the past part. d remains unaltered after 
4, m, n in short-syllabled words. 

First Division. Short root-vowel. 

Verbs of this division have no final vowel in the pres. 
or in the pret. before the ending. 

At telja to reckon. 

INDICATIVE Moon. CoNJUNCTIVE Moon. 

Present. Preterite. Present. Preterite. 
I reckon. I reckoned. I may reckon. | I might reckon. 

S$. ek tel, 8. ek taldi, S. ek teli S. ek teldi, 
pu telr, pa taldir, pu telir, pu teldir, 
hann telr; hann taldi; hann teli; hann teldi; 

P. νὸν teljum, | P. νὸν téldum, | P. vér telim, P. ver teldim, 
per eke per téldud, -per telid, per teldid, 
peir telja. peir téldu. peir teli. peir teldi. 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

tel-du, do thou reckon; 
teljum, Jet us reckon, 
tehid, do ye reckon. 

InFiIntrIvE Moon. 

at telja, to reckon. 
Pres. part. teljandi reckoning. 
Past part. taldr (talidr, ‘alin, 

reckoned. 
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Thus are conjugated : 
to choose velja _ to wean_venja to gladden gledja 
- dwell dvelja - wake vekja - whet hvetja 
- beat lemja | - thatch pe ἐν - crave kretja 
- smite berja Ὁ take leave kvedja| - lead astray glepja. 

At hylja to hide. 

Inpicatrve Moop. 

Present. Preterite. 
I hide 1 hid. 

§. ek hyl, S. ek huldi, 
pu hylr, u huldir, 
hann hylr; ann huldi; 

P. vér hyljum, | P. νὸν huldum, 
per hyhd, per huldud, 
peir hylja. peir huldu. 

ImPERATIVE Moon. 

hyl-du, do thou hide; 
’ hyljum, det us hede, 

hyhd, do ye hide. 

Thus are conjugated : 

Consuncrivz Moon. 

Present. Preterite. 
I may hide I might hide 

S. ek hyli, S. ek hyldi, 
pi hylir, pi hyldir, 
hanp hyli; hann hyldi ; 

P. vér hylim, |P. vér hyldim, 
per hylid, per hyldid, 
peir hyli. peir hyldi. 

InFrnttiIvE Moop. 

at hylja, ree = 
Pres. part. hyljandi, hiding. 
Past dente hubie (hulidr, hufnn) 

hidden. 

to ask spyrja to groan stynja to roar rymja 
- chew tyggja - shut to | kia - root out rydja. 
- carry fiytja - rushon pysja 

Second Division. Long root-vowel. 

Verbs of this division have the vowel : in the pres., but 
none in the pret. before the ending. 

At dema to judge. 

INDICATIVE Moon. 

Present. phe 
I judge. judged. 

S. ek demi, S.ek doemdi, 
pu demir, pi demdir, 
hanndemir;| hann demdi; 

' P, ver demum, | P. vérdemdum, 
pér deemid, per demdud, 
peir dema. peir dceemdu. 

IMPERATIVE Moon, 
dem-du, do thou judge; 
demum, let us judge, 
demid, do ye judge. 

ConsJunNcTIVE Moop. 

Present. Preterite. 
I may judge. | Imight judge. 

δ. ek hae S. ek demdi, 
pu demir, pau demdir, 
hann demi; hann demdi_ 

P. vér demim, | P. vérdemdim, 
pér demi, per daemdid, 
peir dcemi. peir demdi. 

INFINITIVE Moon. 

at doama, to judge. 
| Pres. part. demandi, judging. 
Past part. demdr, judged. 
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. Thus are conjugated : 
to deck pryda to follow fylgja to fetch heimta 
- make gera - weaken veikja - notice geyma 
- gape gapa - think peinkja - fell fella 
- consecrate vigja - spring stékkva - drown drekkja 
- sorrow syrgja - speak mela - διὰ byggja. 

ΒΈΟΘΟΝ ΟὈΧυῦυΘΑΤΙΟΝ. 

With connecting vowel a. 

The connecting vowel a occurs in the preterite tense, and 
never falls away; but when « takes place in the inflections, 
it is changed into uw, as: 

inf. pret. sing. pret. plur. past part. 
tolove elska_elskati elskudum __ elskadr 
- cali kalla kalladi kéllujum _ kalladr. 

At elska to love. 
InpicatIvE Moon. ConsuNCTIIVE Moon. 

Present. Preterite. Present. — Present. 
1 love. 1 loved. I may love. I might love. 

S..ek elska, S.ekelskadi, |S. ek elski, S. ek elskadi, 
pu elskar, pa elskadir 4 elskir, pa elskadir, 
hann elskar;! hann elskadi; ann elski; hann elskadi; 

P. vér elskum, | P.vérelskudum, | P. ver elskim, | P. vérelskadim, 
per elskid, per elskudud, per elskid, dr elskadid, 
peir elska. peir elskudu. peir elski. eir elskadi. 

IMPERATIVE Moop. 

elska-du, do thou love; 
elskum, ἰδέ us love, 
elskid, do ye love. 

InFINITIvVE Moon. 

at elska, ἕο love. 
Pres. part. elskandi, loving. 
Past part. elskair, loved. 

| At kalla to call. 
InpicaTIVE Moon. ConsunctIvE Moon. 

Present. Preterite. Present. Preterite. 
Teall, 1 called. I may call. I might call. 

S. ek kalla, S. ek kalladi, |S. ek kalli, S. ek kalladi, 
pu kallar, pa kalladir, pi kallir, pu kalladir, 
hann kallar; hannkalladi;} hann kalli; hann kalladi. 

P. vér kéllum, | P. vérkélludum, | P. vér kallim, | P. νὸν kalladim’ 
per kallid, pér kélludud, ἂν kallid, per kalladid’ 
peir kalla. beir kélludu. ir kalli. peir kalladi.’ 

ΠΕΡΕΒΑΤΙΨΕῈ Moon. INFINITIVE Moon. 
kalla-du, do thou call; 
kéllum, let us call, 
kallid, do ye cail. 

at kalla to call. 
Pres. part. kallandi, calling. 
Past part. kalladr, called. 
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The past participle in -adr is regularly declined, as: 
indef. kalladr, kollud, kallat 

def. kalladi, ‘kallada, kallada. 

Like kalla are conjugated : 

to serve pjéna to aim etla to gather safna 
- plunder herje - cast kasta - prove sanna 
- talk tala - threaten hota - fall asleep sofna 
- bake baka - sound hljdda - think hugsa. 
- write rita | | 

PASSIVE VOICE. 

The formation of the passive is very simple and regular: 
st is added in all cases, but before this, r, ¢, d, and 3 are 
dropt, which last letter however takes z for s. 

At teljast to be reck- | At demast to be | At kallast to be called. 
oned. judged. 

InpicaTIvVE Moop. 

Present. 

1 am reckoned. Iam judged. | Tam called. 
S. ek telst, S. ek demist, S. ek kallast, 

pu telst pu dceemist, pa kallast, 
hann telst ; hann demist; ann kallast; 

P. vér teljumst, P. vér demumst, P. τὸν kéllumst, 
pér telizt, pér demizt, per kallizt, 
peir teljast. peir demast. peir kallast. 

Preterite. 

I was reckoned. Iwas judged. I was called. 
S. ek taldist, S. ek deemdist, S. ek kalladist, 
pur taldist, pu demdist, pu kalladist, 

hann taldist; hann dceemdist; hann kalladist; 
P. vér téldumst, P, ver demdumst, | P. νὸν kélludumst, 

pér télduzt, pér demduzt per kélluduzt, 
peir tdldust. peir doemdust. peir kélludust. 

ConyuncTIvE Moop. 

Present. 

I may be reckoned. I may be judged. I may be called. 
S. ek telist, S. ek dcemist, S. ek kallist, 

pu telist, pu demist, . pa kallist, 
hann telist; hann demist; ann kallist; 

P. ver telimst, P. ver demimst, P. vér kallimst, 
pér telizt, pér demizt, pér kallizt, 
peir telist. peir dcemist. peir kallist. 
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Preterite. 

I might be reckoned. | I might be judged. ae ig ht be called. 
8. ek teldist, S. ek dcemdist, alladist, 

pu teldist, pi deemdist, a kalladist, 
hann teldist ; hann deemdist; hann kalladist; 

P. vér teldimst, P. νὸς demdimst, | P. νὸν kalladimst, 
pér teldizt, pér demdizt, pér kalladizt, 
peir teldist. peir demdist. peir kalladist. 

IMPERATIVE Moon. 

telstu, be thou reck- |demstu, be thou kallastu, be thou 
oned; judged; called ; 

teljumst, Jet us be |doemumst, let us be kollumst, let us be 
reckoned, judged, called, 

telizt, be yereckoned. | deemizt, be ye judged. kallist, be ye called. 

InFINITIVE Moop. 

at teljast, to be reck- | at dceemast,to be judged. at kallast, to de called. 
oned. 

Pres. participle. 
teljandist, being reck- | demandist, deing | kallandist, being called. 

oned. judged. 

Past participle. 
talizt, been reckoned. | dcemizt, been judged. | kallazt, been called. 

REFLECTIVE VERBS. 
The passive voice is often expressed by the reflective 

form, which is thus constructed. To the verb active is ap- 
pended the reflective pronoun sk (one’s self), in the 1st pers. 
sing. mtk (myself) , the vowel being rejected ; hence the 1st pers. 
sing. ends in -mk, the others have -sk. 

The ist pers. sing. adds -mk to the root of the verb 
through the connecting vowel u, as; from elska elsk-u-mk ; 
from falla féll-u-mk ; from bera bér-u-mk; sjamk J look about 
me, Oumk J fear, vilnumk 7 wish. 

| The -r of inflection is dropt before -sk, as: 2. 3. pres. 
sing. deemi-sk for dcemir-sk, skyt-sk for skytr-sk. 

The 1st pers. pl. is either formed like the 1st pers. sing., 
or it appends -sk to the ending m, thus, demumk and do- 
mumsk, skjétumk and skjétumsk. 
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According to these rules reflective verbs are thus con- 

jugated : 
atfallask, to fall down. ' at skjotask, to shrink. | at foedask, to be nour- 

|  tshed. 

Present. 

I fall down. I shrink i J 
8. ek fdllumk, 8. skjétumk, 'S. ek foedumk, 

pt fellsk, pa skytsk, | ba foedisk, 
hann fellsk ; hann skytsk; | hann foedisk; 

P. νὸν follumsk, foll- , P.vérskjotumsk, skjét} P. vér fedumsk, fed- 
umk, unk, unk, 

per fallidsk, per skjotidsk, per foedidsk, 
peir fallask. peir skjotask. peir foedask. 

Preterite. 
1 fell down. 1 shrank. I was nourished. 

8. ek féllumk, S. ek skutumk, S. ek foeeddumk, 
i fellek, 4 skautsk, pa foeddisk, 
ann félisk; ann skautsk; nn foeddisk ; 

P. νὸν fellumsk, fell- | P. vérskutumsk, skut-; P. νὸς foeddumsk, 
umk, umk, foeddumk, 

per felludsk, per skutudsk, per foeddudsk, 
peir fellusk. - peir skutusk. peir foeddusk. 

Examples: Sell er sé er stenzk freistni, happy he who 
withstands temptation ; bredr munu berjask, ok at bbnum verdask, 
brothers will fight, and become each other's slayer; Sndin fedisk 
ok sedsk (sezk) af gudligum mdlum, ‘the soul is nourished and | 
satisfied with godly words ; ver hredumsk enn efsta dém, we fear 
the extreme sentence ; hugr misgeranda snysk i Srvilnan the mind 
of wl-doers inclines to despatr ; kona pin hefir gipsk peim manni 
er hon Καὰθ sér thy wife 1s married to the man whom she chose. 

ANOMALOUS VERBS. 
I. Verbs having the characteristics of either class: 

inf, pret.sing. pret. plur. past part. 

to write, rita reit ritum ritinn 
or 

rita ritada ritudum ritadr. 
- worsmp, bléta blét bleétum blétinn 

or 
blétada dbiétudum  biétadr. 

- mtx, blanda___—ibiétt bléndum _ blandinn 
or 

blandada bléndudum blandabdr. 
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II. Verbs which have the characteristics of both con- | 
jugations in the second class, and which possess other ir- 
regularities : 

inf. pres. pret.ind.sing. pret. conj. past part. 

to say segja segi sagia segia sagir 
- be silent pegie peg pagia pegia pagat 
- think pykkja ykki pdtta petta pott 
- work yrkja yrki orta yrta ortr 
- nit ears ΘΕ te ον tai 
- believe a 4 ugia a air 
- will eS vite vilda vilda ville adr 
- set setja set setta setta settr 
- sell selja sel selda selda seldr 
- separate _skilja skil skilda skilda ἐξ tind ski- 

inn 
- perform _heyja, hé_ hai hada heda hadr 
- long for _ preyja, χά prai prada piste pradr 
- crus lyja ly luda ὯΙ ladr, luinn 
- flee iia y flyda y5a yidr 
- use duga dugi dugéa dygia © dugat 
- wake vaka vaki vakta vekta vakat 
- buy kaupa kaupi κούρα keypta  keyptr 
- endure ge poli po pyida polat 
- dare ora pori porda pyrda porat 
- putup with una uni unda nda unat 
- live lifa lifi lifda δα lifat 
- warn vara vari verte var: verda varat 

ada 
- believe tria trai trada tryda triadr 
- reach na ne,ndi nada needa naor 
- borrow 1ja le, je eda leda dr, leénn 
a gra gre geri gerda gerda geror 

gorva = gor gorda gorda = gordr. 

ΠΙ. Verbs which have a peculiar irregularity : 
torub gnia ‘gny gnéra gnéri gnidinn 
- turn snia sny_ snéra sneri snuinn 
- row or re pode at oe 
- groo gréa τῷ gretra ri inn 
- sow =-_-8 08 se sera, sdda seri sin shor. 
Sl& to strike, a verb of the 1st class, 3rd conjugation, 

has also the pret. sléra. 

IV. Anomalous verbs, mostly auxiliaries. 

At eiga to 
InpDICcATIVE Moon. 

Pres. S. ek 4, 
pu att, 
hann 4; 

Own. 
Ρ vereigum, 

pér eigud, 
peir elgu. 

own, have. 
CoNJUNCTIVE Moon. 

I may own. nay 
δ. ek eigi; 

| hann eigi; 

P. ver eigim, 
pér eigid, 
peir eigi. 
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᾿ΠΙΝΡΙΟΑΤΙΥΕ Moop. ConJUNCTIVE Μοον. 
Preterite. Preterite. 
I did own. I might own. 

_S. ek atta, P. νὸν attum, |S. ek etti, P. ver ettim, 
pe Attir, per attud, pu eettir, per οἰ, 
ann Atti; peir attu. hann etti ; peir setti. 

Pres. part. eigandi, owning. Past part. attr, owned. 

Thus are conjugated : 
to be sable, or, to do knega, 

— mega. 

At kunna to be able. 

InpicaTIVE Moop. ConsuNcTIVE Moon. 

Present. Present. 

Ican, or, amable. . I may be able. 
S. ek kann, P. yer kunnum, |S. ek kunni, Ρ. vér kunnim, 

pu kant, per kunnud, δύ kunnir, per kunnid, 
hann kann; peir kunna. hann ΚΌΠΩΙ; peir kunni. 

Preterite. . Preterite. 
I could, or, was able. I might be able. 

S.ekkunna, P. verkunnum, |S. ek kynni, Ρ. vér kynnim, 
Be kunnir, per kunnud, pa kynnir, pér kynnid, 
ann kunni; peir kunnu. hann kynni; __ peir kynni. 

Pres. part. kunnandi, being able. | Past part. kunnat, been able. 

Thus is conjugated : 
to love, at unna. 

At purfa to need. 

InpicaTIVE Moon. ConsunctivE Moop. 

Present. Present. 

I need. I may need. 
S. ek parf, P. vér tees S. ek purfi, P. ver purfim, 

pu parft, per purf' pu purfir, per purfid, 
hann parf. peir τῶ hann purfi ; peir purfi. 

Preterite. Preterite. 
1 did need. © I might need. 

S. ek purfta P. vér purftum, |S. ek pyrfti,  P. vér byrfim, 
pu purftir per purftud, |- pd pyrftir, per pyrftid, 
hann purfti; —peir purftu. hann pyrfti; eir pyrfti. 

Pres. part. purfandi, needtng. Past part. purft, needed. 

Skulu shall, ought, and munu wll, would, irreg. inf. 
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InpicatTIvE Μοον... 

Present. 

S. ek skal, P. ver skulum, 
pu skalt, pér skulud, 
hann skal; peir skulu. 

S. ek mun, man, P. vér munum, 
pa munt, mant, | per munud, 
hann mun, man; peir munu. 

Preterite. 

S. ek skylda, munda, &c. | P. vér skyldum, mundum, &c. 

Part. wanting. 

ConsuncTIvE Moop. 

Present. 

S. ek skuli, skyli, P. νὸν skulim, ’ 
pi skulir, skylir, per skulid, 
hann skuli, skyli; peir skuli. 

S. ek muni, myni, ! P. vér munim, 
pa munir, mynir, | per munid, 
hann muni, myni; peir muni. 

| Preterite. 
S. ek skyldi, myndi, &c. * | P. νὸν skyldim, myndim, &c. 

The inf. form skyldu, and mundu is often found instead 
of skulu and munu. 

At vita to know. 

InpicaTIVE Moop. ConsJuNcCTIVE Moop. 

Present. Present. 
| 1 know. I may know. 
S. ek veit, P. ver vitum, δ. ek viti, P. ver vitim, 

pu veitst, pér vitud, pu vitir, per vitid, 
hann veit; peir vitu. hann viti; peir viti. 

Preterite. Preterite. 
I knew I might know. 

S. ek vissa, &c. P. ver vissum, &c. 
ὁ Pres. part. vitandi, knowtng. 

S. ek vissi, &c. P. ver vissim, &c. 
Past part. vitat, known. 

At muna & remember is, in nearly all its forms, con- 
jugated like munu. 

V. Verbs used variously : 
pat berr vid ἐξ (sometimes) hap- 

pens, 
hann skammast sin he 18 asha- 

_ med of himself, 
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ek fordask 7 escape from my = = I am driven before the 

hoes ofbydr 7 shudder, ogg Iam afraid of, 
— verdr ἅ I make a mistake, mor vill til # happens to me, 
— leidist Tam weary, — heyrist I hear, 
mik langtar I long — skilsk 7 understand. 
— pyrstir Iam 4 oun 

per tekst varla at ἐξ will hardly be lucky for thee, 
pat tékst honum p6 ἐξ turned out lucky for ham at last, 
— prumar ἐξ thunders, 
— dagar s¢ dawns; and other verbs used impersonally. 

CHAPTER VII. 
UNINFLECTED WORDS. 

PARTICLES. 

Words which are mostly uninflected are classed under 
this denomination, as: adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, 
and interjections. 

CHAPTER VIII. 
ADVERBS. 

1. Of Place: 

par there, padan thence, padra thither, 
hvar where, hvadan whence, hvert whither, 
hér here, hédan hence, hedra hither, 
ut out, uti abroad, utan without, outside, 
inn within, innan within, inside, innar therein, 
fram forth, forward, nedan down, below,  uppi,upp up,upwards, 
ofan above,down from braut away, vargi nowhere. 

above, 

2. Of Time: 

ni now, fyrr before, hedanfré hereafter, 
timiliga early, snemma soon,  gfdla late, 
&dan lately, lengi yond hvener when, 
ῥά then, enna sétll, yet, opt often, 
sjaldan ‘seldom, tidum often, fordum formerly. 
stundum sometimes. 

3. Of Manner: 

vel well, illa 222, hverneg how, 
jarn willin ly, BVA 80, svaleidis thus. 
anneg ἐπ that way,  agetliga excellently. 
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4. Of Interrogation : 
hversu how, hvat what, hvar where, 
hvartill whither, hvarfyrir wherefore, hverninn how. 

5. Of Affirmation : 
ja yes, vissulega certainly, sannlega indeed. 

6. Of Negation: 
nei no, eigi not, by no means. 

CHAPTER IX. 
PREPOSITIONS. 

The prepositions mostly used are the following : 

til to, af of, um about, 
an without, fra from, ; on, 
auk besides, ur out of, 
Amilli between, undir ender, ον with, 
fyrir 7 mot against, vid by, at, 
ad at, yfir over, eptir after. 

CHAPTER X. 
CONJUNCTIONS. 

The conjunctions most in use are the following: 

ok and, utan besides, but, 
bedi both, ef if, 
sem as, heldr enn rather than, 
edr—ebdr either —or, sva framarliga sem so far as, 
hvorki— ne neither—nor, ner when, | 
neé—ne netther—nor, Bva 80, 
enn than, ella else, 
en but, nema if not, except, 
annadhvart — eda either —or, af pvi ad because, 
pvi—pvi the—the, . pott though, 

er when, 
alls er as, whereas, since, 
ῥά when, 
po yet, although, 
par ed as, 
vegna pess ad on this account that, 
eins ok as, 
enda pétt although. 

English-Icelandic Gramm. 6 
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CHAPTER XI. 
INTERJECTIONS. 

Some of the most common interjections are : 

O! H6! alas! Vel well! Gott ok vel capital! Bravo! and 
the like. 

CHAPTER XII. 
FORMATION OF WORDS. 

The formation of words takes place through Derivation 

or Composition. In the former case it occurs through altera- 
tion of the inflection, change of vowel, or syllabic addition : 
in the latter case it arises from the junction of two or more 
separate words whose union forms a new one. 

The original form of a word, and from which its deriva- 
tions and inflections spring, is called the root. All roots are 
monosyllabic. <A root by itself has no distinct meaning, but 
contains an idea which, in being developed, becomes the 
main idea of a family of kindred words. A root appears first 
in the form of a verb, because the first stage in the process of 
development is the idea of action or condition. All verbs, 
therefore , which come from a root by direct derivation, are 
called radical verbs. 

By derivation is to be understood that increase which a 
word receives, and which “is inserted between the root 
and the inflection, whereby the original idea is developed. 

Examples : Root. Derivative. Inflection. 
to _ phe . j a 
- aggva ogg Υ a 
cold katie kal d r 
heaven himinn him in n 

Derivation is either vocalic (as transition of ¢ into 7, and 
of ὦ into v, see tel-j-a, hdgg-v-a), consonantal (kal-d-r), or 
mixed ; that is, consisting of vowel and consonant (him-in-n) . 

The vocalic Derivation. 
In the vocalic derivation 7 (7) produces a vowel-change, 

and although itself dropt, is hereby known. Examples: 
οὔϊ madness, from ὯΝ ra ΟΣ byrér (dat. 2 565. byrdi) burden 
breebi passion, — Ha burdr carrying, 
ekra ploughed land ta held festr rope, from fastr firm. 
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The consonantal Derivation. 
Every consonant-derivation appears originally to have 

been mixed, and when the vowel is lacking in Icelandic, it 
is often found in the cognate Teutonic tongues, as: 

Icelandic. Old High German. Icelandic. Old High German.” 
old man karl charal laughter hidtr _hiahter 
berd fugl fokal poison eitr elter 
moon tungl zungel arm armr aram 
field ἜΝ achar thane pe degan 
wakeful vakr wacker even ΜΗ éban 
Jmger _—_fingr finkar raven rafn hraban. 

‘CHAPTER XIII. 
PREFIXES. 

Afar- (Germ. aber in Aberglaube superstition) highly, very 
greatly: -audigr very rich; -kostir harsh conditions ; 
-ligr of threatening appearance ; -menni exceedingly strong 
man; -ord violent language; -pungr very heavy. 

Al- (from allr all) guste, entirely: -gjér perfect; -heill guste 
hale; -mattigr almighty ; -mennr general, public; -men- 
ningr the commonalty; -vitr all-wise. 

All- (Lat. per in permultus) very, espectally: -gaupr very brave; 
-rikr very rich; -stérr very great; -vel very well. This 
prefix answers to the English rgfé or very. 

And- and ond against: -nes promontory oppostte another at the 
month of a fyord; -τόδτ rowtng agatnst the wind ; -spenis 
over agawnst; -styggiligr abominable; -vidri contrary 
wind ; -scelis agatnst the sun; -streymis against the stream ; 
-vigr one who fights against; sndverdr fronting (the op- 
posite of ofanverdr at the top). 

Aué- implies ease, and is opposed to for: -fenginn easily 
caught; -fyndr soon found ; -kenndr easily known ; -nemr 
soon apprehended; -skilinn eastly understood; -sdttr 
eastly gained; -sxr soon discerned; -tria credulous. 

Ein- alone, extremely: -harér courageous, bold; -lagr upright, 
sincere; -seta sechusion. 

Fjsl- (Germ. viel much, Ang. Saz. fela many, Goth. filu) 
much, continual: -bygdr thickly-peopled; -kynngi great 
knowledge (witchcraft) ; -menni crowd ; -yrda to be wordy. 

6 * 
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For- before (from the prep. fyrir) : -fadir forefather; -mali 
preface; -τάδ supply; -spér foresight; -streymis with 
the stream; -tdlur persuasions; -vindis with the wind. 
It also conveys a notion of something dangerous or un- 
pleasant, as in Eng. forlorn: forbenir curses; -dema 
to condemn; -mela to curse; -sending dangerous mis— 
ston. It intensifies the meaning of verbs, as: forsma éo 
scorn. 

Gagn- qutte opposite, through: -hreddr much frightened ; -ledr 
_ wery learned; -meli contradichon; -ser transparent ; 

-stada being oppostte. 
Mis- has a negative meaning, and also implies dissimilarity, 

difference, or deterioration ’ -daudi when one of two 
dies before the other ; -grip mistake; -jafn uneven; -kaup 
bad purchase; -lika to dishke; -litr pied; -skilningr 
misunderstanding ; -pyrma fo tll-treat. 

Sam- (from saman éogether) : -borgarmadr co-cthzen ; -borinn 
born of the same parents; -doegris on the same day ; 
-fagna to rejoice with one; -fedra having the same 
father; -nafni having the same name as another; -pykki 
occurrence. 

Si- continual, uninterrupted: -byrér lying alongside (of ships) ; 
-felldr continuous; -mall always pratng. This word 
occurs in the phrase si ok # ever and aye. 

Sjald- (from sjaldan) seldom: -getr seldom obtained; séenn 
seldom seen. 

Sundr- (opposite of sam) asunder: -medr having another 
mother ; -pykki disunion. : 

Tor- implies difficulty: -breytiligr hard to manage; -fyndr 
bad to find; -fera bad travelling; -getr difficult to get ; 

; -nemr dull-witted; -tryggr distrustful. 
L- or 6- is a negative particle, mostly used before adjectives, 

and answers to the Eng. un: -fridr discord; -όϊ ex- 
cess; -kunnr unknown; -mak uneasiness;  -missandi 
indispensable; -sjaldan often. 

Van- implies want, fault: -ferr unable; -gd carelessness ; 
-heilsa sickliness; -tra unbelief. 

Or- (er-) has a privative signification: erlendis abroad; -li- 
till very little; -mjor very thin; -viti foolish. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 
AFFIXES. 

πᾶ: by this ending adjectives are mostly formed into adverbs 
as, gjarna willingly (from gjarn), illa dadly (illr), and 
vida widely (vidr). It likewise forms many indeclinable 
adjectives, as afsinna mad, landfidtta exsled. 

-aldi has a deteriorative meaning, as: gldopaldi simpleton ; 
pumbaldi a peevish fellow. 

_ ~alt, -ilt, -ult, -lt shows a state or quality as: gama old ; 
sannsdgult truthful. 

-an is an adverbial termination, as: ddan lately, aera mean- 
while. It mostly means motion from a place, as: hedan 
hence. 

~ari, is mostly used of persons, as: skrifari wrder, though 
sometimes of things. 

-at, toa place: hingat λέξον, pangat thsther. 
-dagi: bardagi battle, skildagi contract. 
-démr: konungdémr kingdom, visdémr wisdom. 
-erni forms neuter substantives indicating kinship: brdderni 

brotherhood, faderni fatherhood, liferni way of keing. 
-fredi answers to Eng. lore: fornfredi antguihes, gudfredi 

theology, malfredi grammar (speech-lore) . 
-ill forms diminutives: bledill leafet, kistill @ small chest. 
-ing, a feminine termination: drottning queen, kerling crone. 
-ingi, used of persons: erfingi her, heidingi heathen. 
-ingr, used of natives of countries which end in ey, as Ferey- 

ingr a Faroese, Orkneyingr an Orkneyan. 
-la, a feminine diminutive corresponding with -ill, -ull: 

hrisla a twig, pyttla a small pot. 
-latr signifies disposition or quality of the mind: réttlatr 

righteous, pralatr wilful. 
-leti, formed from adjectives in -ldétr: lausleti frivolty, 

ranglati unrighteousness. 
-leitr refers mostly to bodily appearance: hvitleitr whstsh, 

raudleitr ruddy. 
-leysi from adjectives in laus: sakleysi (Provincial Eng. sack- 

less, 1. 6. stmple) innocence, vitleysi folly. 
-ligr means dike (Eng. -ἶν, dike): hofdingligr princely, hetju- 

᾿ς ligr Aero-teke. 
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-lingr forms diminutives. beklingr ὦ hitle book, yrmlingr ἃ 
wormling. It also forms patronymics, as Knytlingr (from 
Kniutr Canute), Ynglingr (from Yngvi). 

-na forms the ending of many inceptive verbs: blikna fo 
turn pale, hitna to grow hot, kdlna to cool. It also in- 
tensifies the meaning of adverbs: hérna just here, nuina. 
just now. 

-nadr or -nudr: biunadr appurtenances, manudr month. 
-neyti fellowship, from nouns in -nautr: fSruneyti fellow— 

traveller, mdtuneyti messmate. 
-ni forms feminine substantives from adjectives in -inn: for— 

vitni curtosity, hlydni obedience. 
-dttr implies an outward form: dropdttr ἐπ form of drops, 

kringl6ttr spherical. 
-ra: haltra éo halt, hlidra to weld. 
-renn denotes a district: austroeenn from the east, fjallroenn 

from the fells. Hence some feminine substantives, as. 
norreena the north wind, the Norse language. 

-sa: glepsa to snatch at, hramsa éo seize. 
~si: bersi bear, gassi goose, ofsi pride. This ending is rare. 
-ska signifies a quality: fdélska st/ness, melska dalkathveness. 
-skr terminates many proper adjectives: enskr English, gauzkr 

Gothic, islenzskr Icelandic. 
-sl: beisl d:¢, hermsl sorrow, kynsl strange event. 
-sla: foezla maintenance, geymsla care, vigsla consecraton. 
-ἰὰ renders transitive: lykta to shut, neita to deny, skemta. 

to yoke. 
ound: tegund species, vitund knowledge, pisund thousand. 
-usta or -osta: fullusta satsfacton, pjdnusta service. 
-verér (Eng. wards): austanverdr eastward, utanverdr outward. 
-ynja forms a few feminine nouns: apynja she-ape, dasynja 

goddess, vargynja she-wolf. 

CHAPTER XV. 
COMPOSITION. 

Composition means the forming of one word out of two 
or more, with or without change of form in either. Of these, 
the last is considered as the chief word; the first serves to 
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define it more closely, as: bogmadr bowman, sekonungr sea- 
king, hirfagr fatr-hatred, kennimadr pastor. 

In words framed by composition, each of the constituents 
may possess, and still retain, an independent significance, as 
for example, in steam-boat, in which instance each of the 
words has just the same sense as when employed by itself, 
though, in order to complete the meaning of the compound 
something must be understood. In the majority of compound 
words, the component parts are not all separately significant, 
but the word consists of a principal radical, the sense of 
which is reversed, extended, limited, or otherwise qualified, 
by combining with it a particle or other determinative, not of 
itself expressive of a state, quality, or act. 

Composition of Nouns. 

Nominal composition is either proper or improper. It is 
proper when the first word rejects all inflection, and its root 
alone is joined to the following, as: bogmadr dbowman, jard- 
hus underground house, cell, mjdddrekka mead vessel, eldhus 
brew-house, blddfall flow of blood. In such cases the con- 
stituents cannot be separated, but must necessarily be included 
under one idea. 

Nominal composition is improper, when its first member 
is placed in the genitive, as: konungsmadr king’s man, hjar- 
tarhorn hartshorn, sonardottir granddaughter, konuriki female 
rule, eyrnaverkr earache, ennisbreidr having a broad forehead, 
herdabreidr broad-shouldered; where the two members could 
also be written separately and regarded as two words. Some- 
times the mode in which the compound is framed considerably 
affects its signification; thus, konungmadr a royal person, 18 
much the same as konungr, but konungsmadr on the contrary, 
a man who is in the king’s service. 

Feminines in -t, which are indeclinable in the singular, 
and stand first in composition, are sometimes connected with 
the following member by 8, as: frendsemis-talr genealogical 
enumeraton, hresnis-ligr hypocritical, ugledis-kledi mourning- 
clothes. These compounds resemble the German Liebesbrief. 
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Composition of Adjectives. 

Here the first adjective mostly takes the same changes 
as the same member in compound substantives. 

Many adjectives are composed of two others, the last 
being always the chief word, as: sannheilagr truly holy, 
storgjofull open-handed, lauslyndr fickle. The last part of some 
compounds is a substantive which takes an adjectival form 
In consequence of the composition, as: prihdfdadr chree- 
headed, langordr wordy, rangeygor squint-eyed, fagrhardr fatr- 
haired, skammlifr short-lived. 

The adjective is placed last in the following and similar 
compounds: halslangr long-necked, sviradigr thick-necked, 
smekkgédr good-tasted, nefmikill big-nosed, skidfoerr able to 
run with snow-shoes. Thus the participles are always placed 
last, as: fétbrotinn broken-legged, sdttbitinn natural death, 
rydgenginn rust-eaten, jérnsleginn tron-shod. 

Composition of Verbs. 

Adverbs and prepositions are frequently compounded 
with verbs, as: aftaka ¢o beat off, utreka to drive out, upptaka 
to take up, fraskilja ἐο separate, which may be written with 
equal correctness taka af, upp, reka ut, δλίζα frd. 

When a substantive is compounded with a verb the 
latter constitutes the last part of the composition, as: kross- 
festa to cructfy, handhdggva fo cut off the hand, fotfara to 
measure by the step, \iflita to put to death, logtaka to accept as 
law, auglysa to make plain, vardveita to keep guard, fdttroda 
to tread under foot. . 

When the verb forms the first part of the compound its 
infinitive sign is often dropt, being supplied by the vowel ὁ 

_which connects it with the remaining member of the com- 
pound, as: kennimadr priest, lerifadir teacher, lwrisveinn 
disciple, rennismidr turner, sendibodi messenger, spennitdng 
pincers. . 

Verbs compounded with adjectives are rare; the follow- 
ing are examples: ranglysa ¢o state incorrectly, sannfcera to 
persuade, kunngodra fo announce. 
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Words chiefly used as Compounds. 

1. As the first compound member are used 

Einka- own, proper, pecuhar: einkagripr costly yewel, —leyfi 
privilege, ~mA&l secret discourse, -vinr confidental friend. 
This word must not be confounded with einga stngle. 
It is a feminine substantive in the genitive, but is used 
only in genitives plural in composition to give the fol- 
lowing member the signification of something special. 

Endr- again: -bét reform, -gjald repayment, -lausn redemption. 
Fé- few: -kunnig tgnorant, -mennr having few folk, -vizka 

deficient understanding. 
Fer- or fjér- four: -faldr fourfold, -hyrndr four-cornered, 

-nettingr four days old. 
Frum -original: -burdr first-born, -getinn first-begotten, -mddir 

original parent, -rit ortginal writting. This word is the 
Gothic and Anglo-Saxon frum beginning. 

Full- fell: -dimmr gutte dark, seamall very old, -hugi 
courageous. 

G6d- good: -fuiss benevolent, -menni a brave man, -vidri good 

eweather. 
Hofud- head, chief: -engill archangel, -gefa chief luck, -prestr 

high-priest. 
Π]- bad: -fiss malkctous, -gerd outrage, -gresi weed. 

Ny- new: -kominn just come, -lenda newly-tilled land, -meli 
news. 

Of- much of: -&t gluttony, -gamall much too old, -mikill too 
great, -seinn (oo late. 

Ofr- shows a high degree: -efli supertor force, -mata ex- 
ο΄ ceedingly. 

Smé- small, forms diminutives: -konungr petty king, -kvi- 
kendi small cattle, -mey kitle girl, -sveinn kitle boy. 

Stér- great, forms augmentatives: -audigr very rich, -eign 
large property, -illa very dl, -rikr very rich. 

Tvi- fo: -bura avin sisters, -droegni discord, -foettr tvo-legged. 

pj63-, has an intensive meaning: -gata high-road, ~konungr 
chief-sovereign, -sk4ld chief bard. 

2. As the last compound member are used 

-borg, which is often added to the name of a town: Athenu- 
borg Athens, Jérsalaborg Jerusalem. 
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-deemi: biskupsdemi dishoprick, einvaldsdemi monarchy, 
hertogadoemi dukedom. 

-efni one who will become something: konungsefni crown- 
prince, magsefni future brother-in-law. 

-gjarn shows desire: fegjarn covetous, hdélgjarn fond of flat- 
tery, metnadargjarn ambsiious, ndmgjarn studious, praetu- 
gjarn fond of strife. 

-kona woman: einsetukona female hermet, pjénustukona hand- 
maid. 

-korn forms diminutives: hdépkorn ὦ small heap, karlkorn a 
_ little man, piltkorn a hitle boy, ritkorn a small writing. 

-land, often appended to the name of a country: Indialand, 
Polinaland, Prussaland. 

-lauss, a negative, answering to the English -dess: huglauss 
sprstiess, konunglaust tnéerregnum, vépniauss weaponiess. 

-list art: skAldskaparlist the poetic art, preetulist argument- 
atiwe skill. 

-matr man: gledimatr a kvely man, melskumadr an eloquent 
man. 

-menni: géd3menni a brave man, illmenni a bad man, litil- 
menni an tnsignificant man, mikilmenni @ famous man. 
This word occurs only in composition. 

-viss shows quality : daunviss keen-scented, hvatviss headlong, 
leviss cunning, stelviss threvish. - 

PART ΠΙ. 
SYNTAX. 

CHAPTER I. 
OF NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, AND PRONOUNS. 
In Icelandic, as in other languages, an adjective agrees 

in number, gender, and case with the substantive which it 
qualifies. Even in substantives which, with a masculine or 
neuter form, have a feminine signification, and with a feminine 
or neuter form have a masculine one, there is no exception 
to this rule, as the adjective in these cases takes the gram- 
matical, not the real, gender. Thus, hitt fagra vif (neut.) the 
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fatr woman, fridr svanni (masc.) a handsome woman, flagdit 
ljdta (meet.) the loathsome sorceress, greyit litla (meut.) the litle 
dog, hann var skald gott (neut.) he was a good poet, hann var 
hetja mikil (fem.) he was a great ὁ 

Many masculine and neuter nouns with 8 feminine signi- 
fication are poetical names of women as, svarri, svanni, sprund, 
fij66. Of neuters with a masculine signification are most 
compound words in menni, as: ungmenni, mikilmenni, afar- 
menni. Yet when the person thus signified is mentioned 
immediately afterwards, it is in the natural gender, as: s4 ek 
Ῥά hina miklu hetju (fem.); hann var fridr synum then J saw 
that great champion; he was of fair countenance: roodda ek vid 
fegrstan svanna (masc.); hon er kvenna kurteisust J spoke to 
the fatrest woman; she 1s the most courteous of women. 

Titles mostly follow the proper name, as: Haraldr kon- 
ungr King Harald, Sigurtr jarl Harl Sigurér. Asvaldr her- 
togi Duke Oswald, Otto keisari hinn mikli the emperor Otto 
the Great, Ari prestr Priest Ari, Kristina drottning Queen 

Christina. 
Herra and Sira (Sir), Fri, Madame (Mfadam), Friken 

and Jungfrii (J41ss), however, precede the name. Herra lord, 
master, applies to kings, bishops, and knights; Sira is used 
only of priests, a title answering to our word sre, that is, 
Father, which mode of addressing their clergy is still com- 
mon amongst the Scandinavian peasantry, and formerly pre- 
vailed in England, as we meet with “Sir Parson” in old writ- 
ings. When substantives which denote some member of a 
person, show that the action which the sentence describes, 
concerns more the person than the particular member, the 
person takes the dative, e. g., hann féll fram 4 foetr konungi 
he fell forward at the king's feet. On the other hand, when 
the action refers to the bodily parts themselves the genitive 
is used, as: pver hann foetr konungs he washes the king's feet. 
In the same manner the dative of the personal pronoun is 
mused instead of the possessive, 6. g., leysti hann bond af 
fétum sbr he loosed the Fetters from his feet, not fotum sinum, 
as the release was not confined to the feet, but affected the 
whole body. 

When an adjective or pronoun refers to two substantives 
one of which is masculine, the other feminine, it takes the 
neuter, e. g., pat kveld gekk hann at brudlaupi med Bryn- 
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hildi, en er pau (newt.) k6mu i swing, pa drd hann sverdit 
fram or slidrum ok lagdi { millim peirra that evening he wedded 
Brynhildur ; but when they got tnto bed, he drew his sword out 
of the sheath, and placed tt between them: vit (Loki ok Freyja) 
skolum aka ἔνα! (neut.) we two (Loki and Freya) shall drive: 
melti λυάγέ vid annat (neut.) they spoke to one another (of a 
man and woman): ef béndi malir at kona skal barn sitt af 
brjésti ser l4ta, ok hefir hann kvdoriki sv4 mikit, at hon vill 
eigi at ordum hans lata, pa er hon sek mérkum 3 af sinu 
einu f@; en ef hann gar eigi heldr en hon, pa eru pau bad: 
sek morkum af beggja peirra fe, sf a@ peasant says that his wife 
must wean her child, and he ts so much henpecked that she will 
not heed his words, then 1s she finable in 3 marks of her own 
money; but if he cares no more about it than she does, then are 
they both subject to a mulct in marks of the money of both: enn 
er pau (Grimr ok Lopthewna) véru buin, ok byr gaf, héldu pau 
tveim skipum austr med landi, but when they (Grimr and Lopt- 
hena) were ready, and a fair breeze sprung up, they steered their 
two ships eastwards along the coast. 

From the same reason the substantives fedgin father and 
daughter, moedgin mother and son, systkin brother and sister are 
neuter, as each word signifies persons of different sex. 

When several proper names are connected by the con- 
junction ok, the personal pronoun is usually added, especially 
τ the names so joined form the subject of the sentence, 

, pau Bjorgélfr ok Hildiridr dttu 2 sonu, Byorgdifr and 
Hildiritr had 2 sons; eptir pat féru peir Sigurdr ok Reginn 
& Gnytaheidi afterwards Sigurér and Reginn went to Gnyta 
heath. Born peirra véru pau Gunnarr, Hégni, Gudrun, 
Guiny, ther children were Gunnarr, ἄς. The pronoun, 
however, is often omitted when all the persons are feminine, 
as: pat var eitt sinn at Brynhildr ok Gudrun gengu til vatns 
at bleikja hadda sina once it chanced that Brynhildr and 
Gudrin went to the river to wash their hair (not ber Brynhsldr 
ok Gudrin) . 

The conjunction and is frequently omitted before a pro- 
per noun preceded by a personal pronoun, when the latter 
takes the dual or plural number in the same case as the 
proper noun, as: geri ek hin pridju manngjéld fyrir fjdrréd 
vid ykkr port I adjudge the third -fine for the plot against thee 
and Thorir. If yér pdrt had stood here, the translation would 
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have been you and Thérir. Eyjolfr var opt vid skip um su- 
marit, ok attu per Hretdearr mart saman { vinfengi, Eyydlfr 
was often on his ship in summer aime, and he and Hretdvarr were 
bosom friends. Nu er pordlfr par { allmiklum kerleikum af 
konungi, ok bédir per Bdrdr, now ts Thorcifr much tn the 
king’s favour, and both he and Bdrdr; vin&étta okkar Hdkonar 
konungs stendr grunnt, Aing Hdkon’s friendship and mine ts not 
well-grounded; pau Kveldiulfr éttu 2 sonu, Kveldilfr and his 
wife had two sons. The context alone often determines which 
persons are signified by the pronoun, for bau Kveldulfr could 
also mean Kveldiifr and the other women, or, Kveldilfr and 
the other men and women. Thus: nu rida peir prainn ofan fra 
Dal now ride Thrdinn and the others (seven persons are here 
alluded to) down from Dai. When the proper noun stands 
in the genitive, the possessive is placed instead of the geni- 
tive of the personal pronoun in the 1st and 2nd person in 
the same case as the substantive to which it relates, as: sam- 
mali okkart prdndar the covenant between me and Thrandr ; 
fundr vaérr Bagla the meeting between me and the Bagla folk. 
Before proper nouns ann or hon is often placed super- 
fluously, as: hann Olafr, ἑ. ὁ. Olafr. If no person be named 
to whom the pronoun can refer, per in the plural agreeing 
in case with a proper noun in the singular, forms an idiom 
exactly expressing the Greek οἱ περί with a noun*, as: peir 
Sigurér légdu fram, Sigurdr and he set forward; peim Hakoni 
byrjadi seint Hakon and he got a fair wind late. 

The definite article enn, hin, Att is also written wn, in, 
it, enn, en, et, and can be used postpositively (see p. 14). 
In modern Icelandic sd, sé, bat is used instead of Aenn as an 
article; in Old Norse it is demonstrative; thus, s& gddi 
konungr must not be translated “the good king”, but “this”, 
or “that good king”, and properly should be expressed sé 
hinn g6di konungr. A word may take the article both before 
and after it, as: sdéttu bann hinn mikla manninn, didst thou 
866 that great man? or pann hinn mikla mann? 

When an adjective follows a substantive used in the 
definite form, either of the following modes of expression 

* of περὶ “Avutoy Anytus, or, Anytus with his companions. The 
French use nous autres in a similar way; for instance, nous autres 
Francais, we Frenchmen, conveying the idea “I and all other 
Frenchmen”. 
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may be adopted. konungrinn rfki, (%. ¢., konungr hinn riki) 
or, konungrinn hinn riki, the rich king. 

Occasionally the article henn is omitted, and the adjective 
used indefinitely along with the substantive, especially with 
proper nouns, as: dalr mikli (for Amn miki), Mikligardr 
(hinn mikli gardr), Langavatn (hit langa vatn), Haékon 
konungr g68i King Hdkon the Good, Saga Harallds hardréda 
the history of Haralldr Hardrdii. 

The possessive pronoun sinn is used when reference is 
made to the subject of the verb, as: hann hefir sinn hatt he 
has his (own) hat; but hann hefir hans hatt would mean, he has 
his (another's) hat. peir téku sina hatta they took their (own) 
hats; peir téku peirra hatta they took their (other persons’) hats. 

Partitives, as well superlative adjectives and numerals, 
as pronouns, also govern the genitive, as: hann var allra 
skdlda mestr he was the greatest of all bards; hverr peirra hefir 
pat gert which of them has done that?; ek veit eigi hvart nok- 
kurr vaérr mundi J know not whether any of us will; pa blotadi 
hann, ok ΠῚ] hann Ρά enn tiu vetra then he sacrificed, and 

still hved ten years. The adjectival partitive takes the neuter 
singular, as: mart manna many men. 

When the genitives vdr, ykkar, ydar are governed by a 
partitive or pronoun, the corresponding possessives vdrr, 
ykkarr, yOarr are used instead of them in apposition with the 
word which governs the genitive, as: drepa mun hann einn 
varr , he. must kill one of us; engi varr (nemo noster for nemo 
nostriim) , none of us; engum varum bredrum é none of us 
brothers, hverr varr priggja each of us three. 

When the reciprocal. pronoun gd/fr in the genitive. con- 
nected with a possessive, expresses our own, the possessive 
always answers in case, gender, and number to gdifr and not 
to the word which governs it in the genitive, as: i sjalfs pins 
kapellu, i thy own sacristy; at sjalfra varra vilja, according 
to our own will; fyrir s4l sjalfrar sinnar, for her own soul. 

The interrogative pronoun Avat (Germ. was fir, Dan. 
hvad for), what kind of, has generally the dative after it, more 
rarely the genitive, 6. 5. hon spurdi hvat manni hann var, 
she asked what kind of man he was; hvat prong er pat, what 
crowd is that? prestr spurdi, hvat sukki par veri, the priest 
asked, what was the row; hvat manna, what kind of men? 
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The dative is used : 
1. without a preposition when a word denotes a means, 

instrument, or manner: hon var trodin hestafétum til bana, 
she was trodden under foot of horses to death; hann malir 
feigum mianni he speaks with a dying mouth; var pat eidum 
bundit, that was confirmed by oaths; hann vard pvi feginn 
he was glad of it; hon var frid synum, she had a far coun- 
tenance; hann het své Sdru nafni, he was thus called by an- 
other name: 

2. where a word stands as a definitive with some com- 
parative, preposition or adverb: hon var miklu fridari en 
pora, she was much fairer than Théra; halfum ménudi seinna 
half a month later; tveim Srtugum minna en eyrir avo-thtrds 
less than an ounce; Hemingr andadist vetri sidar Hemingr died 
the winter after; drum eptir Noda £165 the year after Noah's 
flood : 

3. where a word defines or intensifies the comparative: 
hann var hverjum manni sterkari he was stronger than any 
man; hverri konu fegri fairer than any woman; ddkkalfar eru 
svartari biki the swart elves are darker than pitch: 

4. when the preposition αὐ is employed with the com- 
parative (sometimes instead of fez), as: menn voru peir αὐ 
vaskari, they were men so much the braver; engi madr mun 
Erik kalla αὐ meira konung po at hann drepi einn béndason, 
no man will cal Erik a king any more for slaying a pea- 
sant’s son: 

5. or with a participle when it answers to the Greek 
genitive absolute and the Latin ablative absolute: αὐ pvi gérvu 
(hoc facto), this being done; at uppverandi sélu, whrlst the sun 
was shining; yet at is sometimes omitted. 

In order to indicate length of time or distance, the sub- 
stantive which defines either is placed in the accusative, as: 
dvaldist hann par mérg misseri he abode there many years; 
peir foru atta rastar they travelled eight miles; fara land veg, 

᾿ sjdleidina to go by land, by sea; pann veg that way; marga 
lund many ways. Exception: hann fdr leiéar sinnar (gen.), 
he went on jus way; thus the Germ. er zog seines Weges. 

When in a phrase a substantive or pronoun is to stand 
in a dependent relation (either governed by a preposition or 
the verb itself), it is sometimes introduced into a proposition 
which begins with par sem, par er, and becomes the subject 
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of it: haf6i erkibiskupinn par mikit at stydjast vid, sem Jén 
var, the archbishop had much to rely upon where Jén was, ¢. e., 
found. firm support in him; mun nu ekki purfa at atla til 
semdar, par sem hann er {2 cannot now avail to expect any 
honour where he ts, ¢. e., on his part, from him; kom pat ok 
par fram, er porsteinn var, ‘his also happened where Thorsteinn 
was, it struck Thorsteinn also; muntu pykkjast litlu til verja, 
par sem ek em, thou thinkest indeed that thou sacrificest little 
where Iam, %. e., by sacrificing me. 

Expressions such as v1 or med tdlfta mann do not mean 
“with twelve men”, but “myself the twelfth with eleven 
others”, or “with eleven others”; therefore when we find the 
ordinal expressed in the same way as the cardinal number, 
namely by cyphers, e. g., vid XII mann, the vowel in mann 
can alone determine the correct translation: vid XII ‘menn 
would signify “with 12 men”. 

Genitives and possessives are mostly placed before their 
corresponding nouns when used emphatically; but otherwise 
after them, as: gerdu pat fyrir hennar sakar! do that for 
her sake. Brédir hans var kominn ddr, fis brother had come 
before; er peir fundu Gunnhildi mddéur sina, when they found 
Gunnhildur their mother. 

When one noun denotes a part of another, or rather 
helps to modify it, the name of the substance must precede, 
and be compounded with the other word; but if not a noun, 
or incapable of composition, the name of the substance must 
follow with the preposition af, as: hann kastadi kékubita 
fyrir hundinn he threw a lit of cake to the dog, af barkar- 
stykkjum beim from the pteces of bark; korntunnan kostar 
20 r.dr., @ tun of rye costs 20 riz dollars; litid af saffrani 
a kttle saffron. 

The indefinite and definite form of adjectives may be 
used interjectionally, as: karl minn gédr, my good fellow ! 
barnit gott, the good child! huismddir g6d, good housewtfe ! 
ek vilda, gédr drengr, at pu gengir inn 1 stofuna, J wesh thee, 
good lad, to go into the room. Nu, Jon litli! piltr litli, now, 
little John, little boy. But the sense becomes collective when 
both the substantive and adjective are put in the definite 
form, as: gdda barnit, the good child, or, good children. 

When adjectives signify measure they take the name of 
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the measure in the genitive, as: hdlfrar annarrar alnar langr, 
an ell and a half long, prjatiu ἄτα gamall thirty years old. 

The indefinite pronouns one another, and the one — the 
other, are mostly expressed by the simple passive or reflective 
form of the verb, as: er peir véru bunir, hlaupast peir at, 
when they were equipped, they ran one against the other ; Pyramus 
ok Tisbe bau unnust, Pyramus and Thisbe loved each other. 

Every other, every third year, is expressed in an inverted 
order, e.g., annat, pridja, fjérda, hvert ar. This is the case 
likewise with the article, e. g., at hvila hinn sjéunda hvern 
dag, to rest every seventh day; hit tfunda hvert dr every 
tenth year. 

Halft (the Germ. Aalb) precedes the ordinal, which it 
lessens by half, as: halft fjéréa hundrad (half the fourth 

. hundred) 350; half énnur alin an ell and a half; hélfr annarr 
one and a half; hann var par varla hadlfan annan dag he was 
there hardly a day and a half. 

Adjectives are formed. from cardinal numerals with va- 
rious significations, as: pritugr, consisting of turty, thus, 
pritugsaldr 30 years of age, pritugt skip a ship with 30 par 
of oars. When added to numerals indicative of age Adlft, as 
just explained, has a diminutive power, as: half pritugr 
25 years old, the reason of which is, that the Icelanders 
reckon by 10 (éugr), therefore half pritugr is, 24 ames 10 = 25, 
and so on throughout. See p. 57. 

CHAPTER IL 
ON THE VERBS. 

In the position of the verb and the employment of the 
different tenses considerable freedom prevails: thus the verb 
can be placed before the subject or after it, at discretion, as: 
ferr nu pjoddlfr til fundar vid Brand, now Thyjdddlfr goes to 
meet Brandr; segir hann pa Huldarségn, chen he relates the 
tradition of Hulda; svafu menn pa af of nattina, the men 
slept during that night. Likewise in narrative style the pre- 
sent and preterite are often interchanged, and arbitrarily.so 
in the same sentence, as: en er Sturla for til skips, var ut- 
kominn Hallvarér Gullskér; fann hann pdrd mag sinn 4 

7 Eng lish-Icelandic Gramm. 
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pingvelli, segir hann honum tidindi, but when Sturla went to 
his ship, Hallwartr Gullskér had come out; he found Thordr his 
brother-in-law at Thingvalla; he tells him the kdings; porolfr 
ok Eyvindr kéme heim of haustit, for Thorolfr til fodur sins, 
taka peir fedgar δά tal sin i milli, spyrr pdérdifr eptir, &c. 
Thérdifr and Eyvindr came home in the autumn; Thordifr went 
to his father’s; father and son then talk together; Thordifr asks 
after, &c. 

An adverb which belongs to a verb is placed before the 
object and as near to the verb as possible, as: pa tok Randver 
hauk sinn ok plokkadi af fjatrarnar, then Randver took hee 
hawk and plucked off its feathers; hratt hon pé fram skipinu 
then she launched forth the shi. If the verb stand last, in ἃ 
relative position, for instance, the adverb or preposition is 
put immediately before the verb, as: Jérmunrekr δά hauk 
pann, er hinn hafdi fjadrarnar af plokkat, Jormunrekr saw the 
hawk whose feathers had been plucked off; hann var 4 skipi pvi 
er hon haféi fram hrundit, he was on the ship which she had 
launched forth. 

The present participle in -andt, -anda, besides its usual 
active signification, contains also the idea of the future parti- 
ciple passive, and thus corresponds with the Latin present 
participle in -ans, -ens, -ntis, and the future participle passive 
in -andum, -endum both in meaning and form, 88 :- allter seg- 
janda sinum vin, every thing may be said to one’s friend; vard- 
veitandi eru bodord Gués, God's commandments must be ‘kept ; 
varla er trianda it is hardly credible; knefalla med upphald- 

‘ andi héndum ¢éo fall on one’s knees with uplified hands; petta 
er piggjanda, thts ἐδ to be received; & deyanda degi, on the day 
of one’s death. 

The future is formed by the auxiliary verbs skal, and 
still more frequently mun (will), and the infinitive of the 
principal verb: vit vérum foeddir 4 einni nétt, ok mun skamt 
verba milli dauda okkars, we were born.tn one might, and tt 
will not be long between our deaths; brodr munu berjask brothers 
will contend with each other. 

The perfect and pluperfect are formed by the auxiliary 
verb hafa and the perfect participle of the principal verb in 
the neuter: hann haf6i veitt { einu hdggi otr ok lax, he had 
killed at one blow both otter and salmon; Egill haf6i gengit γῆν 
skég nédkkurn, Egil had gone over some wood. If there be an 
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object in the sentence the participle must take the gender 
and number of the object: peir héfdu felldan héfSingja 11ὅ-- 
sins they had struck down the chieftatns of the people. Bee Ὁ. 60. 
Some intransitive verbs use vera instead of hafa; er n6kkur 
stund var lidin, when some time had passed, and then the part- 
iciple of course takes the gender and number of the subject. 

When pu immediately follows a verb the suffix sk in 
reflective verbs may coalesce with pe and become atu: snista 
fra illu, turn thyself from evil; legstu (abase thyself) at upp 
hefistu (that thou mayest be exalted); at eigi legistu, Ῥά er pu 
hyggr upp at -hefjask, that thou be not abased, when thou 
expectest to be honoured; gerstu hodfdingi fyrir lidinu, make 
thyself leader of the host; fastu vel at virdi, provide thyself well 
with victuals. 

Ek is often suffixed to the verb, and softens its & into 
g, a8: bardag for barda ek, or if the verbal root has gg, these 
letters are changed into kk, as: Aykk for hygg ek; sometimes 
a of the inflection is resolved into 1, as: ethg for etla ek, 
nemtk (pres. conj.) for nema ek. 

The accusative with the infinitive is a frequent form of 
expression: veni engi matr Olaf konung pvi or landi farit 
hata, let no one fancy that King Olafr therefore has gone out of 
the country ; satt hygg ek mik segja, methinks I speak the truth ; 
ask veit ek standa, 7 know that an ash-tree stands (there); pik 
kvazk (ἰ. 6. kvad sik) hilmir hitta vilja, the king sad he wanted 
to meet with thee. 

Many verbs which imply the setting of something in 
motion require the object in the dative, as: kasta (steini, 
ΒΡ] 611), verpa éo throw (4dr pu verpir δὅδίϊ af mar, before thou 
throwest the saddle from the horse), stinga, leggja to stab (hann 
lagdi spjdh gegnum hann, or, hann lagdi hann syydt he sent 
the spear through him), skjéta ἐο shoot (hann skaut manninn 
ὅγε, hann skaut fyrir sik skid), bregda (hann bra sverdi he 
drew his sword), 84 (sa korni to sow corn), blasa, fnesa to blow 
out (fnesa eitri), spyta (hann spytti upp midinum { kerin he 
spat up the mead into the vessels, sna, venda, skifta to divide. 
Most verbs likewise which signify rule, command, leniency, 
or the opposite govern the object in the dative, as: Gylfi 
konungr réd léndum; hann baud honum at ldta skirask; at 
bjarga lifi; at eira konum. ok kirkjum; at tyna Hfinu; koma 
as a transitive verb likewise governs in the dative, as: koma 

7 * : 
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einum { vandrwdi éo bring one into peril; ek kem pvi eigi vid 
I cannot apply i. 

Those verbs which signify a want, desire, or possession. 
mostly govern the genitive with accusative of the person, and 
genitive of the thing, 6. g., sakna ek mins malvinar, 7) muss 
my companion; at spyrja einhvern réds fo ask one’s advice ; 
at bidja hann fridar fo ask him for peace; at afla ἢ) τ to obtain 
property; hann ftkk peirrar konu er pérun het he got to wsfe 
a woman called Thérun; hann beid byrjar he warted for a 
Sar wind. 

The conjunctive is used when condition is implied, 
chiefly in dependent sentences after conjunctions, as: βό at 
or pott although, ef 1f; likewise when a wish or desire is ex- 

‘ pressed: pd at hann veri eigi kominn, though he may not 
have come ;* en p6 sva veri, but though ἐὲ be so; vilda ek at 
per lerdit mik J would that you taught me. The present 
or preterite conjunctive may be used without a conjunction 
when it can be translated by tm case, or if; 6. g., vili hann 

ekki med ρόδα, pd komdu til min will he not come by far 
means, then do thou come tome; kemi hann medan ek em ἅ 
brottu, should he come whilst I am away. 

CHAPTER III. 
ON THE PARTICLES. | . 

1. Interrogative Particles. The principal of these are: 
hvi why, wherefore, hversu, hvé, hvernin, hvernig, meaning 
how, hvada what kind of, as, hvada madr what kind of man? 
The older tongue mostly employs Avat instead, with the 
genitive plural, or the preposition af, as hvat manna, hvat 
af ménnum, hvar where, hvert whither, hvadan whence, near 
and hvenawr when, hvart or hvert whether; hvart — eda or 
hvart sem — eda whether — or? 

2. Negative Particles. Simple negation is expressed by 
né‘or ne, the prefixes ό or #, and the suffixes -gi, -at, -a. 

΄ Né or ne stands immediately before the word to which 
it belongs, and this must be a verb*, as: 86] pat ne vissi, 

* Einn is the only word not a verb before which ve is used; 
ne einn none (Old English ne ane) more frequently contracted into 
neinn. 
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hvar hon sali atti, the sun knew not where she* had her dweil- 
ling; mani pat ne vissi hvat hann megins atti the moon knew 
not what might he had. Netther — nor may be expressed by 
hvarki -né, or πὸ -ne. 

U or ὁ, answering to English un, ms, appears as a prefix 
before substantives, adjectives, participles and adverbs, as: 
u-fiss or 6-fiss unwilhing, 6-happ or u-happ misfortune. 
See p. 89. 

-gi and -at are always affixed to words; -g to nouns 
and adverbs, -af to verbs, as: Loptki pat veit (Loptr eigi pat 
veit) ; Ulfgi hefir ok vel Loptr knew ἐξ not, Ulfr has not also 
acted rightly; verdrat iss 4 & there ts no tce on the river. 

When -gi is added to masculine nouns the noun-inflection 
-r is omitted, e. g., Loptki, Ulfgi ; and when g comes into 
immediate contact with a liquid, it is changed into 4, as 
Loptki, hittki. 

πα or -a¢ occurs in the following cases : 
1. the frst pers. sing. always includes the pronoun which ap- 

pears between the verb and the negation, as: fan-k-a 
I found not, +. e., fann-ek-a (from finna, fo find); 4-k-a 
I have not (from eiga to own); kved-k-a J say not (from 
kveda); naut-k-a J enjoyed not (from njéta); erumk-a 
Iam not. The pronoun is often repeated, as: vil-k-at ek 
7] will not; em-k-at ek 7 am not: 

2. the first pers. plur. has no pronoun suffixed, and -a is 
added as a negative: erum-a we are not; ettim-a we 

. had not: 
3. in the first pers. sing. subjunctie the k of the pronoun is 

softened into g, as: myn-di-g-a 7 would not: 

4. in the second pers. sing. (snd. or subj.) τὰ is suffixed and 
the pronoun omitted if the verb ends in -r, as: kallar-a 
thou callest not (from kalla fo call); if it however terminates 
in -f, then -a¢ stands with the pronoun after it, as: ert 
thou art; ert -αἱ -ἰά thou art not; veitst -at -ἰά thou know- 
est not: | 

5. the imperative usually appends -a¢ with the pronoun Ρώ, 
as: kjdsattu choose not, vaxatti grow not. When the con- 

* In Norse, as well as German, the sun‘is of the feminine, and 
the moon of the masculine gender. 
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necting vowel ὁ occurs in the verb it is retained in the 
negation, as: kvelj-at: 

6. -a or -at is suffixed to the 3rd pers. sng., as: er-a he ἴδ᾽ 
not; skal-a he shall not; verdr-at he becomes not. 

7. When the 3rd pers. plur. ends in -a, only ¢ is added, as: 
bita -t they bite not; to the ending u, however, of the 3rd 
pers. plur. either -at is appended, as: earst (from lata to 
let), or -t, as: eigu-t, eru-t. 

8. When -ἰ terminates the 3rd pers. sing. pret. of verbs of 
the 2nd class, -¢ is suffixed, and usually -a in the sub- 
junctive, as: varnadi he hindered, varnadit he hindered not; 
biti should he bite, bitia should he not bite. 
The above cases concern only the ancient tongue; in the 

modern language eigi or ekki not is used. 
The phrase “notwithstanding” or “nevertheless” is ex- 

pressed by etgt at heldr. 
' Adverbs are formed from adjectives by the termination 
-a, a8: gjarna wilkngly, vida widely, illa badly, girva quite, 

heima at home: 
-an, a8: drjugan frequently, jafnan akcays, gjarnan willingly, 

hardan hardly: 
-liga, from adjectives ending in ~kgr, as: knéligr brave, kna- 

liga bravely, stérligr, stérliga m a high degree. This ter- 
mination is often shortened into -/a, as: harla (for hardla, 
hardliga) very greatly, varla scarcely. 

Adverbs are also formed, 

1. from the nom. and acc. neutr.. of adjectives, as: trautt with 
difficulty, mest mostly ; 

2. from substantives by the termination 
~is, a8: dleidis on the way, andscelis opposite to the sun, mae 

streymis against the stream, forvindis before the wind, jatn- 
feetis of equal birth ; 

—veg, a8: annanveg otherwise, from vegr way, bannveg this 
wise, hvernveg how, nwhat way: sometimes v is dropt, thus, 
panneg, hverneg, or more usually, pannig, hvernig; 

3. from the genitive case of substantives, as: loks at Jast, 
allskyns all kinds of, annarstadar elsewhere, allskostar in 
all respects, itansdknar out of a parish ; 

4. from the dative case of substantives, as: Sdruvisi otherwise. 
Prepositions with the cases governed by them are used 
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adverbially, as: til hlitar enough, til sanns fruly, med dllu 
altogether, & braut acoay. 

Adverbs which signify motion from a place: 
heiman from home, ofan from above, nedan from below, innan 
from withen ; 
motion to a place: 

hingat hsther ; pangat thither 
rest in a place : 

uppi above, nidri below, inni withen, uti out, frammi before, 
fjerri far ; motion towards, partly presence on, the spot: 

noror northwards, sudr southwards, vestr peihoards, austr 
eastwards as, hann gekk austr he went eastwards, hann var pa 
austr { landit he was then in the east of the country, nidr down- 
wards, aptr back again. 

The addition of -na to adverbs intensifies the idea ex- 
pressed in the primitive, as: nina thts very moment, hérna tn 
this very place, panna just there, enna just now. 

Some adverbs may be compared in the same way as 
adjectives, as: 
soon skamt skemr skemat peed vida vidar vidast 
far  fjarri firn first frequently titt tidar tidast 
often opt optar optast sjaldan sjaldnar sjaldnast. 

Many irregular adjectives are, as adverbs, compared 
regularly, as 
northerly nordr nordar nordast | without ut utar yzt - 
southerly sudr sunnar sydst within ἴῃ innar innst 
easterly austr austar austast up uppi ofar  efst 
westerly vestr vestar vestast beneath ari nedar nedst. 

The following adverbs are irregular : 
ood γνὸὶ “ betr’_—sC bet, hitle litt minnr minst, 
ad illa verr verst, rather gjarna heldr helzt, 

much mjdk meirr mest, within inni innar innst. 

Lengi long, lengr longer, is used only of time; lengra, 
of place, lengst both of time and place. 

Of the prepositions, some govern either the genitive, 
dative, or accusative; others govern both the dative and 
accusative. 

The following govern in the genitive: 
til zo, An without, auk besides, and the compound or derived 

forms dmilli, amedal, emul millum, millim bedween ; 
sakir 

sakir, fyrir sakar by means of, for the sake of, vegna on 
sdkum 
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account of, vitan without, beyond, innan within, algo megin, used 
with compounds as, bédu megin on both sides (of anything), 
{ stad mstead of. 

The following take the dative : 
af of, fra from, hjd by, with (French chez, Germ. bes), ur 

out of, undan from, away from, gagnvart over against, & mét, 
mot, { méti agatnst, towards, dsamt together with : 

with some combinations, as: . 
ut af, upp fra, fram ur, 4 undan before, framhjé by, over, 

{ gegn against, & hendr agatnst (in opposition), til handa for, 
For the best. 

The following govern in the accusative : 
um (of) about, concerning, with all its compounds, whether 

it stands first or last, as: wmnfram or fram um, { gegnum 
through, fram yfir.over and above, fram undir until, up to, and 
all those which are compounded from fyrir with an adverb of 
place in -an, as: fyrir nordan vo the north of, fyrir utan beeinn 
outside the town. In ancient poetry um and of are occasionally 
found with the dative. 

The following govern the dative and accusative according 
to their meaning : 

& on, upon, { in, to, med with, vid with, by, at, eptir after, 
fyrir before, undir under, yfir over. 

Those which signify rest at a place mostly take the dative, 
as: konungr var 4 skipi the king was on the shtp, peir lagu 1 
h6fninni they lay tn the harbour, and those which denote mo-. 
tion to a place employ the accusative as: hann gekk 4 skip 
he went to the ship, sigldu pbeir um { héfnina they satled tnto the 
harbour; but as they do not always refer to a place, the fol- 
lowing definitions require attention. 

A takes the dative when used of a specified time, as: 4 
hverju dri every year, 4 hverri néttu every night, as well as in 
speaking of a certain day in the week e.g., & laugardegi on a 
Saturday : 

when it means about, of, with, by, in a figurative sense, 
as: fa bekking 4 einhverju do obtain knowledge about everybody, 
ek em 4 peirri tri 7 am of that fatth, hann lifir 4 maélaferlum 
he lives by lawsuits, hun hefir adra medferd & kum she has 
another method with cows. 

A takes the accusative when it signifies “on this wise, 
with respect to”, as: & pann héatt, 4 pd leid tn that manner, 
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& adra siduna on the other side, at mala 4 danska tungu fo 
speak in the Danish language, hann 14 4 bakit he lay om his 
back; but if & bakinu were said, it would mean upon the back 
(of some one else). Likewise in the signification of “in upon, 
in towards, above’, as: renna ἅ 4 run in upon, at snara 4 
norrenn fo ‘translate tnto Norse. 

A may be used in the dative or accusative with regard 
to periods of time, as: 4 haustum, sumrum, or 4 haustin, 
sumrin im autumn, summer. 

I takes the dative when it means at, tn, as: konungr 
var p& ekki { boeenum the king was not then at prayers. 

I mostly governs the accusative in determining time, as : 
{ pann tima αἕ that time, { annat sinn at another time. Moreover, 
{ peirri svipan, { pvi bili a¢ that moment, can be said. 

Me®d takes the dative in the sense of a means or instru- 
ment, as: fjitradr med hiekkjum myrkranna eee wrth 
chains of darkness ; 

when it means with, among, as: gott bykkir nee med 
per at vera methinks st ts good to be with thee; landit var skipt 
med beim the land was shared amongst them ; 

when it signifies along, as: sudr med landi souchwards 
along the country; along with, as: hann gekk ut med konu 
sinni he went out along with his wife ; 

by means of, as: hann syndi med hugprydi sinni at, &c., 
he showed through his courage that, &c. 

- Med governs the accusative when the object is regarded 
as lifeless, or involuntarily accompanying, as: hann kom med 
békina he came with the book, Ῥά foru menn dméoti hanum 
med mann fjdtradan then men went towards him with a 
Fettered man.. 

γι requires the dative in the signification of agatnst, 
as: at taka vid einum éo take agatnst one. 

It takes the accusative when used of place, or answers 
to at, by, with, as: vid-gardin at the farm, ek taladi lengi 
vid hann J talked a long time with him. 

Sometimes med and wd are interchanged, and their 
government is guided by their signification. 

Eptir takes the dative when it means according to, along 
with, as: eptir pbeirri reglu according to this rule, peir ridu, 
eptir dnni they rode along the river. 
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It governs the accusative when it expresses relation of 
time or order, as: eptir midjan dag after midday, peir téku 
allan asf eptir ἐδάας εἴπῃ they εμορνοάκά to their father's in- 

Fyrir governs the dative when it means before, mn the 
presence of, on account of, or when it betokens hindrance, as 
hann taladi langt erendi fyrir lidinu he delwvered a long thy 
message to the people, ek gat ekki verid i fridi fyrir hanum J 
could not be at peace for him, \&tast fyrir einum ἐο perish by 
one’s own hand, hann pordi ekki fyrir hundinum he dared not 
for the dogs. 

It takes the accusative when used of time, as: litlu fyrir 
vetr shortly before winter; when it means tnstead of, for, as: 
hann sendi mann fyrir sik he sent some one in his stead ; 

when it signifies by means of, by, a8: verda séluhdélipinn 
fyrir trina to be saved by faith; when used of price, as: hvad 
gafstu fyrir boekrnar what didst thou give for the books? 

Undir takes the dative after it in the signification of rest 
in a place, a8: undir bordinu, stéInum under the table, the 
chairs ; 

when it means under, subordinate to, dependent upon, as: 
alla Ῥά sem undir hdnum eru all that are under him, pat er 
ekki undir pvi komit that ts not of great consequence. 

It has the accusative in the signification of away towards, 
as: undir sdlarlag towards sunset, and away under, as: undir 
eyna away under the island. 

Yfir governs the dative when it betokens res¢ in a place, 
as: yfir eldinum above the fire; 

when it means to have power over, as: drottna yfir landi 
to rule over a country. 

It takes the accusative when it means moton to a place, 
as: hann reer ut yfir nesit he rows around the naze ; 

in the signification of more than, as: mér unni mar yfir 
mann hvern the girl loved me more than any one else. , 

At or ad is the only preposition which governs the three 
cases. : 

It governs the genitive when used in the meaning of at 
the place of, with any one, at his house (the word Adiss or the 
like being understood), as: peir gistu at Bjarnar they were 
Byorn's guests. Formerly this preposition was used with the 
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genitive of the personal pronouns, as: peir gistu at min, pin 
with me, thee. 

It takes the dative when it means é a place, as: koma 
at bee ὦ come to a farm: 

at a place, as: at ligbergi at the councd-Asll; hann bjd 
at Birgisheimi he heed at Birgishewmr’: 

transition from one state to another, as: hann vard.at steini 
he was changed into stone; brenna at dsku to burn to ashes: 

before comparatives, a8: véru peir at vaskari were they 
the braver. 

a future hme, as: lidr at jélum Jule approaches, at hausti 
next autumn. 

This preposition, when it governs the dative case, like- 
wise forms many adverbial expressions. — 

It employs the accusative when it means behind, after 
(one’s death), a8: lata eitt at sik to leave something behund one ; 
at f6dur sinn after his father (jas death).. Thus in Runic in- 
scriptions, reisa stein at einn fo rase a stone to one. 

Many names of places occur in the dative with the pre- 
position d, ¢ or at, instead of the nominative after hetta or the 
like, as: s& beer het 4 Steini that house was called Stone; hann 
bjo i kaupstad beim er heitir { Stafangri he lived tn the market- 
town which 1s called Stavanger. 

CHAPTER IV. 
OF ELLIPSES. 

Ellipses or omissions frequently occur in Old-Norse. In 
most cases they are easily supplied, as for instance, when the 
pronouns sd, si, hann, htin or pat are omitted, the subject or 

. object for which they are used having been already named: 
sidan sneid Karkr h6éfud af jarli ok hijép { braut med (pat), 
afterwards Karkr cut off the art's head, and ran off with (ἰδ. 

The 3rd pers. of the verb is often used without a sub- 
ject, when this is unknown, or can be easily supplied, as. 
sva segir { Grimnismal, ἐξ 1s thus said in Grimnismdl. 

The word kostr chotce, alternative, resource is often elided 
in sentences the meaning of which is clear, as: far eptir, 
Haleyingr, s4 mun pér hinn besti (kostr) vera, pursue, Hdley- 
ingr, thy best alternahve; ok er 84 (kostr) til, at sigla undan, 
and the only choice 18 to sail away. 
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The verbs vera and verda are frequently dropt, as well 
as the definite forms, as: einn morginn vakti Astridr Glim 
ok sagdi at nauta fjoldi Sigmundar var kominn ij tin ok vildi 
brj6ta andvirki: “en ek hefi eigi fraleik til at reka (hann) i 
braut, en verkmenn (eru) at vinnu”, one morning Astridr 
awoke Glimr, and satd, that a lot of Sigmaunde’s cattle had got 
into the meadow, and would throw down the cocks; “but I am not 
nemble enough to drive (them) away, and the workmen are at 
work”. 

These ellipses take place especially after the words mun 
and skal in the future, as: p4 mun hann kominn (vera) til 
konungs, then will he have come to the kang; pari skulu ok talin 
ndfn peirra, therein shall their names also (be) reckoned. 

Sometimes the ellipsis is more important, 6. g., Glumr 
segir, 8ά ek gliggt hvat titt var: (pu ert) barn at aldri, en 
(hefir p6) vegit slika hetju sem porvaldr var, 1] saw clearly 
how the matter stood: (thou art) a child in age, but fa hast) 
slain such a hero as Thorvaldr was. 

PART IV. 
PROSODY. 

CHAPTER I. 
᾿ Old-Norse poetry is not regulated like that of ancient 

Greece and Rome by quantity, but by accentuation, which 
cannot, however, be arbitrarily laid upon any syllable. Ina 
word consisting of many syllables, the accent must rest on 
that which usually has the tone: in monosyllables it cannot 
fall on prepositions and conjunctions, except when it becomes 
emphatic. 

Icelandic poems are divided into regular strophes (erend1, 
visa*, staka) which generally contain eight lines (ord, visu- 
ord). These strophes are subdivided into halves (visuhel- 
mingr), and each of these again into two parts (visufjérdungr) 
constituting a quarter strophe or couplet. 

* Visa, like the German Weise, means the manner or wise of 
doing a thing: this wise, otherwise. 
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CHAPTER II. 
ALLITERATION. 

Alliteration, or letter-rhyme, is an essential characteristic 
of Old-Norse poetry. Consonantal alliteration requires three | 
words or accented syllables in a couplet to; have the same 
initial letter (lj6dstafr), and two of these words to occur in 
in the former hemistich , and the other in the latter. The 
initial letter of the last which generally commences the line, 
and must always stand as near the beginning of it as possible, 
is called Aéfudstafr (headstaff) or chtef letter, being that which 
governs the others: the sub-letters have no fixed position. 
The initials of the words placed in the first line are called 
studlar (props or stays) because they support or give force to 
the cardinal letter, of which they may be regarded as the 
auxiliaries, thus: 

Syllisk fjérvi filled with the life-blood 
Jeigra manna. of doomed men. 

Here the three fs are [ddstafir or rhyme-letters; the chief 
letter (hdfudstafr) is in feigra, and the sub-letters (studlar) 
occur in fyllisk and /jorvi. — 

One or more particles, or short words, may be intro- 
duced into the beginning of the second hemistich , only they 
must be unaccented, thus: 

er & Gautlandi gengum . when to Gothland we went 
at Grafvitnis mordi; to give death to the serpent; 

here a¢ is the augmentative participle. 

When the héfudstafr begins with a double or compound 
consonant as sk, sp, st, the sfudlar must consist, if possible, 
of the same letters; this rule applies especially to the above 
compounds, as: 

beit { Skarpa skerjum struck on Skarpa's cliff 
skeribildr at hjaldri ; . the sword in battle; 

or: 
skorin var Skéglar kapa scored was the coat of matl 
at skjéldunga hjaldri in the battle of the kings. 

Here sk are the rhyme-letters, and gr in the following 
distich : e 

pa var grund gréin then was the ground green 
grenum lauki ; with green herb. 
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In short lines one of the sub-letters is often omitted, 
but the chief-letter never: 

Aljéds bid’ k’allar to attention I ind all 
helgar kindir ; holy generations : 

σόϊ um Asum crowed near the ZEsir 
Gullinkambi Gullinkamls (the golden-combed). 

Vowels interchange with each other, and should, if pos- 
sible, be different : 

dnd pau πὸ attu; breath they possessed not ; 
65 pau πὸ hofdu; sense they not. 

Here 6, d, and ὁ form a complete and elegant letter-rhyme. 

J, v, and k, when followed by a vowel, are admitted 
into the number of correspondent letters : 

ek man jétna I remember the giants 
ἄγ umborna ; born in the beginning. 

Here 6, 7, 4 rhyme with each other: examples in which 
v answers to vowels are extremely rare: 

svaf vetr Freyja slept not Freuja 
atta néttum ; for eight nights. 

Here υ and 4 correspond. ; 

Sometimes we meet with verses in which such words as 
ἀν, rangr, revor, which in the earliest times began with v, 
have formed alliteration with words beginning with this 
letter, as-in Atlaqvida: 

vin{ Valhéll wine in Vathalia. 
(o) reidi sask peir Huna; They feared the Huns’ wrath; 

and in Baldrsdrauma : 

(V) rindr berr Rindr (Vala’s mother) bears 
{ Vestrsdlum ; wn the western halls. 

When there is an unequal line, or a solitary member in 
a verse, such as the third and sixth lines of the six-mem- 
bered stanzas, it always contains two alliterated words, as in 
the following quotation from Vafpridnismal : 

or Ymis holdi of Ymir's flesh 
var jord umsképud, the earth was shaped, 

en or deinum δ] τς, of his bones the mountains ; 
himinn or hausi heaven of the skull 
ins hrimkalda jétuns, of the hoar-frosty gtant ; 

en or svelta $jor. and of his sweat the sea. 
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CHAPTER III. 
ASSONANCES. ’ 

Assonance, or line-rhyme, is called in Old-Norse 
poetry Aending, and is divided into two kinds, whole and 
half-assonance. 

Whole-assonance, or properly speaking. consonance 
(adalhending noble rhyme), occurs when two syllables in the 
same line have the vowels and the consonants immediately 
following them alike, as: sum-ir (some) and gum-ar (men), 
merk-i (mark) and sterk-a (strong). 

Half-assonance (skothending imperfect rhyme) admits of 
different vowels followed by the same consonants, as, sttrdum 
(dat. plur. of stirdr sf) and nordan, vard (I became) and 
fora (to guafd). The half-assonance is commonly used in 
the first line of the couplet which contains the sub-letters, 
and the whole-assonance in the latter hemistich, as: 

fastorér skyli firda word-fast. should the king be 
fengsell vera pengill; who well keep warriors ; 
hefir heit at rjifa . to break thy plighted faith 
hjaldur mégnudr? per aidri. — deseems thee not, mighty man! 

All syllables which have an assonance, must be ac- 
cented ; all consonants may form payt of an assonance except 
the flexional endings y and 8 after consonants: accordingly 
bjarts and hjarta are a regular whole-assonance, and ddr and 
flydi a correct half-assonance. 

Rhyme is important in determining the right orthography 
and pronunciation of a word. For instance, as there is a 
whole-assonance in the line térarlaust ok /ra, it is clear that 
utr must rhyme with tr, and cannot be written with y, which 
has been incorrectly used by some writers. 

CHAPTER IV. 

| RHYME. 

The terminating rhyme of the Icelanders is formed on 
the same principle as that of the poetry of other nations. 
Final rhymes are single or compound, being either formed 
by the ultimate, as: far, var, ¢, pvt, or by both the ultimate 
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and penultimate together, as: ouka, lauks, segja, pegja- 
There is no instance before the Reformation, m which the 
first line is rhymed with the third, and the second with the 
fourth, only consecutive rhyming lines being met with pre- 
viously to that period. 

Such words as sparat and kverit, card and ord are ad- 
missible as half-rhymes, because they have the same final 
consonants, though their vowels are unlike. 

CHAPTER V. 
OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF VERSE. 

The ancient Icelanders divided their poems into three 
chief classes. called Fornyrdalag, Droitkvet:, and Riinhenda. 
The first possesses only alliteration, the second, alliteration 
and assonance, the third, alliteration and final rhyme. 

1. Fornyréalag, or, Narrative Verse. 

The original and simplest form of versification in Old- 
Norse, which it also possesses in common with the other 
Teutonic languages, particularly the Anglo-Saxon, is Forn- 
yrdalag (old word-lay) which is the most unrestricted in its 
metre, having the greatest complement*, and frequently only 
one auxiliary letter. All the poems of the Elder Edda are 
in narrative verse. It is divided into two kinds, the Starkadar- . 
lag proper, and [yddahdttr. 

The Starkadarlag proper consists of strophes of eight 
lines connected by alliteration: each line has two long syl- 
lables, or two resting-points for the voice; the rhyme-letters 
should be three, though one of the sub-letters is often want- 
ing. The following stanza from the Voluspa offers an example 
of narrative verse thus constructed : 

ek 8ά Baldri I foresaw "μέ Βαϊάον,᾿ 
bléd5gum tfvor, for that bloody victim, 
Odins barni : Sor that son of Odin 

* Short precursory words which, though independent of the 
structure of the verse, are necessary to the completion of the sense, 
{ΟΠ ΡΠ 10 what may be called the complement (mdlfylling verse- 

ing). 
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orlég félgin ; the fate hid for hem. 
st6d umvaxinn There stood growing 
véllum heri above the valley 
mjéor ok mjék fagr α slender and very fair 
mistilsteinn. mistletoe. 

The want of one of the sub-letters in the 1, 3, and 5 line 
constitutes a deviation from the strict rule; there is no com- 
plement in the above instance. On the other hand, the fol- 
lowing strophe is very irregular: 

Hvat er med Asum? What are the Hisir (gods) doing? 
Hvat er med Alfum? What are the Elves doing? 
Gnyr allr Jétunheimr; Bellows ali Jotunheimr ; 
Esirru & pingi. the Austr are tn council. 
Stynja dvergar Groan the dwarfs 
fyr steindurum ᾿ς δέ the cavern door, 
veggbergs visir. the sages of the mountain. 
Vitud ér enn eda hvat? Know you tt? But what? 

which should be thus intoned in reading: 
ὴ Hvat’r med Asum? 

Hvat’r med Alfum? 
Gnyr allr Jét’nheimr; 
fEs'rr’ & pingi. 

Stynja dvergar 
fyr) steindurum 
veggbergs visir. 
Vit’ ér enn ed’ hvat? 

There are complements in verses 3 and 6. The contraction 
of so many syllables into one in the 4th line is peculiar, and 
the last line has 3 toned syllables, which is contrary to all 
rule, and might be regarded as a corruption, did not the 
same discrepancy occur in less than seven times in the Vdlu- 
spa, and always at the end of the strophe. 

As a variation from the Starkadarlag proper there is the 
Anept or styft (shortened) Fornyrdalag, which has the first of 
the two lines either trisyllabic, and all the three syllables 
commonly long, or ends with an intoned monosyllable. 

The following stanza from Egils Sonartorrek furnishes 
an example: 

era audpeyst; it cannot easily happen; 
pviat) ekki veldr because the difficu 
héfugligr silent desire 
or) hygeju stad of the three sons 
pagnafundr once born 

English-Icelandic Gramm. 8 
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priggja nidja ‘in Jitunheimr 
arborinn cannot easily 
or) Jétunheimum. be drawn from the breast. 

Another kind of Fornyrdalag in frequent use-is Lydéda- 
hdtir, consisting of a six-lined strophe, whose 1st, 2nd, 4th, 
and 5th lines are constructed like the Starkadarlag proper, 
having two resting-points, pauses, or long syllables, and 
connected by alliteration ; but the 3rd and 6th line have three 
pauses with a special alliteration: each of these lines has 2 
(very rarely 3) rhyme-letters different from those of the two 
preceding lines, as: 

élr ek vard drunk I became, 
vard) ofrdlvi became very d 
at ins fréda Fjalars; in the giant 8 dwelling ; 
pvi er) dldr basztr, Sor best ts αἴ 
at) aptr ofheimtir when again recovers 
hverr sitt ged gumi. each man his wit. 

The following stanza offers an example of a metre with 
three rhyme-letters : 

ungr var’k fordum ; young was I once; 
fork einn saman, went I quite alone, 
ba) vard ek villr vega; then went I astray; 
audigr pottumsk 1 thought myself 
er’k annan fann; when I found another: 
madr er manns gaman: man ts the sport of'man. 

The following half-strophe is peculiarly composed :. 
pat'r pa reynt, that is then proved 
er pu at) rinum spyrr when thou askest of runes 
inum) reginkunnum: to the gods alone known. 

Here the three rhyme-letters 7 are so placed that each line 
contains one. 

When the eight-lined Fornyréalag is so constructed that 
two half-rhymes occur in the first line of each couplet, and 
two whole-rhymes in the second line, it is called Zoglag; for 
instance in the following half-strophe: 

ok senn sona and then Canute slew, 
slé hvern ok po - or banished at once 
Abalbréds eda each of the sons 
ut flemdi Kniir: of Adalbrair. 
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2. Drottkvedi. 

* The metre usual in laudatory poems is called Drdtthvetds 
(from drétt chief, kvwdi song) or “heroic verse”, and was 
most commonly used by the skalds who lived after the 9th 
century. It has alliteration and assonance, and very rarely 
admits the mdlfyling. The chief letter must be the first in 
every second line, and the second rhyme in every line must 
occur in the penultimate syllable. The first strophe of the 
poem called Ges the ray, an eulogium on King Olafr the 
Saint by Einarr Skularson, will furnish an example of this 
kind of metre : 

eins ma ord ok benir 
allsrédanda hins snjalla 
vel er) frddr s& er getr gééa 
gués prenning mér kenna. 
géfugt ljds bodar gersli 
, wiley miskunnar 
agetan byd ek é#rum 
Olafi brag sdlar. 

The following is the order of the words: eins ma mér kenna 
ord ok beenir, sd er vel frédr, er getr ρόδα prenning hins 
snjalla allsrédanda gués. Ek by® {trum Olafi dgetan brag. 
Gunndfligr geisli bodar gdfugt 1168 miskunnar sdlar; mean- 
ing, “Likewise can I know words as well as prayers; he is 
very wise who comprehends the glorious Trinity of Almighty 
God. I offer to noble Olafr an excellent song. A most 
powerful beam betokens the beautiful ‘light of the sun of 
mildness (Christ)”. 

"  Assonances here occur in every line; in the first line 
of each couplet there is a half-rhyme, in the second, a whole 
one. There are three resting-points in each line, and a com- 
plement only in the 3rd line, ¢. 6. vel er. 

When a strophe, formed in other resrects like the Drétt- 
kvedi, has eight long syllables in each line, it is called Hryn- 
henda, as: 

7 ljdtu varp 4 lypting tan 
inudri; Mefdiok gulitt rauda; 
fastligr hneigdi furu glestri — 
fyris garmr of skeidar styri; 
sterdum helt um Stafange nordan 
τρόμος putusk fyrir diar; 
uUppl Ὁ elmars 1 

ol glik { Dana vee 
8} 
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The order of the words is as follows: ljétu laudri varp 4 
Utan lypting; gullit rauda bifdisk; fastligr fyris garmr of 
styri skeidar hneigdi furu glestri; Stafangr hélt um stiréum 
stalum nordan; dlar bifdusk fyrir; uppi glé6du elmars typpi 
glik eldi { veldi Dana; meaning, “with boisterous sea-foam 
drifted on the prow of the vessel; the red gilded. mast is 
shaken; the strong wind around the rudder bent sideways 
the ship splendidly adorned; Stafangr steered the rude prow 
northwards; the breakers are broken before (the proceeding 
ship) ; aloft shone the ship-masts like fire in the kingdom 
of the Danes”. 

3. Riunhenda. 

Renhenda (rin poem, henda rhyme) or “popular verse”, 
has final rhyme along with alliteration. Each strophe con- 
sists of eight lines, the first determining the metre of the 
rest. This class of versification is subdivided into several 
kinds, according to the number of accentuated syllables. The 
following offers an example with two resting-points : 

slikt er δυνά: 
siklingr 4 
6ld bess ann 
ordrém p4nn; 
jarla’ er 
austan ver 
skatna skyrstr 
Skuli dyrstr: Η 

meaning, “Thus it is: the king possesses this fame; the 
people call it good; of the princes is Skuli (come) from the 
east, the worthiest man, of heroes the most excellent”. 

Another instance furnishes four accentuated syllables : 

-  hpiggja kn4 med gulli glob 
otna fer af resi mjdd, 
ekka letr hann sveit at sin 

silfri skenkt it fagra μὰ "ἢ 
eipum metir oe skal, 

Saran sendir Rinar bal, 
eigi hitta ejra mann, 
jarla beztr en skjéidung bann: 

meaning, “The cheerful troop of men can receive with gold 
the mead from the king: he let the crowd drink in his 
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(house) the goodly wine presented in silver; the golden 
goblet meets the hands (the hands seize it); to the men 
sends the best of princes the fire of the Rhine (gold); one 
meets pot with a better man than this prince”. 

4. Refrain or Burden. 

One or more verses which are repeated in a certain di- 
vision of the poem constitute the refrain or burden (stef, vid- 
kvedi), which varies greatly in its application; but mostly 
consists of two or more lines, separate from the strophe. 
Sometimes it occurs at the end of every strophe, and forms 
a species of chorus. 
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